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Directory of Local Unions 
LOCAL ( , 'KKM. Or net A D O B E S * 
1. New York Cloak Operators - - . . 121 E. 18th 9*., New York City 
S. Philadelphia Cloaknukehi .39 N. 10U» St. , Philadelphia, P» 
3. New York Piece T a H o n . . . . » W. 81st S t , Nr*> York City 
4. Baltimore Cloaktnakers 2 So. High S t , Baltimore, Md,, 
5.- Now Jersey Eoibruderer*.. 718 Uille S t , \V. Uoboken, N . J , 
•6. New York Embroiderer* 17$ Bj Broadway, rare of United Hebrew Trade-
7. Bovtou Raincoat Maker*. ._ 31 ST. Russell St., Boston, Mass., cars'of Rosenberg 
0. New York Cloak and Suit Tailors 113 K. 10th S t , New York City 
10. Nov, York Amalgamated Ladies.' Garment (.'niters 7 W. 21st B t , New York City 
11. Brownsville, N. Y. Cloukuatkers 887 Sntkman S t , Brooklyn, Jf, Y. 
12. Boston, Maw. Piessers 230 TreiaoDl S t , Boston, Mao.-. 
J 3 . Montreal, C M , Cloak makers , 37 P r i o n Arthur, E . Montreal, Can. 
14. Toronto, Can. Cloakmaker*. . . 101 Spadina Ave , Toronto, Can. 
15. Philadelphia Walstmaksrs 284 P in* S t , PhiladeJpkia, Pa. 
lli. S t l.ouia, Mo. Ladies' Garment Workers Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Ave. 
17. New York Reofenuakere 35 E. Second S t , New York City 
18. CbtfagO Clonk and Suit Pressers . . . . ISU W. Division 8 t , Chicago, 111. 
10. Muutrwtl, Can. Cloak Cutters 180 H t George S t , Montreal, I fen. 
20. New York Waterproof Garment Worker* 122 University Place, New York City 
'-'1. Newark, » . J . Cloak and 8uitioakera 10:i Montgomery St. , Newark, N. .1. 
22, New Haven, Conn., {.tidies' Garment Worker* 83 lEoltock St., New Haven, Conn. 
23 . Now York Shirtmak-r* ' 113 E. 10th S t , New York City 
25. New York Waist and Prnfi* Maker* B E , 17tli B t , Nvw York City 
SO. Cleveland Ladies ' Garment Workers 112 Prospect Ave., Clew-hind, Ohio 
£8. Seattle, Wash., U d i c s ' Garment Workers 2700 & Union St.. Seattle, W.i 
31. St . Un to , Mo., Cloak Preaseni . . . 020 E. 17th S t , S t Louis, -Mo-
32.* Peekskiil, N. Y., I'nderwear Workers 118 GraDt Ave., Feekskill, N. V-
35. New York Pressers 828 2nd A T * . , New York City 
35. Bo-ton, Moss., Ladies ' Tailors 230 Trcioont S t , Boston, Max* 
38. New York Ladies ' Tailors 43 E . 22ud S t , New York City 
4 1 . New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers 79 7. 10th S t , New Ye»k City 
44. Chicago, 111., Cloakmakers 1815 W. Divisive S t , Chicago, 111-
45. Syracuse, N . Y , Dretsmakera 121 Ren wick P r , Syracuse, N. V-
4". r e ave r , Colo, Ladies ' Tailors , 1400 Irving S t , Dwnver, Con* 
4S. Cincinnati Garment Cutters 1715 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohii> 
49. Boston Wni-tiiKtkors M Orove S t , Boston, Has*. 
50. New York Children Drcmsmakers 70 E. 10th 8 1 , New York Chy 
5 1 . Montreal, Can., Ottftua I n d i e s ' Tailors, 858 S t Antoiue &l-
52. !*« A ugeles I-adlcs Garmeot Workers 1319 E . 21*t S t , Los Angeles, Cnl 
53. Philadelphia, P a , Cloak Cutters 525 Mifflin S t , Philadelphia, Pa. 
54. Chicago Raincoat Makers 1145 Blue Island, Are., Chicago, I 
56. Boston Cloakmaker* 2.10 Tremont 8 t , Boston, Ma** 
58. New York Waist Uuttooholc Makers 100 Forsyth S t , New York City 
59. Chicago Waist and White floods Worker* 2024 Potomac A T , Chicago, 111. 
61. Montreal, Can., Cloak and Skirt Presser* 37 Prince Arthur E , Montreal, Can-
63- New York White Good* Workers. 35 E. 2nd S t , New York City 
63. Cincinnati Cloikmakcrs 678 Rockdale Ave, Cincinnati, Ohio" 
64. New York Buttonhole Makers. . .88 E. 10th 8 t , New York City 
6 5 . Brooklyn Lad les ' Tailors 166 McKlbben S t , Brooklyn, N . Y 
00. New York Boimar. Embroiderers. ;. 62 E. Fourth S t , New Y'ork CK? 
(CONTINUED ON 'INSlOX TIDD1SH COVEK.) 
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DIVISION OF WORK 
Unemployment is not peculiar to our 
industry; it is an adjunct of the present 
age of Indusl rial ism. Wherever indus-
trial prosperity creates riches and mil-
lionaires, there also hordes of worklew 
people periodically tramp toe streets in 
search of employment 
Manufacturers are very assiduous in 
making their employees believe that un-
employment is due to tho unions and 
tbeir activity. If only tho employees 
were nevor to ask for wage improve-
ments; if they only let the employer fix 
the prices just as he desires; if only they 
were content to work on without looking 
at the cloak—why, then he would surely 
have all the orders, and the fear of un-
employment need never worry them. In 
some such words aa-tljesa certain em-
ployers manage to lull the workers into 
accepting wage reductions and longer 
hours. 
' On the other hand, a certain number 
of members of the Union feel convinced 
in their own minds that the Union can 
l*y some magic wand create a condition 
of constant employment; and they follow* 
up their conviction by holding the Union 




itention of the 
mux or ouat employer, that unem-
AUK
 ployment is due to 
I their activity, is utterly 
misleading, IX a large number of people 
were not so easily gulled as to believe the 
statement, it would not even need to be 
refuted. When this kind of employer 
tells his "hands" that their demand for 
wage improvements will lose him his 
orders, ho is just trying the oxpedient of 
playing- on their fear and credulity. For 
if this subterfuge succeeds the fear and 
credulity of his "hands" is sure to swell 
his margin of profits. In nine cases out 
of tea the employer resorting to this ex-
pedient does not believe it himself. 
Probably it is the same credulity—the 
same aptness for believing passing ru-
mors-—that makes some members attri-
bute to the Union the power of providing 
employment. Did not Moses in the wild-
erness procure water by smiting a rockt 
Theso members do not consider that the 
Union does not control tho market of 
wonum's wear. They have yet to reali?* 
that the solo aim of the Union is to safe-
guard their iuteresls in the shops—to 
protect them against wage cuts and bad 
•!".IL!.i I L K • • a L. 
era 
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lADiES' GARMENT WC 
treatment, and to raise their general where remains unsold, causing uncnu 
status. ployraent in tho centers supplying these 
Unemployment, as already shown, is mnrkots. So industrial depression in one 
a product of tho modern industrial ays- part of tho country, or even in one part 
tern. I t is rife in every industrial conn- of the world, is bound to cause depres-
try in Europe and America. I t prevails 
in tho mining and engineering industries 
as well as in the ladies' wear trades; and 
it arises from causes over which no union 
can have any control. It is inherent in 
the present chaotic system of society 
which carries on industry primarily for 
profit and only secondarily for use. 
Employers do not feel called upon to 
manufacture articles of consumption in 
order to supply a genuine need; their 
main motive is to produce commodities 
for profit; and as there is no limit set 
to tho amount of profit they may make, 
ttiey strain every nerve to get the larg-
est possible amount, employing every 
means at hand in tho process. 
• . . 
To attain this end man-
to out-
reach and undersell 
each other in the mar-
ket. The ruling idea in the world of 
business and manufacture is: "How 
can I produce or buy my merchandise 
so cheaply as to secure all the orders and 
out out my brother manufacturer?" The 
inevitable result is that some manufac-
turers go to the wall, and their employees 
are thrown into idleness, misery and 
starvation. So it is not the Union and 
its activity causing unemployment, but 
the cut-throat competition by which 
manufacturers and jobbers try to cut 
each other out and secure the trade. 
Nor does this stop there. The unem-
ployed in one center of industry being 
unable to buy articles of consumption to 
fully satisfy their nerds, a slump is 
thereby caused in other markets, and the 
merchandise produced for profit else-
IDLENKSH 
TUB BBSBXT OF ufacturers try 
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COMPETITION 
sion aud unemployment in other parts. 
The evil is therefore deep-seated, and 
requires drastic measures tOt remedy it. 
The problem of unemployment will be 
solved only then when Society will per-
ceive that to conserve its interest it must 
introduce rule and reason into produc-
tion by having it carried on for the use, 
boneflt, and enjoyment of all rather than 
for tho private gain of individuals. Only 
then will tho present disorder, waste, un-
employment and suffering be eliminated. 
Thus it is clear that in the present 
state of industrial competition no trade 
union can either prevent or permanently 
solve the problem of unemployment. All 
we can do is to alleviate it by organized 
effort and equal distribution of work. 
* * • 
A LAtmAnLK PORH Within the last dec-
or MLF-IIKM-
 ado the idea of state 
provision for the unemployed has gained 
considerable ground in European coun-
tries. Farm colonies, road-making. 
afforestation and a number of other state 
and municipal requirements provide tem-
porary relief of unemployment ait<l 
chronic want. Hore, in this country, we 
are too individualistic to encourage any 
such state meddling with labor and in-
dustry. Perhaps we are really more ad-
vanced, because instead of waiting for 
the dilatory remedies of state or gov-
ernmental aid we take the bull by the 
horns in giving aid to the unemployed 
through the agency of tho Union. 
Our Union was not the first to intro-
duce equal distribution of work in the 
slow season as a means of practical re-
lief to its unemployed members. It is 
an essential and laudable feature <' 
• 
• • 
trade organization and reflects crddit on 
the trade union and its members. • For 
let na not forget that equal distribution 
of work involves that genuine sympathy 
and feeling of brotherhood which may 
be found principally among the poor 
and lowly. Humane and fair employers 
no doubt recognize the value of this 
form of self-help. The mere fact that 
it tends to enhance the self-respect of 
the workers is a sufficient reason for it. 
I t is time for employers to recognize 
that in a skilled trade like ours, the 
more manly and independent the char-
acter of the worker the higher the 
ily of his work; and the receipt 
ity produces the opposite effect. Mark 
this, however: Only when the shops 
are organized, and the members of-the 
Union are loyal and true, can this prac-
tical relief be carried out satisfactorily. 
THE LABOR ORGANIZATION ^ O C 1 0 t J' M a t 
AND THI: present consti-
CHARITY INSTITUTION ^ ^ ^ ^ 
acknowledge this beneficial feature of 
trade organization. I t owes a debt of 
gratitude to the trade union which faith-
fully carries out the system of equal dis-
tribution of work. Anyone .who has 
trained himself to look beyond the sur-
face can see what a'multitude of evils 
is thereby prevented. 
The charitable institutions testify to 
the fact that since the strike of 1910, 
when 50,000 cloak workers—probably 
200,000 souls—had been lifted to a high-
er scale of life, tho tremendous strain 
on their resources was eased consider-
ably. Nor is this all. Unemployment 
inevitably brings in its train sickness, 
death and other evils, and by reducing 
unemployment through dividing the 
work in the slow seasons tho Union pro-
vents all such evils with which Capital-
ism ha.s beset the present social order. 
: Here we have two outgrowths of civ-
ilization—the modern labor organization 
and the-modern charity institution. The 
one is civilizing, ennobling and uplifting, 
the other—degrading and demoralizing. 
The trade union is organized self-help 
and self-respect, based on the concep-
tions of rights and duties; the charity 
institution is a clumsy attempt to blind 
the people to the glaring inequalities of 
extreme poverty and extreme riches. The 
organized relief of the trade union, in 
the matter of equal distribution of work, 
which is only one of its many relief fea-
tures, is derived from the "widow's 
mite." The man who is allowed to earn 
$2.00 a day gives half of the work to his 
workless brother to enable him to pay 
the rent or provide dry bread for his 
hungry children; and he is urged by the 
officers of the Union to do this good 
deed. The charity which is provided by 
the rich to appease their conscience 
comes from their superfluity; they give 
away what they do not want or, very 
often, what is in their way. 
Is it necessary to ask the thinking, the 
conscientious, the sincere-minded as to 
whicji outgrowth of civilization is pre-
ferable—the trade union or the charity 
inst it ut ion! 
1 
WHAT MKANS " - "*J°VC W n " 
KiirLOVRRs- OPPOSITION tention is time-
TO DIVISION Or WORK T , y ^ ^ Q( 
the periodical opposition of some em-
ployers to the prnctice of equal distribu 
tion of work in the slow season. In the-
ory they profess "fai th in the Union." 
They have declared this faith when th*y 
signed the Protocol. Tho Protocol is 
based on the essential idea of a strong 
Union and a strong Manufacturers' As-
sociation acting hi concert to eliminate 
the evils of unfair competition between 
MnMBBHWKMMflHMaBaMMNMHMnnu 
mfaoturera on the one hand 
ployccs on the other. By opposing and 
placing difficulties in the way of equal 
distribution of work, they betray a con-
coaled desire to weaken the Union. By 
barging employees without clear 
cause, they assume an attitude of defi-
ance that contradicts their "faith in the 
Union/' They are thus trying to undo 
with one hand what they have donoAvith 
le other. 
So long as they get their work done, 
what matters it whether it is done by one 
or a half dozen employees, if no extra 
expense is involved t Where is the nec-
essity of the constant irritation that pro-
luces had blood and accumulates wrath 
iu the breasts of tens of thousands of 
irkor- that is bound to explode with 
rrific force some day t 
The individual agreement between em-
>yer and employees was a kind of arra-
tice that implied a frequent recrudes-
cence of the class war to the knife. 
The collective agreement is an attempt 
at confining the everpresent class war to 
be fought out at tho conference table-
But let there be fair fighting, gentlemen. 
Tho Union is trying to keep its mem-
bers within limit. The Union is anxious 
to live up to the letter and spirit, of the 
Protocol. "We are constantly harping on 
the strains of reason and commonsense. 
These columns have borne frequent wit-
ness to this fact. Bnt there aro two 
parties to every contract, an-d both must 
spirit. 
vo up to it? 
• * 
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I'EKSKNT WAB 
The immediate cause of 
the present world-con-
flict was duo to one of 
the groat powers of Europe trying to 
humiliate a small insignificant nation. 
If the Austrian diplomatists had forci 
seen the terrible consequences of their 
rash and unreasonable ultimatum to 
Servia, perhaps we should have been 
spared the bloody sacrifice of milb'ons of 
souls. 
The needless irritation caused to the 
employees in the shops or the representa-
tives of the Union is altogether mistaken 
zeal on the part of the employers or 
their representatives. "You never can 
tell" what a thoughtless action of this 
kind may lead to, The Austrian diplo-
matists did not know where their ulti-
matum would lead to. 
We claim equal distribution of work 
as a right as well as a privilege. Any-
one attacking this right attacks the life 
and vory being of the workers. Lot 
them beware, for the ground they stand 
on is holy human ground, made up of 
flesh and blood, of maternal and filial 
feelings that may boil over and reach be-
yond their reasonable limit. Similar 
feelings have caused the French Revolu-
tion and the chopping off of innumerable 
heads. 
n 
Among a number of questions sub-
mitted to tho Board of Arbitration re-
cently in session was the complaint of-
the Waist and Dressmakers' Union that 
employers continually evade giving pref-, 
erence to union workers when hiring am 
discharging employees. 
Article XIII of the Protocol in *he 
dress and waist industry obligate* the 
Dross and Waist Manufacturers' Asso-
rude shock to the members of Local No. 
25. In their view the obligations as to 
preferring unioa workers were not car-
ried out in 
Protocol. 
The retention i 
slow season is really the crux of the ques-
tion. In the bnsy season the employer 
might claim inability to procure all th« 
union help he needs; thug he is corn-
But 
iation, as one of the parties to the con-
tract, to carry out the fourteenth sec-
t b n of the Protocol in the cloak and 
suit industry. This section relates to the 
"preferential onion shop as defined and 
understood in that industry, and more 
fully described in 'Bulletin No. 98 ' of 
the United States Bureau of Labor.** 
For the sake of clearness it is neces-
sary to cite the precise words ot the 
above section, though they hare been 
cHed over and over again; they are as even in this case the workers toast, ac-
foUows: cording to '• Ba l l e t* No. 9 3 , " " join 
Each member of. the Manufacturers' ASM the Union if they desire to. secure for 
mtion U to maintain a union shop; a "union themselves the same rights under the 
stop" being understood to refer to a i<hop 
•tfcere union standards aa to working condi-
tions, hours of labor and rates, of wages aa 
herein stipulated prevail, and *rbero, when hir-
ing help, union men are preferred. 
In regard to the precise meaning of 
preference, "Bulletin No. 9 8 , " gives the 
following definition, which has been ac-
cepted by the Manufaotu 
tion : 
If, after opportunity is afforded to the nou-
anion man so employed to join the Union, lie 
•lwHnes or fails to do ae, lie takes the risk of 
discharge before union men of equal skill are 
discharged, aa the employer must in good fnitli 
B"i i.h« proforonce, in retaining as twll 
hiring, to union men, skill being equal. 
F rom tho two paragraphs cited, the 
reader will see at a glance the nature of 
Ibe obligation undertaken by the mem-
hers of the Manufacturers' Association. 
One would think the matter so clearly 
<I»'Sncd aa to leave nothing to be de-
*ired; yet the question has been hanging 
fire right from tho "beginning. 
• * • 
TUB ACTUAL As soon as the first summer 
*ITCATION season after the strike had 
slackened, and the employers began to 
lay off help, they retained the non-union 
workers, and so deprived the members 
of tho Union of the preference to which 
taey were entitled. That was the first 
Protocol as the union men in the shop. 
On the contrary, even the representative 
of the Association impresses upon them 
the fact, that payment of dues to their 
organization is a responsibility which 
they'must meet, and for the shirking of 
which the employer will not protect them, 
since the Protocol states that all who 
desire the benefits of the Union should 
share its burdens." ("Bulletin No. 98" ) 
i n the slow season, however, no such 
claim can be made; and when> an em-
ployer persists in retaining any non-
union workers after they have neglected 
the opportunity to join the Union, it 
canno,t.be otherwise interpreted than 
that he is deliberately evading his obli-
gation. 
Be i t here observed in passing that 
sinco this cause For complaint has arisen, 
a number of employers have progressed 
in tho wrong direction; they have car-
ried their evasion of preference in reten-
tion of union help, on the advent of the 
slow season, to the process of hiring. 
Facts arc stubborn things. The of-
ficial reports of the Association Depart-
ment of Local No. 25, published from 
lime to time, disclose a large number of 
cases, showing that at the beginning of 





placed by non-union help. Add to this 
that a number of members of the Dress 
and Waist Manufacturers' Association 
employ only a few union people, and 
some none at all, the evasion of the 
ferenco provision has reached such a 
dangerous point that it behooves us to 
to promptly 
• • • 
B u n m u , ' Let us for a moment re-
LBHRNT IN vert to the historic strug-
- SITUATION
 g | e o f 1 9 1 Q j t ^ n e c e f l _ 
aary to recall certain incidents of that 
crisis to appreciate how vitally import-
ant it ia that the preference provision of 
the Protocol shall be carried out in prac-
tice by every member of the Association. 
I t was the idea of "preference" that 
constituted the compromise in the cloak 
strike of 1910 and brought peace to the 
industry. It was this that brought the 
parties to the point of agreement and 
made possible the present system of col-
lective bargaining, which has attracted 
such wide attention throughout the coun-
try. Preference to union workers is the 
pivot upon which binges the mainten-
ance of business relations between the 
Union and the Association. To us some 
of the aspects of that memorable strug-
gle will ever remain fresh aud vivid. 
The Union asked for the closed shop; 
the manufacturers insisted on the open 
shop. "While both sides seemed deter-
mined and refused to budge, the re-
sourceful Mr. Louis D. Brandeis inter-
vened with the idea of "preference to 
union workers." Calmly considered, 
this idea opened possibilities for a strong 
union and control over the workers, 
while to the employers it left "freedom 
of selection as botween one union man 
and another." 
Preference to union workers was tlms 
the essential clement in the situation 
that held out the prospect of a lasting 
peace. Everything else-higher wages, 
shorter hours, sanitary conditions—the 
manufacturers were willing to concede 
even with the open shop. But since the 
open shop docs not carry with it any 
guarantee of these conditions being 
maintained, the essential and indispen-
sable featu.ro of any satisfactory settle-
ment had to be something that should 
afford a guarantee. Such a guarantee 
was afforded by the pledge of the Asso-
ciation that "every member of the 
Manufacturers' Association is to main-
tain a union shop," coupled with the dec-
laration of their "faith in the Union." 
This was practically the only thing worth 
while which induced the onion represen-
tatives to waive the idea of the closed 
shop and the right to strike, and to ac-
cept the "preference" compromise. 
• * • 
VBOTUBMOB $° interpreted, prefer-
THB MAINSTAY ence is the mainstay of 
O F T « K n x i o * l h o U n i o n i hecaus9 .t 
carries with it the Union shop and Union 
standards. It insures a disciplined rank 
aud file. It has made possible organized 
nanitary supervision. It is the pivot of 
the entire machinery. Remove it, and 
the machinery must, sooner or later, 
break down. Evade it and the central 
point of the Protocol disappears. What 
then remains but what the workers could 
not enforce by the fight to a finish? 
We should be a spectacle for gods and 
men if the very thing that was designed 
to prevent strikes should have to become 
the cause or pretext for s strike. 
Preference is not only a vital neces-
sity to the Union as an organized body, 
it is a question of life and death to every 
member thereof. In the words of the 
protocol, the member in good standing 
with the Union "shares its burdens." If 
those who shirk the burdens are given 




shirking, the loyal member is deprived 
of the most substantial benefit guaran-
teed him bj 
manifestly unfair on tbe part of the 
Union to insist on the right of preference 
• the Protocol. He pays to without guaranteeing the employer im-
tho Union for the protection of hi* munity from strikes; but then, it is pre-
rigbts, and one of these rights is that posterous to assure any employer im-
the employer shall prefer him at hiring rannity from strikes unless he strictly 
and at retaining. When this hoped-for complies with the preference provision 
protection proves a delusion, the loyal of the Protocol- This vexed question 
member conceives a wholesome contempt will never be settled until both parties 
for the Protocol and similar "scraps of 







pare the case 
acturers' Association with 
that of the Union. The Association is 
just as anxious to continue its existence 
and extend its membership as the Union. 
Olio of the motives actuating an employ-
er in joining the Association, is the im-
munity from strikes- This is the sort of 
protection that the Association affords 
him. If, however, rightly or wrongly, 
shop strikes were to be of frequent oc-
currence, would not the hoped-for pro-
tection of the individual employer prove 
a delusion f Would not—and docs not— 
the Association in such instances charge 
the Union with violation of the Protocol 7 
Indeed, it has happened that employers 
have claimed protection and immunity 
from strikes, even though not one oi the 
employees who went on striko was a 
member of the Union; and the Dress and 
Waist Manufacturers' Association has 
filed protests and complaints against the 
Union in such cases, regardless of the 
fact that the Uniofi-uah only assume re-
sponsibility for its members in good 
standing. 
It seems to us that preference to union 
workers and immunity from strikes have 
such close connection that one without 
the other- is not even thinkable It is 
agree to supplement Article XHI of the 
Protocol with some such,proviso, and to 
devise a means of carrying it out in 
practice, so that it should not remain a 
dead letter. 
In the case of the Joint Board of Sani-
tary Control, the sanitary strike is sanc-
tioned to compel the employer to carry 
out. certain sanitary standards. An ef-
fective means to insure compliance 
with the preference provision would be 
for the Union and Association to agree 
that failing compliance, the immi 
from strikes should be 
withdrawn. 
is by far one of 
I'lvirci i 1'KACTICB the most important 
' » " * " ? • » considerations. I t is 
not sufficient that an undertaking should 
be placed on paper, or that a declaration 
of faith should be made, unless it is 
going to be lived up .to. Almost a year 
ago the Board of Arbitration made the 
following emphatic pronouncement on 
the subject: 
Of course, we recognize as the rery essence of 
this that the worker* shall hate the preference. 
Without the most constant and complete co-
operation from the manufacturers it will be 
impossible for the Union to educate its mem-
bership and maintain its strength under the 
Protocol. • • * It is an obligation upon the 
employer to give the Union workers preference, 
first in giving them positions, tod then in re-
taining them after positions haVe been given. 
In principle preference has been rec-




col, by the Board of Arbitrati 
Manufacturers' Association, wo one 
questions the obligation; yet it is balked 
by a^  largo nambor of employers. The 
pronouncement of the Board of Arbitra-
tion, in the early part of this year, did 
not settle it; because no adequate ma-
chinery for carrying it out has been pro-
vided; because "the co-operation of the 
manufacturers has not been sufficiently 
constant and complete" to insure 
its being lived up to. In many known 
cases employers not only fail to live np 
to it, but openly thwart and defy all at-
tempts to carry i t 
* Board of Arbitration has now 
proposed tbat a committee of representa-
tives of both sides meet to devise a plan 
of giving permanent effect to tho prefer-
ence provision of the Protocol. It seems 
to us high time that tho stigma of the 
Protocol remaining in certain particu-
lars a dead letter should be speedily re-
moved. Let us hope tho committee will 
arrive at somo definite plan to remove 
a source of friction that, if not remediM 
must, in the near future, prove inimical 
to tho best interest of the entiro in-
dustry. 
OUR PROBLEMS AND HOW TO SOLVE THEM & 
n previous occasions reference has 
been made in this column to certain 
problems confronting our organization. 
We have dwelled on the problem of ef-
ficiency in inner administration, the 
problem of securing economy by pre-
venting waste of resources, the problem 
of education, and the ail-important 
problem of organizing our industry. 
This does not exhaust tho list of prob-
lems. There are a good many outside 
problems arising from our relations with 
the employers under the various coUoct-
i%-e and individual agreements; hut we 
make bold to say that all our external 
problems are part of the great problem 
of sound and efficient organization. As 
soon as we succeed in placing our organ-
ization on a sound financial and admin-
istrative basis, we shall bo in a far hot-
ter position of dealing with any trade 
problem that may arise from time to 
time. The' sooner we realize this the 
better. 
U& us review some of these more 
weighty problems and the 
have brought them about. 
that 
SHOP AND Of the shop and trade 
TRADE rBoBi,KMB p r 0 D i e m s confronting I 
us, tho problem of unemployment is by | 
far the most acute and difficult "to deal 
with. For the most part unemployment, 
as shown in another column, is due to 
general social causes beyond our immed-
iate control. But in our industry we 
have also artificial unemployment, aris-
ing from shop troubles and personal 
causes, from cases of discharge for just 
or unjust cause and from that insidious 
fvil known as jobbing and sub-manufac-
turing. It is tliis artificial unemploy-
ment that is making itself felt and bit-
terly complained of among the rank and 
file. Our peoplo complain of this more 
than of tho usual periodical idleness 
eausod by dullness. It is this which is 
fraught with danger to our organisation, 
becauso it iB like a powdor-magaztrte 
that must be carefully guarded, lest soi 
• 
stray spark from the outside come in let"-
contact with it and ignite it. 
• 
„ 
danger consists in the personal The 
element or personally felt grievance. 
Anyone suffering from unemployment 
brought about by discharge, discrimina-
tion, possible unfitness, or because the 
work is given out to contractors or 
bought from jobbers and sub-manufac-
turers instead of being made in the fac-
tory, is apt to brood over i t and become 
disaffected. Anyone becoming idle 
through one or other of these causes is 
apt to throw blame and responsibility 
on the officers of the Union and demand 
drastic measures, without nsfcing himself 
whether it is wise or in accord with tho 
>n welfare to take them. 
le from sub-manufacturing, unem-
ployment arising from qases of discharge 
and discrimination would not be so sev-
erely felt if not for the bad seasons of 
recent years. The same problems exist-
ed in the years 1910 and 1911, iramedi-
uly following the general strike, but 
they were not so acute, because the sea-
sons were good and the factories nusy. 
When there is a great demand for labor 
the employer is not so selective or par-
ticular. "When he has a good season, he 
is not inclined to drive hard bargains; 
Ins- temper is less likely to become ruf-
fled. It is a fact that needs no corrobor-
ation that shop troubles and resulting 
dissatisfaction begin to occur with tho 
advent of the dull season. 
Even "now, where depression does not 
weigh so heavily over the shop atmos-
phere, such difficulties are hardly ex-
perienced; but this is poor comfort to 
those who suffer. At such times phil-
osophy is of no avail. It is, therefore, 
not necessary to magnify these prob-
lems beyond what they actually amount 
to. !Wo are confident that when the tide 
of prosperity returns these, shop prob-
will be less felt. This, however, is 
i with sub-manni 
SCB MAM'KAf l ' lT-INl i 
! Sub - manufactur-
ing has become so 
widespread that it constitues a danger 
to tho entire industry,' not only to the 
workpeople but also to th< 
manufacturer. The more far 
among them openly admit the 
The growth and spread of 
facturing is a clear indication that the 
manufacturers who encourage this noxi-
ous weed have never entered into the 
real Spirit of tho Protocol. They did 
not realize that one of the purposes of 
this collective understanding was to 
eliminate, or at least minimise, the evils 
of unfair competition and so benefit 
manufacturer and employee. The Pro-
tocol was an attempt at co-operation be-
tween the organized workers and organ-
ized employers. Mr. Brandeis' idea of 
this get-together attempt was that it 
would elevate and improve the industry. 
This, however, implied allowing the or-
ganized workers their little share of 
bargain. 
As if to prove that there can be 
abatement of the class struggle, some of 
the manufacturers, both in the cloak and 
suit and waist and dress industries, have 
shown that a mere "scrap of paper" 
cannot so quickly change the employ-
er's viow of his position in industry. 
This kind of employer does not see the 
ever-inereasing tendency to "Democracy 
in Industry." Apparently he does not 
rest content with the profits olouo; he 
also wants to retain his absolute domina-
tion in the shop. This human trait, ac-
quired from centuries of tyranny, op-
pression, and "one man's rule over an-
other'to his own hur t " is still deeply 
rooted, despite our vaunted progress of 




>pe to eradicate it until humanity will 
reach the stage of the Co-operative Com-
lonwoalth. 
T H K REMEDY 
F O R T H E KV1L 
« " • 
(; 
• • • 
Now, the Protocol has 
made an attempt at 
emocracy in industry; but this implies 
a alight curtailment of the medieval 
domination—a balancing of tho forces, 
so to Bay. and a larger share of the fruits 
of thoir labor to the workers. Since, 
however, through natural inability or 
sheer stubborness the employer referred 
to has not assimilated these modern 
ideas, he chose to encourago an addi-
tional competitor in the market rather 
than adapt himself to the new spirit of 
the times. He may have seen therein a 
means to balk the organized workers. 
By buying ready merchandise, regard-
of whether or not it is mado under 
proper conditions, he thereby de-
prives them of employment and hits the 
Union that way, oven though in the long 
it may turn round and rend him. 
is excuse is that he gets the mer-
chandise by jobbing cheaper, but he also 
fastens the rope of unfair competition 
around the neck of the legitimate trade. 
He is not an idealist, and so tho future 
does not concern him. He is ready to 
sacrifice permanent future well-being to 
the momentary advantage of the present 
He has not, of course, foreseen that by 
encouraging the growth of the sub-man-
ufacturer he thereby seals his own fate. 
Maybe he will not sec this for a long 
time to come, and sub-manufacturing 
will go on and flourish more than ever. 
We must be prepared for such an even-
tuality. Even if we adopt certain meas-
ure* to check the evil, the results of their 
working cannot be foreseen. The Pro-
tocol devised a way for the co-operation 
of both parties with the object of elimi-
nating certain evils in the trade. But 
siuco a number of employers appear to 
have ignored the idea, i t seems to us that 
there is only one remedy for this evil, 
and that is to carry out the plan with 
which we started in this article. We 
must set about creating a sound and ef-
ficient organization. Then and only then 
shall we be able to cope with the crafty 
and vicious system of sub-manufactur-
ing, in cases where it militates against 
our interests. 
OHCAMZED POWER 
l i t i l l M ) T U B 
PROTOCOL 
"We have been con-
centrating too much 
attention on the Pro-
tocol, while the essential thing is the or-
ganized power behind i t When the 
Protocol was signed our organizing busi-
new was,not finished. We should have 
began preparing to meet all emergencies. 
Wo had ample warnings that we must 
fortify our position. Some of our peo-
ple did not see it then, but they see it 
now. Experience has opened their eyes. 
In tho last few months wo have been 
trying to emphasize the fact that the 
gravity of the situation lies within and 
not without I t points to two most ef-
fective remedies—faith in our organized 
power and due provision of financial re-
sources to back up that power. 
Faith in our organized power includes 
perfect unity and solidarity. Both uV 
International and its locals, and the local 
officers and the rank and file, must work 
hand in hand for one common purpose-
to bring our organization to the level 
of moral and financial strength commen-
surate with the extent of our industry. 
During last month the International 
officers started a series of conferences off 
all tho paid officers and executive mem-
bers to consult on the problems con-j 
fronting us. It was said in some irre-i 
Sponsible quarters that tho conferences | 
I 
wmsm 
We want to con 
unfounded heresay right bore. Some of 
the. members present at tho gatherings 
spoke freely of the condition of affairs 
is it appeared to them.' The problems 
were -stated in terms similar to those we 
have used in these columns on various 
occasions, and it was recognized that in 
order to solve them wo must strengthen 
-n r position and increase our adminis-
trative efficiency. 
ins. If the weekly does ore raised 
to 25 cents, as proposed at the confer-
ence, we shall soon be relieved from the 
pressure of our present problems. 
By raising the dues, our members 
show that they feel the pressure of the 
problems not as they affect them indi-
vidually but as they affect the entire or-
gamzation. What is needed is t 
The most urgent necessity of the day 
. to ' increase our financial resources. 
This cannot be done unless every mem-
ber pays regularly his duo share towards 
it in a higher weekly dues. The confer-
ences held last month have already had 
the effect of starting this discussion 
among our members, . Onr members are 
not asked to start paying higher dues 
right now, but they will be in a position 
to do so at the beginning of next season. 
Two members elected by every local 
executive will continue the conferences 
then* 
sity of merging his interests and re-
quirements in those of • the organized 
body. They must abandon the prepos-
terous prejudice, prevailing here and 
there, that the Union is one thing and 
the membership another. By raising the 
dues we shall replenish our treasuries 
and be in a position to assist our mem-
bers materially in time of need. Above 
all wo shall not need to concentrate so 
much attention on the Protocols; 
shall then be the organized 
hind the "scraps of paper 
& OUR DELEGATES OPPOSED TO REST 
In some quarters the delegates of the I. 
Ii. G. W. U. have been taken to task for 
having voted approval of the anti-immi-
gration policy of the American Federa-
tion of Labor. This is not in accord with 
fact, and we are asked to officially con-
tradict the entire story. The editorial 
writer of a Jewish daily paper,, who 
made tho statement, whfi'bVidently misin-
formed. ' 
Tho Jewish delegates neither voted nor 
even assented to this policy; let us hen 
explain the entire matter. 
In the first place, it Is a misstatement 
to say that the resolution was adopted 
unanimously, as no resolution ca 
foro the convention. 
The matter was brought up in the 
port of tho Executive Council which 
ferred mostly to the activities of the P 
oration during the past year in urging 
the passage of the Burnett bill contain-
ing the "literacy test" clause; ami, if 
our delegates did not launch a formal 
protest it was because mere protest, with-
out positive action of some kind, would 
not have altered the situation by a hair's 
breadth. 
The truth of the matter is, our dele-
gates had been planning to introduce an 
amendment that immigrants from pe 
1 
cuted nations should bo exempt from 
the operation of the "literacy test*1 
After doe reflection, however, they came 
to the conclusion that it was impolitic to 
introduce it for the following reasons: 
It is n d(>ud certainty that the con-
vention would have voted down the 
amendment, since the Jewish-speaking 
delegates wore the only delegates in its 
favor. Now what would they have 
achieved thereby! Would their present 
critics havo been more satisfied if the 
.convention hod voted down the "perse-
cuted nation" amendment, as assuredly 
they would havo done* "Would they have 
been satisfied if the American Federa-
tion of Labor had unintentionally ex-
pressed antagonism to "persecuted na-
f t * * ' ' 
But there was another and far weight-
ier reason why the Jewish delegates re-
ceded from their intention to present the 
"persecuted nation" amendment I t 
was this: 
If the convention had voted it down, 
lid surely have embarassed the 
various Jewish organizations which are 
bending every effort against the "liter-
acy test" J>eing passed into law. The 
fact alone that the American Federa-
tion of Labor refused to pass a "perse-
cuted nation" exemption would have 
strengthened the hands of the restric-
lionists, while now that thn matter 
stands as before they have a free .field 
to work for a "persecuted nation" ex-
emption clause being inserted. 
That our delegates had not the slight- ] 
est intention of voting for or even a> 
scnting to the anti-immigration policy 
of the American Federation of Labor is | 
clear from the position taken up by our | 
Union in its official organ, tho La*!1 v 
Garment Worker, for November. See 
editorial, " the Suffering Tailors of Eu-
rope," where clear and definite expres-
sion is given to our view favoring unre-
stricted immigration. 
Our delegates aro opposed to restric-
tion of any kind, and the officers of our 
International will only be too glad to 
help along in every way the various Jew-
ish organizations in their efforts to pre-
vent the passing of that bill in the Up-
per House of tho United States Con-
A VICTORY FOR SOCIALISM AND THE WORKERS. 
Meyer London's victory in the 
Twelfth Congressional District is a vic-
tory for Socialism and the workers. Tho 
workers have elected him because they 
know him intimately and therefore have 
implicit confidence that he will try his 
best on the floor of the House to promote 
the cause of labor so dear to them. 
The workers of the Bast Side in gen-
eral and those of our industry in par-
ticular glory in London's victory, be-
cause they feel that they can have no 
more fit representative to voice their in-
terest in Congress. 
" A friend in need is a friend indeed," 
runs an old proverb. That is the esperi-
enco of all the unions in the garment 
industries and of many others beside*. 
London has proved a friend to them st a 
time when they were struggling to eke 
out an existence. He has been with them 
In their keenest-struggles. He guided1 
them to many a victory. He was largely 






improvements and shorter hours. Ho 
ha* participated in thci.r important de-
liberations, and, in short, he was prac-
tically one of them a t all times. 
London's services are appreciated in 
the trade and Socialist organizations not 
only officially—by the leaders and of-
fice**—bat also by the numbers indi-
vidually. Hence they formed special 
committees and worked for his election 
with uncommon devotion, zeal and en-
thusiasm. Hence they are proud of his 
victory. 
Congressman-Elect Meyer London is 
so versatile in his sympathies that he is 
rightly regarded as the fit representative 
of all sections of the people. He had the 
support of the businessman, the small 
dealer, the intellectual as well as of the 
worker and trade unionist. As to the 
trade unionists no one is more conver-
sant with their problems and needs than 
Meyer Loudonj and heb belongs to (lint 
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type of broad-minded Socialists who en-
ter with deep sympathy into the needs 
and problems of the general community, 
particularly those of the suffering 
toilers. 
London sees in their needs and prob-
lems the symptoms of an unbalanced so-
cial system and the bluutness of the 
social conscience. An awakening has 
been visible on the social horuwn for 
some time, and the progress of Labor 
and Socialism in recent years is a sure 
sign of that awakening. Our Congress-
man-Elect will help in this work of rous-
ing the social conscience from the stupor 
into which it is sunk by unbridled com-
petition and the hunt for private wealth. 
Of one thing we may be sure. As the 
peopte's representative Meyer London 
will bear in mind their needs and in-
terests all the time. 
The victory is one upon which all sec-
tions of the people are congratulating 
both Meyer London and thcmoel 
By M. n . a 
TDK VACANCY FOR C H I K r CLKKK IN TIIK 
CLOAKVAKKKS' VNION. 
Since. Brother Sidney*. JKUman bad given up 
his duties u Chief Clerk of the Protocol shops 
of Uio Joint Board, about s month or so ago, 
te assume the office of President of the seceded 
»ction of the United Garment Workers, the 
pjsition of Chief Clerk bis remained vacabt. 
The Union has not as yet made up its mind on 
the choice of a man fof tha position. Mean-
while Brother Sigraan, General Secretary of the 
International Union, is devoting a great deal of 
his time to the work of the Chief Clerk. 
Tha difficulties in the way of selecting a 
Chief Clerk arise from the notion, prevalent 
among a number of oar members, that a Chief 
Clerk should be looked for oqtside of our own 
raska. Whatever the cause of this stato of 
mind, the idea is gradually losing its hold upon 
the minds of our members. Sooner or later 
thsy will realize that the leadership of their 
organisation ought to begin and end at home, 
right within their own ranks. 
TWO OONrKKKNCBB OF O I T I C B M AVD 
EXECUTIVE BOARD JUKMHKKS. -
The first tentative step to realise some of 
lh> ideas recently advanced among the.member-
T 
THE LADIES' GARMENT WOBKEK 
ship of our Unions was taken in the last two 
mc-'ks of the frsptad month, Tho International 
officers called a conference of tho officers and 
Executive Board members for tho pnrposo of 
listing their .opinions on certain problems and 
the measures to bo applied for dealing with 
thorn. 
Tho question of raising the weekly duos of 
tho members from the present 36 cents to a 
gher rate drew tho most heated discussion; 
for this involves a change in the financial obli-
gations of tho membership and a different dis-
tribution of the funds between the International 
and the various central and local bodies of 
which tho International Union is composed. 
Of course, opinions differed as to the advis-
ability of raising the dues; bnt considering 
this and other propositions for two long oven-
ings, tho opposition to raising the dues was 
reduced to a minimum. The upheaval in 
Europo has had a very bad effect on trade con-
del establishment on West 37th street. The 
strike at tho latter Arm has been the mwt 
stubborn the Union has contested in a long 
time. Tho police "havo been very active in 
bounding, the pickets, and arrests are U-irg 
made daily. Picketing is nevertheless in fall 
swing, and tho strikers, with bright ra*h« 
aero** their shoulders, are daily watching tab 
•hop. 
Meanwhile tho Union has succeeded in mak 
ing the strike quite popular among the clientele 
of the firm. Sumo rich ladies, whoso custom 
the firm enjoys, have even called a meeting 
and havo invited Mr. Bendel to come and tell 
his side of the fight. He at first consented, 
but backed out at tho eleventh hour. The 
members of the Union, in spite of eootinnoos 
slack and hard times, have assessed themselves 
in favor of tho people out on strike and have 
raised a considerable sum of money for that 
purpose. The International office is giving 
ditions in this country in general, and the I^cal So. 38 ev^asa i t tanco In this fight 
Indies' garment trades have not escaped tho 
universal depression. Tho fall season was 
shorter than usual, and in most shops the earn-
ings fell far below the regular. I t was bnt 
natural that these conditions should be keenly 
felt and enter largely into the discussion. 
I t was decided at the conclusion to havo each 
local of the Joint Board elect two delegates, 
'and that these meet and formulate some very 
definite plans touching upon the questions dis-
cussed, and present them to the next conference-
Local No^Sswin shortly have an election of 
officers and la planning some changes In both 
their uptown and downtown offices. 
SHOP STUIKKS OF LADIES' TAlJ.OltS 
ATTRACT ATTENTION. 
After signing an agreement with tho Mer-
chants Society of Ladies • Tailors in September, 
the Ladles' Tailors* Union, was confronted with 
a number of small shop strikes in Harlem and 
in a few Fifth avenue shops of the better class. 
Over in Harlem a number of employers got to-
gether to oppose the renewal of the agreement. 
The only course left open for the Union was 
to call out their members on strike. In conse-
quence a few hundred people left their places, 
and only after a stubborn slnigglo, which 
lusted from o«e to four weeks, they returned to 
work under union condlUous. 
There are still, however, two shops on strike. 
These are located in the fashionable shopping 
district, and are catering to a high class trade. 
They arc the shop of M. Schatz and' the Ben-
A NKW ACTIVITY IN BALTIMORE 
"TbingB are moving along in Baltimore," 
writos Vice-President Koldofaky, who is at 
present visiting there for organizing purpose*, 
"and if trade conditions were only better, our 
workers would Burely not fail to take advantage 
of them." 
After tho general strike of 1013, which 
ended in eompleto victory, the workers returned 
to the shops to work under improved condition*. 
The hours were reduced to SO. They won a 
minimum wage of $33 for cutters and sample 
makers, and pay for all legal holidays; a 10 
per cent, increase of wages for all week worker* ' 
and tho abolition of tho system of inside con-
tracting was likewise secured. Th*' Union 
gained an adequate control over the shops, anil 
things went along smoothly until a short time 
ago, when, owing to somo internal disagree' 
ment* and a bad season, somo manufacturer* 
began to think that the time was ripe for re-
turning to the old "rules and regulations." 
•idem Schleainger visited Baltimore a few 
times during September and arranged with 
Vice-President KoMofsky to go there for a few 
weeks for the purposo .of strengthening the 
local. Tite Union lias meanwhile re-engaged 
Brother Brightstein as business agent, and ths 
• 
rk has taken on a DCW shape altogotber. Tito 
ibcr meeting" are being wall attended, tli" 
arc beginning to pay up their arrears, 
tad as a natural consequence tin* employers a w 
beginning to feel the change, t h e question of 
establishing a sick anil relief benefit fund i t 
being discujaed at present, and it look* that, 
oven though the plan involves an increase of 
due*, it will be finally accepted. 
The only element In our trado in Baltimore 
that have been lagging behind were the ladiea' 
tailors. Some time ago they had a local of 
their own. No. 34. Last year Local No. 34 
amalgamated with tfao Cloakmakers' Union, and 
the nauio was changed to "Ladies ' Garment 
Workers, No. 4 . " Today there is a strong 
movement among the ladies' tailors for organ-
ization. Shops arc joining the anion in fall, 
and they are preparing to bring forward romo 
general demands for the next season. As i t is , 
they hiivu already succeeded in gaining minor 
improvement* in a number of ladies' tailors 
establishments. 
A very successful mass meeting took place 
Saturday, November 21, at the "Baltimore Labor 
Lyceum, at which President ScHlesjuger .of the 
International was tbo chief speaker. The largo 
hall was crowded with cloakmakers and tailors, 
and the effect of this meeting on the Balti-
more organization will bo undoubtedly of a 
lasting, beneficial nature. 
Ti l l ! tVOBK IN < 1 i. ' '• ( \Mi 
The big mass meeting in the Prospect Thea-
tre, hold in Cleveland last month, has imparted 
a great stimulus to tbo organizing work in 
Cleveland. Today the JnnTgaign to enlist every 
man and woman engaged la the cloakmaking 
industry in Cleveland a s ' a member of the 
Tnion is in full swing. Meetings are being 
held nightly. Missionary work is being dome 
in every .one of the siaty shops in Cleveland to 
enroll every worker iuto one of the five locals 
now being brgnuiied according to the branches 
of the trade. 
The interest aroused by this concerted effort 
of the International Union to bring Cleveland 
into H M with New York, Philadelphia, Boston, 
Hud other centers of tbo women's garment mak-
ing; industry is quite considerable. The local 
daily press Is impressed with tile earnestness 
of -the campaign and invariably predicts suc-
cess. Too "Clercland Plain iJoaler, ' ' the lead-
ing newspai 
November 12, 
is 1 HP*! 
; ducted by organised garment workers. Clste-
land is the last of th* big centers t^t the wsss-
cn's garment industry to be organised. When 
Cleveland come* into line with Mow York and 
Boston, the International officers of this Union 
propose to establish a national arbitration 
board to which all disputes that cannot be ad-
justed by local boards "*ill be submitted. Bo-
suits may show that the women 'a garment work-
ers have faMHled an important mission in show-
ing the way to their follow trado unionists," 
A great mass meeting, with Meyer London, 
Socialist Congressman-elect from Now York, as 
principal speaker, is being planned for the near 
future. Tho organizing work is in charge- of 
Brothers John F . Pierce, P i n t Vice-President 
of the International Union, and _M. Fexlstein. 
They are being loyally assisted by local officers 
and by Mrs. Lillian Heafflcy, woman organirer 
of our International. 
NEW ACTIVITY IS CINCINNATI. 
A new spirit Li abroad In our locals in 
itOiM.s IN CHICAGO. 
Trade conditions are bad in Cfclcfflflp, yet, in-
stead of indifference and callousness, the sonti-
tnout is growing very strong among the mem-
Cincinnati. Since tbo ghost of dissension and 
fraternal ill-feeling has been definitely removed 
by tho offorts of the International officers, oar 
members have regained soma of the good old 
spirit that had made Cincinnati a well organ-
ised town'Bona; time ago. In spite of slack con-
ditions, organisation matters, as Brother Gro-
ban, president of the local Joint Board put* 
it, "look and feel pretty br ight ." 
With tho adjustment of the internal troubles 
the members saw clearly tliat their first duty 
Was to keep up tbclr standing in tho locals ond 
tfao payment of their dues. This enabled tho 
local Joint Board to again engage a man to 
take care of the adjustment of their complaints, 
and Brother Charles Green was put In tho of-
fice as business agent. "Now they are working 
to organise' a local of skirt makers, and the 
cutters local No. iS is doing all in its power 
to enlist every cutter In tho city. The cutters 
local fully understands tho situation and in-
tend? to leave no stone unturned to eliminate 
this stumbling block in the way of a strong 
union" in Cincinnati. 
i 
_ 
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borship that just now the noccasity for a strong 
union is even more evident ; ao t h a t whatever 
work there is in iha shops at present may bo 
equally divided between oil tho workers. 
The spring season for cloaks iu Chicago is 
always longer than the fall season. Plans axe 
being matured for tho launching of a general 
unionisation campaign, such a s is n t present 
going on in Cleveland. Tho mora active mem-
bers are convinced tha t this work will result 
in ultimate success and tha t union conditions 
may prevail in Chicago in tl*o coming spring 
season. Brother Biroo is lending his nid to 
the work, and there is no reason w h y the Chi-
cago closkroakera should be tees successful than 
the workera of any other city. 
Brother Glaasmau, among other things, re-
ports t h a t after an agitat ion of fivo weeks ho 
has succeeded in organizing a wairt and white 
goods workers local in Chicago. I t consists of 
about 150 members already, mostly women. Tho 
general run of tho membership of tin* new lora! 
No. 80 is quite intelligent, .and tbey are very 
much interested in the progreac of their Union. 
The field for organization in this trade-in Chi-
cago is very largo, as there are thousands of 
waist and white goods workers in tha t city, 
and the prevailing houra of work even in the 
best shops aro 54 per week. Aside from thst 
tho discipline in t he factories Is ironclad and 
tho wages ot the most skillful operators seldom 
exceed the snm of t en dollars per week. 
A NEW MA1NCOAT MAKERS' X.OCAX IN 
ST. LOUIS. 
Finally some signs of life have appeared in 
St. Louis. For months reports coming from 
that city were auything but cheerful. At tho 
case usually is in b a d seasons, tho worker* are 
inclined to fault-finding. The active members 
have lately requested tha t one of the general 
officers pay a vistt to 8 t Louis, and President 
Scblesinger is scheduled to bo there shortly. 
Hie visit Is eagerly looked for now aa a means 
of straightening ou t all the internal differ-
Bnott. 
St . Louis has a ferr hundred raincoat makers, 
and a good many of these have recently formed 
a local of the Internat ional Union with tho as-
sistance of Brother Shank of tho Jo in t Board 
Itnincoat Makers' Union, Local No. 11*. 
The Brill-Steiner Company of St. Louis, a 
cloak concern, which was notorious in the per-
secution of their employees (luring tho last 
strike, seeins to be in hot wat«r. Apparently 
tho strike of 1013 has not done this firm any-
good after all. According to the papers its 
creditors are demanding that its business be 
given over into the hands of a receiver. Maybe 
this and similar cases that bavo occurred there 
since .the strike will teach the other manu-
facturers in St. Louis a lesson. 
: 
)YKR3Y IN SKATTl.E, WAHII. 
There is a shop in Seattle, owned by tho Mat-
zen Company, which has been heretofore on 
good terms with our local union, tfo. 28. They 
ive been employing their help on the basis 
prevailing in all the Seattle shops—tho week 
work system. A short time ago this Arm in-
formed their employees that they would abolish 
piece work instead. The reasons given were 
that the workers bad been negligent in their 
work, and that the firm wanted to get mom 
efficiency out of tk*m. Tk. me-ber . af our 
local union, however, could not **e things in 
this light and bad reason to believe that the 
Matzen firm was making a move of destroying 
the local for which tbe rest of the employers of 
Seattle were watching to sec whether 
prove successful or not 
The General Office has succeeded ia . . . — » 
Organizer Charles Perry Taylor of the A. T. 
of Ix to go over to Seattle to take care of the 
situation. After a week '• negotiations with tb* 
firm, the matter was takes over by the Seattle 
Central Labor Union. The International office 
has suggested that tbe matter might 
through arbitration. Tho controversy has since 
resulted iu a strike. The. local is fighting stub-
bornly, and it may be reasonably expected that 
the firm will find itself compelled to change 
front and settle the matter with Its employee*. 
implaint Departme: 
All the Orl.t l» B*l»r Vr*pmr*4 for th<- M 
Km^loj-rcl In the W»Ut « d 
. 
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111. Th*t Crlad Out J>«Ure U K*sp 
l i r a * Indnttrv «l J*#w Yark 
brownstono house, tho type 
that only a decade ago was the prevalent ono. 
in the staid, aii&toeratie Gramercy Section of 
the city, hemmed in on all sides by tall factory 
buildings, bai ts the at tent ion of tho passerby 
by a b ig s i g n — " Ladies Waist and Dressmak-
ers* Union, latfttl 2 5 . " The house is located 
in tho very heart of Now York ' s garmout mak-
ing center, which baa crept tlowly from the 
lower distr icts u p Chel»*eal a n d still further up 
tho Gramercy and Murray I l i l l section* within 
tbe las t few years , sweeping everything before 
It, changing sections as if by the touch* of a 
magic wand and crowding the quiet residential 
streets wi th sky-scraping, factory giants . 
A rather narrow itaircaso leads u p from the 
wide stony stoop to tho first floor of the build-
ing. A door on tbe left opens u p on a largo 
wai t ing room, t ha t run* a long a s t r ing of par-
titioned offices. The room is crowded with peo-
ple, largely women, young and old. Every 
bench and seat Is taxed to tho utmost, and 
groups are s tanding all over- the room gesticu-
lating and talking in an animated, expectant 
manner. Their faces tell that they have come 
here to seek something, to get justice, or tbe 
correction of some abuses.. 
This i s tlie complaint department of Local 
No. BO, called the ' ' 2 1 s t Street Of f ice" to dis-
tinguish it from tho other offices tbe local has 
u p and down town. A ' l i ne stretches from the 
very entrance to n small, opvn window on tho 
right. Tho quiet, a t tent ive face of the man 
a t the window is all abso rbed ' i s the girl in 
front of him. H e i s Charles Jacobson, tho com-
plaint clerk, who received his first t ra in ing 
in this , not by any means easy, profession a t 
the complaint window .«f tho Cloak Makers ' 
Union years ago. She talks fact , and he a t 
times has to hal t her rapid outpouring in order 
to get her story down r ight . Bu t be doe* i t iu 
a way that reveals the amount of deep interest 
ho has In tho facts of the case that she lays 
before him. They say around the place t ha t 
llBBBBBWBBtn " 
IAGERS, DEPUTY CLERKS AND OFFICE HELP OF THE 
PLAINT DEPARTMENT OF THE WAIST AND DRESSMAKERS' UNION. 
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Charles Jacobson has a facility for getting out 
facts and welding pieces together intercom-
pact, two-legged complaints, which would [make 
prosecuting attorney green with envy.f 
"When we were laid off nix week* agio," 
complains the black eyed, slim girl, "we knew 
already that ho had something up bis sleeve. 
They told us to wait for postal cards. Us-
ually, in past years, they would just tell us to 
come in and inquire in a couple of weeks. So, 
r, the heart told us that ho was looking 
.a get rid of some of us. Ousale Stein was like 
a log in the foreman's eye for tho whole wa-
son. You see, she was on the price committee, 
and before wo left the shop last month, she says 
to me, "Yetta , good-bye, I 'll bet you money 
ho'11 uevor send for me'next season." Sure 
enough, she and MoUie Weiss and Jennie Altor 
were atngtod out, and when wo came back to 
work we found out that the forelady had orders 
not to accept them back to work. Now, Mr. 
Jacobson, what kind of treatment is this, if we 
cannot get our protection with our Union, X 
am asking y o u t " 
The man at the window remarks curtly: 
" I t is a case of discrimination for Union 
activity, plain enough. The clerks will be up 
in the afternoon.** 
girl apparently is desirous of raying; 
something else in addition to strengthen her 
eve. But an appealing look from Jacobsou, 
-and a still more convincing pressuro from her 
immediate neighbor in the lino halts her. Be-
fore she has managed to leave her placo a stout, 
fair-faced, short girl fairly screams over her 
shoulders into the little window: 
"Xost week it was piece work, this week i t 
is week Work! The plague only knows on which 
side i t will throw him next week. My pationro 
is all busted, I can no' more endure itf I t 
must be either like the Union has ordered, or we 
must Inow that we hare no Union, and that 's 
a l L " 
For a moment Jacobson' is dated. The aval-
anche came a little too sudden, but bo regains 
bis composure in due lime. His quiet voice 
steadies somewhat tho vehomeaco of tho girL 
Sho begins her story over again in a more re-
strained manner. Then it is being classified 
taken- care of, and the mills of justice— 
personified in the man at the window, grind 
slowly but surety, 
Tho two corridors at tho eitremo ends of the 
room lead: to tho inner offices. A little army 
of girls' and men are at work there. The buxs 
and tick of several typewriters, the incessant 
registry of the switchboard and the worpressnot 
of Jack Zimmerman, the assistant Chief Clerk, 
make the room a veritible beehive of din, hum 
and activity. Here the eonrplaiata, as they come 
down from the man at the window are being 
prepared, shaped, assorted and divided among 
the squad of business agents that assemble 
for their daily assignments every morning. 
From here go oat all the calls for the numer-
ous meetings and here the plans and 
and the enormous routine connected with 
running of an organization of twenty th 
women and men is being carried on. 
From a side room, the little sanctum of 
grizzly looking person, Sol. Polakoff, the Chief 
Clerk, or manager of the Association shop* de-
partment, loud voices are heard*. A few people 
with anxious faces are seated near the door of 
the little room and listen with strained atten-
tion to the voices inside. Suddenly the door 
swings open and the committee files out into 
the main room. The manager of the 
division sends them off with a parting, 
word. 
" G t r b " we know you are right* Wel l 
fight for your case at the Grievance Board with 
every drop of energy in as. Bat you must fat 
back to work. I t is one thing, or the other. 
Ton have suffered enough for your Union to 
know i t ; either we have an agreement with 
the employers or we have not. t know well 
that i t is hard, very hard for yoa to return 
back just, now, but ws must have fsJth 
Tlrty are a committee from a struck shop be-
longing to a member of the Manufacturers' 
Association. A grievance has brought them 
down. They were too impatient to wait for the 
regular process of adjustment of the> complaint, 
or very likely, provoked by an uncalled for arro-
gance on the part of the firm. The officers are 
now obliged) under the treaty of peace with 
the body of employers, to send teem back to 
work pending the adjustment of their troubles. 
A special meeting of the Grievance Board will 
be called for this purpose- Both, the man who 
orders Jhein to work and tho girls who are re-
turning to their machines, feel the difficulty and 
painfulness of this act for the time being. But 
it must be done. The great purpose of the 
unity of the organisation and the ultimate 
hope of relief and equitable adjustment miti-
- . - . - . • 
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leave the big 
of desks through a narrow, long room, 
past the office of tho Italian Branch, where 
the manAger of tho itaid Branch holds sway, 
leads into the department of tho independent 
shops, which is under the supervision of Man-
ager Abraham Baroff. The crowd here is even 
bigger and the office looks literally beseiged 
on all sides. Inside tho manager's office there 
quite, an important " p i k e , " which In the 
girls ' vocabulary is synonymous to an Important 
employer. He has come down to settle a strike 
In his shop which lasted for a couple of days. 
B i s firm had been, as a rule, pretty fair in its 
dealings with the workers. But a new foremau 
appeared on the scone and conceded a wonder-
ful plan for increasing the Toveauun of tho1 
house. I t amounted to the time-dishonored 
practice'of cutting prices on all garments. ' 
ndent shops they make thort 
sfcrift with such reforms of aspiring, new fore-
men. The peoplo struck as a warning and de-
manded the restoration of tho old scale and 
the dismissal of the foreman. Aftur two days 
of arguing both sides compromised. The prices 
vera to be the old ones and the foreman was 
allowed to stay on condition that he must con-
fine his activities to his proper sphere hence-
forth, and abandon all price-cutting proclivi-
ties. Now the employer has come in person 
to the union office to make up a clean slate 
with a committee of his workers. Tho crowd 
outside are some of the strikers, and their high 
1
 spirits are eloquent arideaea of ta* situation. 
The " p i k e " appears at the opened doors and 
behind him a group of people. He carefull." 
stows away a folded contract into an under-
pocket of his coat Ho is a prosperous look-
ing, bespectacled person, past middle ago> Con-
fronted by his girls ha decorates his faeo with 
a broad grin. 
"No-o, where is my ebairlady, I'll bet you, 
sho is still picketing the shop, is. shof" he 
asks good liftUiredly. The term " m y chnir-
lady" and the effect of his grin communicate 
themselves easily to tho crowd in the room 
and all join in tho laugnter. The chairlady 
makes her appearance from among the group 
of women near tho door. 
"Oh, n o , " she-says, " the re was no need of 
picketing. Thank heaven, wd are all here." 
Tho crowd slowly follows him as ho makes his 
way to the exit whilo a few girlish voices greet 
her reply with a subdued giggle. 
And so all day and a good part of the even-
ing the big brownstono beehive is never rout-
ing. The grievances and the joys of a big in-
dustry, where tens of thousands of women and 
men work for a living, pass through this mighty 
interesting clearing bouse, day in and day out. 
I t is a young house yet, Bcareely two years of 
age, but full of wonderful promise. As it is to-
day, it is a remarkable testimonial to tho ability 
of tho working woman of our day to mould her 
own destiny and flght hor battles in an intelli-
gent and broad way. 
• 
Named shoes are frequently made In Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what Its name, unless its bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
AH shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN, P.*,. CHAS. L. BAINE. Sac' 
I 
Ottr Women "Wb^Kers 
UNION, t O C A t NO. M. 
l a spite of the prevailing dullness in the 
waist and dross shops the activity of the organ-
isation has not slackened down in the least, 
first in importance was the meeting of the 
Board which was held to settle a 
notably the cotters' legal holi-
'ease and the matter of the strict obserr-
of the preferential principle of the Pra-
ia the shops. Oat of the last question 
a proposition from the Board that the 
ioii confer with the manufacturers and estab-
lish hard and fast rules which abould regulate 
enforcement of the preferential anion plan 
and that both carry out this clause in an earnest 
and satisfactory way. The manufacturers have 
complained that since tho Union has no definite 
rule as to wheri a member is to be regarded out 
. 
• 
F tho organisation owing to non-payment of 
dues or other causes, they were in no position 
to lay off the non-union 'girls and retain the 
members of the Union. Three conferences have 
since then boon held with the employers and 
the following plana have been practically agreed 
upon. 
MrmonndiiDi of Procedure With Befereaes to 
Collection of Dae* from t n l o n Members In 
Nhopa of M f n b m of Drea* *n<l W&lit SHonn-
fftclvrrro' Association. 
L Thf Association will proenra from each 
member a full list of his present factory em-
ployees and their occupation, and furnish a 
copy thereof to tho Unioa. 
U . The Union will indicate upon tho list 
which of the workers aro members of the 
Union, and which are not, and the arrears 
of duos, if aoy, of those^who aro members. 
ITJ. At least once a week, the list shall bo 
revised, by the addition of tho names of those 
who have been taken on and the removal of 
those who have been laid off, and furnished to 
the Union. 
IV. Each week the shop chairman (or soeh 
other worker in the shop as is appointed for 
the parpose) win collect the does and initia-
tion fees, and report to the Union upon a regu-
lar formal blank his collections and non-eollec-
, tions from each worker. 
V. Two copies of such report shall be fur-
nished each 
elation. 
VL The Manager of tho Labot 
of the Association will send each of its mem-
bers one of the copies of the report far MB 
factory and will call his attention specifically 
to such facta as warrant his attention (inelud/ 
ing the danger of suspension or expulsion of 
specific^ non-onion or non-paying union mem-
bers.) 
VK. Tho Chief Clerk of the Union agrees 
each week to call specific attention to any 
eases of default on the part of Union mem-
bers and the Union and the Association will 
each warn its members of the consequence* of 
such defaults. 
V m The Union shall have opportunity to 
send its. own representative to receive from 
Shop Chairmen their reports and eolleetions, 
to aid them tn the preparation of such reports 
where .such Is necessary, and the members of 
tho Aesociatiou will provide such representa-
tives and the Shop Chairman with a place oat-
aide of the workroom for such parpose. 
XX. Tho Union will make official declaration 
of the general amnesty in the payment of in-
itiation or arrears and its offer to union mem-
bers, announced by its present representatives 
in conference. 
ass! 
Another matter of importance was the moet-
of the pressors of tho waist and dress trade 
THE LADIES' GARMENT WORKEI 
in the Beethoven hall on November 12th. The 
hall was filled with hundreds of workers of this 
branch of the trade, and the proposition of Uro. 
Seldman, chairman of local 25, that the meet-
ing should discuss the advisability of creating 
a separate branch of the waist and dress proat-
ers was received with enthusiasm. Without a 
dissenting voice the plan was favored by all 
who were present with a view In aim to abolish 
the subcontracting evil which is still existing 
ED the pressing brooch. A committee of live 
was appointed to confer with tho Executive 
Committee of the local in reference to this 
matter. 
The Friday-night popular lectures of the ' 
"Union, in the auditorium of Public School No. 
63, Fourth Street, are proving a success. Tho 
attendance is large, and the interest, both In the 
lectures and tho splendid musical programs' that 
precede them, is very keen. What is necesaary 
is the engagement of another auditorium of 
such a kind for the large number of the mem-
bers of Local No. 25 who live uptown and can-
come downtown to attend these lectures. 
. The Union is to have elections in January, 
and the election committee is already working 
on i t as usual. Tho rank and tile of the big 
inixation, asldo from ail other matters, is 
greatly interested in tho carnival and 
jue ball of the Union which is to take place 
at the Madison Square Oardcn on Saturday, 
February 27th. The site of this affair is so 
enormous that the members fully approciato 
that in order to ruflko it a mernorablo iraocess 
pone has to be up and doing. The big 
I holds over 16,000 people, yet with the 
abershlp of local 25 it ought not to be hard 
for them to fill this hall and score a big point 
for their Union. 
, 
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WAIST GOOD* WOHKKRH* UNION, LOCAL 
NO. « . 
The big ovent of the month in the life of 
this local was, naturally, the mass meeting in 
Cooper Union on November 5th, Tho hall was 
literally jammed to the doors with thousands 
of young womou, aud the enthusiastic crowd 
brought bock to one's memory the uiiforgol-
able meetings of the whits goods girls during 
the great strike of 1913. The object of the 
meeting was to get the members of the Union 
to listen to and pass judgment upon tho do-
masds which tho organization was making upon 
the Cutton Garment Association. Tho meeting 
was addressed by several well-known speakers, 
among them llugh Frayne, representing the 
American Federation of Labor; Sol. PolakotT, 
manager of tho Waist Makers' Union; Samuel 
Shore, manager of the White Goods Workers' 
Union, and Meyer London, Congressman-Elect 
of the East Side. London, whose election took 
place only a couple of days prior to the meet-
ing, received a tremendous ovation from the 
girls. 
Among the main demands, as stated by Bro. 
Shore, was the question of prices and earn-
ings. I t was agreed at tho signing of the 
agreement between tho Union and tlio employ 
era in 1918 that tho minimum earnings per hour 
shall bo 20 cents. But the manufacturers have 
interpreted frequently the minimum as the 
maximum and would not permit even their 
best workers to earn more than this paltry 
sum. Another grievance was tho one of fre-
quency of changes from week work to piece 
work and vice versa in the factories. BosidcA 
being a nuisance these changes were instru-
mental in decreasing the earning abilities of 
tho girls. 
The question of learners and their pay, of 
discharges without investigations and of the 
strict observation of the preferential clause 
woro likewise very strongly presented. On tho 
whole the meeting was a pronounced success. 
SLoco then the Union has had two conferences 
with the employers and, though slowly, the 
task of coming together on the demands is pro-
ceed! eg surely. 
The Cutters' Union, Local 10, has conferred 
with tho officers of local No. 62 in reference 
to their end of the demauds of tho white 
goods workers. Tho cutters are strongly inter 
ested In tho welfare of the girls* Union, and 
ore going to glvo them evory possible assist 
nnco in the successful carrying out of their 
plans and demands in connection with the to-
nowsl of their agreement in January. 
• • 
Tin: SJ Jtini: <>r T1IK WOHCKKTKK LOCAL 
What looks to bo akin to a lockout is takinc 
ploce in one of tho shops In Worcester, Mow. 
A short while ago, an American branch of the 
girls working In tho waist aud white goodi 
Hues was orgunixod there. Shortly afterward*, 
tho firm of Cedar Brothers, fearing an event-
ful unionization of their shops, had laid on* all 
of their 100 employees, and thep proceeded to 
• • 
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i» and take them he^e had alongside of 
back to work. So while there were only a few every town and ejpy 
girls In that shop belonging actually to the 
urbanization, the local decided to take up the 
fight against the firm and fight it to a stand' 
still. The shop was declared to be on strike, 
and they have since boon miceesaful in keeping 
out of it practically every worker. 
A committee of the strikers visited Boston, 
and have been busy collecting money for the 
5triko with considerable results from various 
organizations and individuals in that eity. 
There is every prospect that this fight will 
prove a success, as both the girl operatives and 
Iho cutters are fighting hand in hand, and they 
have tho undivided sympathies of the town 
with them. 
n . . . « s ^ x o * . c ^ ^ o ^ n . . 
The lockout of the Union members la 
It Stockton. I t bids fair by its stubbornnea 
and tenacity to become one of the most not-
able flghta ever fought between organized Labor 
and Capital in the Far West. That the em-
ployers of that section are not alone ia the 
fight, but arc supported by the national cohorts 
of iiinM.'iiiou loUu is clearly evident. But 
tho California workers are not going to be 
downed. Tho unions of the entire state have 
scented the danger that a lockout victory of 
tho Employers may mean to thorn. 'Money 
forthcoming from everywhere, but still more 
needed. 
Our last report from our women's local No. 
106 In Stockton told us that .while a few of 
tho girls wont back to wnrk in soma shops, re-
employed on union condition*, tho majority of 
tho locked out womea are still unemployed. 
Neither aide, as yet is evon ahowing any *ign« 
of surrender. Last week this matter waa taken 
up at tho convention of tho A. I', of L_, ia 
Philadelphia, and much Is expected from that 
body in tho way of reliof and assistance. 
last Cleveland conven' 
the Incoming General Board 
plan for these auxiliaries. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the member of the Board who waa in - . 
trusted with this task did not show enough in-
terest in the work, and it will very likely have 
to be given over to a now subcommittee a t 
the next meeting of the Board. 
If we are to judge by the retard af our 
Toledo Auxiliary since; the day they were .or-
ganized, the advisability of starting such 
groups wherever we have s local union, is ap-
parent. The moral and material value of such 
auxiliaries io timo of atrikes, and the effect 
in stimulating friendship and amity among 
the members and their families in general, ' 
cannot be overestimated. 
The Toledo auxiliary have of late been the 
initiators of a peace movement in that town. 
Their aim is to attract the attention of other 
women's organizations in Ohio and through 
those of the women of the entire coi&try, Tbey 
have gone about it in such an earnest way 
that i t bids well to become a matter of general 
discussion in Toledo. Whatever the practical 
results of this morcmeut, it shuwi "uffiiicuU* 
that our women have the understanding and 
the right ideas and are in touch w th the great 
world and its doings. 
The Secretary of the Auxiliary Is Mrs. L. 
Friend, and all those who desire any informa-
tion concerning i t may ad 
con Street, Toledo. Ohio. 
WOMEN'S AUXILIARY, TOl 
Toledo has the distinction of being the only 
town among our organized cities that has a, 
women's auxiliary organisation in our indus. 
•TT. WO have had occasion to refer to the 
usefulness of the organization of the wivoa 
and diiughtora of our membership throughout 
the country Into auxiliary bodies, just as tho 
railway workers, the printers and tho moulders 
U D WHITE GOODS X, 
NEWA1K. 
id occasion 
to the work being carried on by the In 
ti&nal in the neighboring New Jersey 
Heretofore the efforts of our officers 
lined to the cloak and suit trade ex 
Recently, however, their attention has been 
tracted to other lines, which by their aize 
importance deserve consideration. 
Newark, the largest city in New Jersey, 
a contingent of a t least ten thousand 
in the waist and white goods lines alone. Soma 
of the biggest New York manufacturers make 
most of thalr work out thcro. Thero are shops 
in Newark that keep busy in season a thou-
sand machines and upward. Tho readera of this 
column could readily imagine what the earn-
-
• 
" " ' • ' • 
-
' • 
workers are. The maximum o 
-*."- and •8 a week to s minimum of fii hours 
work per week aro tho prevalent conditions of 
employment in the city, and tho treatment ac-
corded tho girls in the factories is in line with 
the regard that the employer* have for the ' 
material welfare of their employees. 
Some of the New York waist manufacturers 
hate been of lato saying to tho Union officials, 
in reply to demands rondo by thorn, that the 
Now Jersey waist shops, which are run under 
inferior conditions, constitute a competitive 
menace to their own higher standards, and 
that they are in no position therefore to grant 
further concessions and improvements to their 
workers in New York. To test tho sincerity 
of this assertion the International Union has, 
in eo-operatioD with locals No. 25 and 02 start-
ed a vigorous campaign in Newark. A few 
THB LADIES' GAKMJENT "WORKER 
shops were culled out, and as a result a local 
union of waist and white goods workers wss 
organised last month, and a charter was grant-
ed to them ss local No. 113 of the Interna-
tional. 
4 
That is only a beginning- Definite plans 
have been laid oat by the two big local unions 
controlling the waist and wfaito goods trades 
in this city to start a movement for a general 
strike in Newark. Already much sympathetic 
sentiment is evident among the women work-
ers of tho needle trades for this movement, and 
girls from every shop are flocking into tho or-
ganisation. The offices of the new locals are 
In the Strand Building, 118 Market Street, 
Boom 44. The prceont officers aro Jennie 
D'Allessandro, President, and Fannie Jerome, 
; 
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nion Finance and Account! 
Br BEN- M. IUBINOVITCD, General Auditor 
INTRODUCTION ( • 
A favorite occupation of women of half a 
century ago was tho making of what was known 
as a "era iy quilt-" This wa* nothing less 
than the sewing together of all kinds and 
shapes of pieces of materials of all textures 
and colors. All sorts of rag* and whatnots 
were included; and the completed product 
fully boro out tho name. Tho bookkeeping 
"systems" of many of our locals are built 
on much the aamo linos as were those quilts. 
These, too, have been acquired in separate 
pieces, mainly tho results of accidents—unlucky 
and otherwise. Did a certain audit disclose 
the fact that tbo secretary had a shortage of 
due stamps—straightway a control of tho stock 
was strongly insisted on. Did the audits dis-
close other defects—then other controls were 
installed to cover these, too. Some of these 
control*, however, were only installed as late 
as a year ago, and other controls just as vital 
have not yet reached u* at all. 
Another curious point t o be noted is that 
while alt our locals carry on what is really ths 
, 
•)This begins a series of articles on this 
most important subject-
same J O H ox ossuneea, no two locals handle 
it in the same way. One local will have a 
self-balancing cash system; another goes on 
still keeping cash in ordinary memorandum 
form. Ono local will enter its receipts and ex-
penditures in classified ledger accounts; an-
other loaves them In the few classiflcatiops 
which tho columns in the cash book bold. - One 
local runs its membership ledger in bound 
books; another, with just as many members, 
has them on loose cards. In one local I found 
a cash ledger which opened a ncio tot of ac-
count* for-every quarter; in another I found 
a good many of the disbursements made in 
cash instead of by check. 
Now it is quite obvious that no matter how 
many wrong ways there are of doing a certain 
thing, thore must bo at least one right way. 
And nothing is simpler than to find this rig&l 
way and have all follow It. Secretaries will 
And scientific methods of accounting to bo much 
-simpler in the long run than their own make-, 
shift methods of bookkeeping. 
On January 1st, 1915, each local will Btatt 
with its "Balance Brought Forward" in tho 
new cash book to be furnished by the Inter-
national. A cash ledger and a stock book will 
w - t a ^ c w " ••••HSJIjHasSHVtVBHVBVM 
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»lso be furnished each local.. With thaw books 
we ahull also forward a set of detail instruc-
tions how to banillo them. After the handling 
and accounting of the cash and stock will have 
been standardized in all oar local*, wo shall 
turn our attention to other record* kept by 
them and do the same with these. 
In the locals in and around New York these 
matters will have my personal attention, but 
in the others the work will have to go on by 
correspondence. For this purpose I shall, from 
time to time, addross the various secretaries 
in eirculariied "Ta lks , " each of which will 
take up a certain topic in detail. There 
will also appear in this Journal from time to 
time a "Talk on some subject of more gen-
eral intercut. These articles will be parts of 
a Manual of Union Finance and Accounting, 
nnil will cover the; following subjects: 
THE CASH—INCOME AND OUTGO. 
This will take up each class of cash items and 
show bow they are to be handled on tbo books. 
On the income side it wild show how each class 
of items can be controlled by checking it back 
to its original source, and on the accounting— 
by vouchers for every cent that-has gone out. 
THE STOCK 
This will deal with the handling of .all dues 
stamps, assessment stamps, constitution hooks, 
buttons, and all other articles sold to mem-
bers. These will be handled just as merchan-
dise is handled in any business. The records 
will have to show either the goods or the money 
for them. 
IANCIAI. NKCRETARIES, FINANCE COM-
MITTEE*,. AND AUDITING COMMITTEES, 
• • THEIK m i l ! - AND FUNCTIONS, 
, At present there seems to be no clear or defi-
nite understanding asSo^be proper work of 
these persons and bodies. These committees 
hold a lot of meetings, aad smear their rubber 
" O . K . " stamps over a lot of papers; bat 
any impartial analysis of their work shows it 
to bo of .very little value, if any at all. Under 
proper, intelligent guidance the work of these 
committees'could be made to go hand in hand 
with that of the Auditor, and the checking so 
arranged that the Committee shall be able to 
control tho facts, and the Auditor to check 
the figures from these conrolled facts. Our 
niui iu the " T a l k s " will be to lay down the 
lines for a Manual of Financial Procedure. 
Ou this point oar locals seem to be hope-
lessly at sea. Some have tried cards, then 
have turned to bound books, and are now going 
back to cards again. The experimenting has 
cost quite some money too; and no ooc seems 
able to point oat the advantages or disad-
vantages of either form of keeping these rec-
ords. Then, in some locals the record runs for 
two years, in others for five, and so on, Which 
of these, if any, is the best of all? No one, 
not ercu the secretaries, seem to know. Some 
of the big insurance companies who collect 
weekly premium payments have spent thous-
ands of dollars in perfecting systems for the 
proper handling of these entries. We can get 
the benefit of this experimenting gratis. 
I.OCAI. TRANSFERS. 
The method of issuing these seems to bo 
very much a matter of personal taste Some 
do it on« way, and some another. Why should 
one local kocp the member's book whoa they 
issue a transfer card on it, while another simply 
stamps "cancelled" all over the book and lets 
the transferred member keep itf If th* latter 
waa some good reason for itself, all the locals 
should, adopt i t and use no other. 
• 
INVESTMENT AND RESERVE 1 INUS. 
Our locals sometimes invest their savings in 
bonds, and our secretaries usually do not know 
the difference between various kinds of govern-
ment bonds, nor when and how to bay them 
to the best advantage; whether, for instance, i t 
Is mora advisable to buy 4 per cent at 97 or 
4\b per cent at 99. The accrued premiums or 
discounts are also not properly treated on the 
books in many instances. 
TIIE HANDL1SC OF STRIKE f O t M AND 
ACCOUNTS. 
Thero is absolutely no reason why »he» ac-
counts cannot be handled properly. If 
books of a union are kept well and intelli-
gently, the occurrence of a strike shoold 
nothing more than to much additional detail 
in tho bookkeeping. But too principle **• 
mains tho same. If this is once ch-arly under-
stood, the rest will bo all plain sailing. 
Other subjects may arise or be suggested by 
those of our officers who handle fioa»c«- I t 
is my personal belief, for instance, that every 
secretary should know something of the essen-
tials of business law, just enough to enable 
the 
H B H B B ^ B H O H a l 
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him to know when to consult u attorns;. He 
should also bo familiar with tbi elements of 
general bookkeeping, BO that he nay be enabled 
to haudlo union bookkeeping mow intelligently, 
and always be able to see the everprescnt eon-
nection between the figures anl the facta. 
Otherwise the figures will be nothing more than 
a mere mechanical arrangement of numbers, 
which In themselves mean nothing, 
Wo shall bo glad to hear* from onr secre-
taries on these matters; also on anything con-
nected with office systomatizntion, filing syi-
terns, etc. The International office has col-
lected a mass of trade catalogs and other 
literature on this subject, and will be only too 
glad to torn this material to practical nao 
by advising our locals of the most modern 
"up-to-the-minute" office time and labor-sav-
ing dovices. 
r Dubinaky's Report 
The Work in New Jersey 
• 
<d charge of the situation in 
New Jersey on the 16th or August, I found 
over, one hundred shops in operation. A strike 
in one of the shops, colled prior to my assum-
ing charge, was then in progress. 
The Joint Board had two offices, one in 
Hoboken, and another in Jorsey City. The 
Jersey City office was considered of secondary 
importance. The Hoboken Office .was the cen-
tra), point of the Union 'a activities. I decided 
to establish my main office In Jersey City be-
cause the sub-manufacturers thoigbt they had 
found there a safe harbor. 
As soon as the Jersey City offize was opened, 
the leading sub-manufacturer of the town—a 
certain Schwemofsky of 196 Morgan Street, in 
company with others, camo cvoi to the office 
and openly defied us. 
Wo realised that as long as the leading spirit 
of the Jersey sub-manofacturen is a t liberty 
to boast of non-union conditions in bis shop, 
our position in Jersey City was pretty weak. 
So wo decided to tackle the shop of Sehwer-
nofsky Brothers, and once for all, to break the 
barriers in our way. Wo called the workers 
to a meeting, bat encountered the opposition 
of the police. We were arrested for picketing. 
Judgo O'Brion discharged as, toying that wo 
hod a right to picket, to organize and to talk 
to non-union workers. The police, however, con-
tinued to oppose us. Finally «o were com-
pelled by sheer brute force to give up the 
We were, however, not discouraged and wont 
forward. The net results of the agitation 
since August 15th was that the following sub-
manufacturers moved back to Brownsville and 
other parte of Greater New York: 
Berliner, Cohen, Mutters, Axelrod, A. Weiner, 
Skolnick, Kendal 4 Zlmct, Levin, Shilling (out 
of business), Shuster ft Chnrness. 
The following shops are under Union con-
trol: 
Lies ft Cohen, Frystat ft FelleT, Fabricant, 
Hyberger, Findling ft Owen, Edelsock, Eape-
loff, Wollnsky, Berton, Budinsky, Cohen k 
Cosof, Hoffman, Levin, Findling, KaznowiU A 
Cutler, Aspic ft Ellentucb, Herman, H. Lieber-
man, Titter ft Krathamor. 
The abovo indicates conclusively that we are 
beginning to master tliu situation. The Invasion 
of New Jersey by non-union employers in the 
cloak business has been cut off. 
A more important factor has developed 
hero—the workers have exhibited a tendency to 
demand more monoy for their work. This is 
very effective in making sub-manufacturers 
renliio that in Now Jorsey too, they must pay 
Tin- income of our office fs also very encour-
aging. During the seven weeks the income 
amounted to five hundred and fifty ((550) 
dollars. The income would have been more, 
were i t not for the fact that most of the 
workers pay their duos in New York.* The 
money wo get in our office is certainly not 
from tho "Flower of our Army". 
Prior to August Jfltb, I carried on an agi-
tation in Newark, among the ladies' waist 
and white goods worker*. That was during 
tho month of July and part of August, but on-
forunately, I could not continue it, as my staff 
of four, consisting of Durante, Levino, Schnoid 
and Miss Schindling could not often be spared 
for Newark. Still wo made a determined at-
tempt to stir things up. We wcro arrested in 
'Muxme&Tf&i: -KNHtt&ttBA^ 
Waist 
*hop, with the result that Judge Hahn of the 
First Criminal Conrt of Newark discharged us, 
TrUagte Schueid,Levine 
good* active coopcretioa 
annc^a^an^^^^^B 
Bchinullng for ' 
work ia New . 
submitted, 
H. DTJBIN8KY. 
declaring that we had a 
The chief obstacle in our way la the ays-
perseeutiou by the police. Judge 
. , _* of Jersey CUy U d Judge Haha ol ^ ^ 
Newark have diatlnetly defined the law per-
CORRESPONDENCE 
BKGAaillNO U1C1IEB DCES. 
' Games i IForfcer: 
I 
the 
taiolng to picketing and 
police, particularly in J 
harass ua in many ways. 
In the smaller towns i t ia wares. Thart the 
authorities order our organizers out of town, 
warning them never » return- The violation 
of such orders means ninety days or more, 
order that our rights should be 
must employ competent counsel. 
The seven or eight thou 
ark in the waist and white goods industries 
work under deplorable conditions and are 
itanding maaaaa to uaiaa condition* of 1 
.ame craft ia New York. Furthermore, their 
number is growing. Lately aome New York 
raanufacturcra have opened shops in Newark. 
The workers could bo organized If given the 
necessary organising help-
| Newark, Passaic and Patterson, must bo 
I steadily covered by at least one woman or-
ganizer at present, as-istcd and directed by 
the Jersey City office. Further sections up 
itato must also be covered. This1 
dono oa tho shops nearer to New 
Hystcmatloally tackled, thus cutting off the 
immediate danger for tho New York locals. 
The total number of workers employed at 
prosont in the cloak business in New Jersey, 
excluding Vineland, Bad Bank, Long Branch, 
Treatoa and a few other towns of secondary 
importance is, according to latest in 
made by our office, 8,500. 
Tho present staff—Durante, Schneid, Mis* 
Schindling and myself are inaaequate to cover 
an branches of tho t rade X recommend that 
Mr. J. J . Jennings, biiHlncss agent of the 
Teamsters' Union, -wbjuta well known as an 
active labor leader in Hudson County, be added 
to our staff. I am euro that with the addi-
tion of Mr. Jennings to our staff a good many 
. obstacles will bo overcome. 
I wish to express my thanks to Durante, 
It seems that those who agitate for higher 
dues and higher per capita have forgotten the 
proverb: " T h e Peoples* Voice ia Cod's Voice." 
Last year the same question of railing the per 
capita to the International, which meant the 
raising of dues, was voted down by referen-
dum. The result of the vote showed that the 
members did not wish their does to be raised, 
and H also showed that they were not in favor 
of the proposition that the International should 
pay strike benefit- Nevertheless our officials 
aro still insisting upon higher dues and higher 
per capita- The officers do not consider that 
our members are only working six or eight 
weeks during the season, and that a large num-
ber of members hare been in arrears since 
two years. I t ia true that a cent a day ian 't 
a big sacrifice, but ia the dull season which 
lasts sixteen to eighteen weeks, after working 
only six or eight weeks, twice a year, a penny 
to a eloakmaker is like n dollar. X "ve witnessed 
many cases when a eloakmaker bod to refuse 
a penny to hia child only because he d i d a t hare 
it. To a man who earns a regular salary dur-
ing the yearr besides expenses, a penny ia not a 
: 
us better improve the working 
of our mem'bers in the shops by honest 
real representation; let us insist upon getting 
the things prnioised to us by the second party 
to our "Peace Protocol." After not getting 
the things promised to us by the second party 
does not fees under obligations to his Union, 
which does not protect him. Even the present 
rate of dues is. a burden to our members who 
oon-iaer i t 4 "taxation without feprflaftiita-
Hon." 
SAM SOBEX, Local, Vo. 35. 
(Brother Rosen is in the main repenting the 
arguments of " A Local Officer," which we 
have dealt with in our November issue. Our 
correspondent does not explain what "repre-
sentation ' ' has to do with the subject of higher 
dues. We should advise him not to represent 
that his opinions oa the subject are those of 
the people, because that is not correct— 
tor.) 
L . 
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i, I ' M O N . • o m c i A D M J U S . 
Toledo Cloakmakerw. 
Philadelphia Cloak Finictu ' i i . . . . 
Toronto Skirt and Dresauiakei*. •>.:, Backvilie St., Toronto, Can. 
1
 ibicaga U d U * ' Tailors 1447 8 . N|. ;IUJ (1HI« Ave., Cblcagft, UL Boston Amalgamated Cutter* 
75. Worcester, Mass., Cioakituikeis. . . . 
IB. Tolwlo Cloak and Suit Cutlcnt 
Bt, Louts Cloak Operator* 
' • ' 
... 
• • 
80. Ili idgcpoit Ladies Tailor-
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cut te rs . . 
Kalamazoo, Mich., Corset Workers 
Torooto ' n t i n : -
Cincinnati Skirtraaher» . . . 
Buffalo Garment Workers 
Toronto, Can., Cloak Pnmn 
Clnoionati Skirt Pressors . . 
P i t t sburg Ladies ' T a i l o r s . . . 
Providoaeo Ladies ' T a i l o r a . . . 
Richmond Ladies ' T a i l o r s . . . 
Montreal Raincoat Maker* . . . 
St, Louis Lad ie s ' Tailors 
Stockton, Ca t , Ladies ' Tailors 
Pal l River Ladies ' Garment Worker*. 
Omaha, Neb., Ladies* Tailora 
Cleveland Raincoat Makers 
Montreal, Can., Lad i e s ' W a i n Maker* 
Waurt ami White Good* Worker-
Raincoat Makers of St . Louis 
. -617 »•:«» B t , Toledo, Ohio 
••.-• ••=«' % ! * * ^ WtUsaalphik, PB . 
• -10? Elms S t , Ronton, Mass. 
50 W i i u i a (St., VYoRMct, M-'---
-615 Main HU, Toledo, Ohio 
Fraternal B.dg., 1 Itfa aud Franklin Ave*. 
»;7 Olive S t , Bridgeport, Cons. 
1531 W. N t h BU," Chicago, 111. 
5Q2 Seeoad St., Kahunatoo, Mich. 
. . . . . . 
. . 1 0 1 Dumlas SL, Toronto, Con. 
2897 ?*. Gtfc St., Clneiaaatl, Ohio 
. . . : i s Mortimer Br- Buffalo. N. V. 
71 NASSAU St., Toronto, Can. 
. , .417 David Bt, OnoiiinaU, Ohio 
. . ,1S15 Limoi . s i . . fltWrmrg, P a . 
.473 N. Main S t , Providence, R. I . 
. . . 0 2 3 W. Clay hi., Blchmond, V*. 
.20 St- Cecils St., Montreal, Can. 
th and Franklin Ave, 
A T . . . Stockton, Cal. 
. . . .160 B u t e St., Pall River, Mass. 
. . . . 2 6 0 9 N . 15th St., Omaha, Neb. 
3611 Bum.-!! Av.-., Clerelaad, Ohio 
.147 Colonial Are. , Montreal, Can, 
I I S Market 8t. , Newark, N. -I. 
.Fra terna l Hoilding, St . Louts, Mo. 
,nyiy? pyuB iwoiyeynpyD topni yiyuiB jyjNOiyi rp^n i*r> 
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jyjyp taws? ,ON3«D\yiy po jyois oyi vn nyDyaw-n^ DUB J*B lyo'.pap jyno 
;:KB:« ft»pn* w' CBH BBn W H yw .Joyijwm BM iyou jyijyB'tf pB «I 
-liny" opmya C J ly^B ;yp O B I . « *p4a oy 00**7-jw ?B oy as^nc ,BB3BE 
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>«B , t r«* nm pc I » D ™ V «
 B T O n a 
-TKB„ WT jy3y3 a^a lyaKnx
 i c 
TST no " D ^ - I K O V iv 3iv 
PK BKl? 1»*31» K iyD5Kn3K TyTirBpyD13K0 
w.DTM'nyD DKT .iy33i33nya JKOP \v2v2 
•en pK aTn»3K3TK pM iy5«i rnynoya h 
n IK ^53ya asKaya a»n DKT .BTO^B'V 
PK ay .DVI'JIUTK I»I f>8i nn3B?n innD^KO 
XRTKBK IJIV3K3 Dm pD TKT W i n Tjn 
-*CKa yv:«3 n m ,IKT a n pyiiK aany: 
.lJoyT33yaHm Tyayac TTIK Tynno »Tyj> 
— DP3ii iy«"T |»B'nw3K jya O^ nyBTKB 
.^ KPKDKTfi PB yyr'K as^in n ayT3'iicTyD 
-yii Tya"3TK n DSII iy3"5a IKT ayn DKII 
DrmiFopj/LuKo n lyaanis ivjyp 0*a \v$ 
?P"TBD umoi&misv IK T»«'|MW w 
ISO ]yii ,T^wy^ !V"Vi a»3 oy a^K" 
K — aayryDinB TKD jyp'nao jyDTKT ?KI 
,>yD'D K TKD |yoi3y:3K BBH ivo Dim IBI 
? Dpi'TDO pn^aTyo IV DIK 
D"p3n3ynaMj D3yay^  K I*K D;yTycyTB 
DO PK t**W Tin ]ID rsyaonpy Tin TKD , 
D»I> -Tyaaya iy3^yv3»K tiny* TKD -vaoini 
. -jTatraij Tin IK ,O>IK DBIP H^PKaKTS Din 
IJIBDK* r\ v t "i'w DSKTD. Ty3oya Tjn3yn 
ISSKD DKII 71 iHtam ,oa«n / B I W i n PD 
TIKV DKU) iyaDB& n lysine IID D»OTK v i 
1«So D*jn3Kny3 l»tjn> (Dm p 'pD'J iv5 
eraiDTy i»o PK ,DTy3ayo j ' n o w n a*a 
po iv IKT iya oonw ' ,Djn pK '*i 
DD'-Dysvs yuD3'D3'» n DTyaaya y»Tay3 n 
•nKV>n ."i osyTBtnyD ^KPKDKTB Tjn DKII 
pD 331V»PU3 n TKD i«<31» Tjn ^ 1 1^, 
. 
J 
.nypn«ii caymKi o n ^ yn 
•nvr> iJnv* "3 iviyn unn'DWDin U>¥IDP 
.JKP"K'DIJDK Tin pa iya 
Dijnyojna. pa yyrR n p* vfeW'N 
iyo ijafcni apftx .D'DKTBDKP tin jyiiya 
031TI2PJ pH D^JTOUDIU P»TDD .D»T Dip 
pa yypR n .noona** Tin PR ivnyna 
*PIR .oao^Rya DHTV yi»2 Dip DayTyayrB 
DayonaK TWHW iyn oyT3nay3 vx w « 
•py?HP Tt IVUH pa DPDD'D yvawa n PR 
lyyawa p* DB»n KIR Dswoya Dip PRII ,IPD 
awTKe oyi jyasn jyiiD D"5*JSOP TK /OK? 
yawuRTio n PR DRT — nysyp fl PR 
-so iyv3K3 TyT pa TyTyT yf»K oaynys DRII 
-DDaytrya y^ w <q»i ISDJIP TH'K vw . tu tw 
•tfDK tin PK IROP Tin iye»iw jyaavpxys 
P"ioo lyo'vu oyn pR |yaan»DRB yomya 
Tyni* PK anyay* pR B»TD |pi«i 1910 pK 
TPR5P„ K DTyTKBya JRT Dtp |KOP n *tvol 
-'ya ivaip DTyriE'DpyaoRD n ; "asc 
VT !P3*P OHTV JH"3 ."BKf ]yBM, D'lUyD 
D?K»ya D'a pK Diy»t "a v o i r jyo^ Knya 
D'w> .ID jyoipya PK oy P3 .BTR pa jyrnn 
-yj„ pa ^KD3"n tyuia pn O»D ,D"T3RT3 .T 
5KB:"R i n ."aiVTRa DJH D*'5 JKOP \V2 
-JHB pa oyoo'D K TyoaiK &proun Dtp 
oy v*ayo \v\m PR B»$-IROV w oayTya 
iya*p 5R* DRII , |ROP ypiHDi? K l"t $W 
-ya fK DMT .Tyo"3TR niya^M 5RTD:KP K 
•&i pa lyonyoiyD j i TRB IKI bs'in H jyn 
B»t T»"J pa DTyTitTBpyBORo '9 .HflW 
"2 [y3y>3ya oyDD'D 'tyin TyostR iw^t 
n p r i m |y3«&pwDMK D»n"^B« iy"t 
K pn ."iyD"3iK unyoys cm o'^-i^sr 
D'j B'STra KIK "i jyo^mi BKI? ^jw9p 
.DKnya 
nyn WI^K PK B « H ¥ ^ * iv D3jnyBinB 
DP31B iyty»l .^ KPKDtnB CyT pB p'Dn3)13 
.D"x ya3K^ K *I*IK jynynD Dnyaniyo DB.T 
-PP .nnor.jnwiHi — lyopsiB ya'in'K n 
•jp — iya3iaa»ny3 jn«D*3*iD .jyiaicc jnyx 
•3K3 D^ Kwya DijmiPDpyDiaKD n
 p^m iys 
*]S'3^* *T ! BKP jyaij njn D»D IKSKT jyay; 
-is jyiiys D*3 D»onin nysa lya^r ijnn'D 
-io p 'p PK BKS» IVEK Tin D*D 5"H ,|snync 
lyaaoanys ynyoys H t« ,ipnpa DO *D3«T. 
Tyi* oyn Din ipn«if JID D'HK y 
oy Dnwii . jwt?y3.Qu " i "iyiisrDpyBi:K2 
DK11 y^K IK '^ KpKDKTB pR C»T)B3 DnyDC* 
.rWav ny.n po DD,oy3y3.n w&m \y$\\\ 
lySiRV iyn»f jyoDK? jnn'K iy3KiD iy;w 
.(98 ptWto) "DPT 
TyTiE'DpyciiKa Tin. jyp |RPD py^D v* 
•[Kor auya DKnya D'j D I P Ty IR .jyaRi DO 
JKT D^ KH TyTlE'DpyDUKO K 3MK 11K .O**? 
DR11 DyTXRTD ,»»*$ IROP'DO 'T |K DTRB 
-3"R D**n3yay5y3 n D3>Dy>3K3TyB jysip »>T 
,T«5p PK I8T—IUOV Tjn pK v t jy3"TBn» 
yitK3'?3R pH pD DMTR ?p> D3KD T» TK 
.pMDCflRlWa |y?lfl |« j D'O 
Tin t« .tmyii DPTyaya «T niRi 33M 
jyTyDDl^  pK D?KH WOP *1 DR11 D"V Tjn 
DTyTiiTOpyBOKD ?"D R • jyaip ,y3KTD n 
IPasn T«a DO J » T « IMR DyratfiB D3R5ya 
oajnyDyTB jyaya no D3RDy3D,nR ^M »>I 
jy3'iny33R m$n «t TO
 (JRPD py5o pR 
,iRT»D-33Kfi3R pR ^1R DP31B OVT }y3yT3 
nmR &«5 itfop-DO iycny3 »n DKH D'oTyr 
CITR iyny3. D"5" |*OI» jyn ,D"3TR Tin ix 
j*iy5 
n .^ y*b IKTKB iy3"t ypniys pR jycpKB 
IRCMWDRD8 DyT pa ]yo3ni»3 tfwtHt 
pn ly^Tyvryr 25 5KPR5 pc DsycDTRsyT 
33NC:iJ pK IK &3V* DK11 DyD"P yORD R 
n lyounyD e»5 JIJOP-DO lysip tiji'D 
cwi i'R pyr rm - D ' ^ - I S O P pa Tyxitfa 
-RDR TyT pa OTyaoya ATRK K DRII P ^ K 
-JMOP yao"K PI^3 jya'Dcytrys IKI?»H'O 
- J « O P ]»P TM3 lyj'DBjpya y33KO p.K ,D"? 
T3KDP1V Tin IK ,DI*MW3 p»>H D«T — 0"^ 
n o jyo- DRT ^'^inyoya MIR lyTKiiya P K 
.lYryT jy^D'D yaa^nDt? iyony33R jynyr 
# * * 
T3W D13»D R ^ D T ' B ^ 
-nRDD>n cyr iv ^ T imnyp 
PR oy .1910 PB *!6OKP jyt? 
yo'«ya iy3KDTyr iv 3'D'o 
.HBORP oyay* PK lyaaiTDRB 
TyT m ,PR oy ywi\ MI lynyDtnyc IV 





0 . 1 9 1 4 . n j j D D y s j M 
-*^&* TOKTB jnjWK W I S H Wfe* 
"t IP3»PPP3 o n jwmi a* .o-ip^oyo mp» 
l»o PP5o ps'Jjnpnpa n fpjjm nv inpo y i 
wt tpn» any* BIRD ipipn BS .w^o DPI 
PR oip .(iftytfi^ Ka-iK IPUIR TRB T.1RBP3 K 
m m IPO CRII twawri p.o IK?PD BIRD K 
&KI np"D p i^c R m .iPDKBEMH anspoe* 
. i p r n n n ins «b*w 
p r m p ipT pR onpoc-pa TIRDSU iyi 
np 3»W - T 5 » ) " * » Bktm ipaopo ijn BRU 
"11R RJR 2p'?'.y 3MCH J"T TPIR^ -lPO Otfn 
"PPDURO 1PT imi >HVK DP ffljjwip .P=Rt 
-P3=K -ip-i« ,"nn-nKPCDn„ Dip ninitro 
np*n TKD *ip»'*aTR pcup: D*D $»I o:papn 
-B*r# o*n ip TPIR .ppav -ijn iy o»wnD 
"«nR ,tniwne3Rp iy o ^ a - w n lyapapa 
TPEi3K3-sifD pc mwm pro-wo DE»IPP3 
'*W .0*3 D"3*IK i"P praipr "t pR /ilntim 5 
iPipnaiyjiR -IPB"3-IR jnapEprepa n IPT 
T O npir n TIR TJit* n ip*9g ipmwi PR 
IPanp: BIRCRI *R: IPO JPTPIRB *l -POOR 
-B»HR IPTR IPTE'3R .sai^pce* pawnor R • 
iy 0*3*1*3 jpJinc «t pu ,P'»TDD R ipcn 
- p n BP11 HP 1* 1PTK rnjPKIB 1'K iflnfi? RTR 
"ipaopo TPV3W nm pe !PCpTpD2'K n JP3 ; 
.B'F 
1P0MR ,Ip52'»t P^R n jpo^Kn CTP:=P3 "1 
TM p-attW *1»R 0*3 ,33nir0PPBi3K3*3«D 
0*3 IPTHR* povp?* n [PO^RJl BP jpii ,O5.TB 
*3<R P3*PJ *1 .02BPB P05P$B» P35P»R JjniW 
JIK 1910 p« BTOD-rpp T I R |pa»n IP* 
; j>*"OB 5ioP:ppn can W t ^ a ,1911 
,oi<n*cp3 *««oc* >im oo »*i own JPO npa* 
.D;»PB PB13 ymp3 tin IP3"» BP 5»m 
t n r r w IPQ pK M'a !P:^T iptpp n IPH 
MIK D'j npricwwiauo npi mi / w a - w 
m rm-tyrt wi a*: vt B3n "»u . T W O 
mil o'j cmm••>» ^ T P O ^ P B nw B*: 
r-n DP ^ w •ipwni'c -an i * ir"W33» 
o r e nr-pm » v www o^n*n»new 
D3HOnpT $IJB P3'3'n* piu» !P3*n T O 
IPI;IK nijc ipnpop Dim ipop^atfna pcnpj 
-TC3"M '11 fatf? ,P3KnD NIK .W'yKI^WllJ 
pK D"p3H3PBt^ KD IpllJ "'D3P»B"DP,, |jn 
P3K1D *\ .PBOKPD P^ P131K |1D 0"3tK Ipl 
#\ PK 1P3H3DMK pina*R IPT'OIPD iy m' 
-3iK |jnn»;KTHf pD pjmD pa'oa'n ooapn 
-aiflB PTPI31K |PJM| prPH Dlf — T H O ">Pt 
.KE13 l«'yKl'3K318 "ipn pK JPCP^ 
TO -IPDP>3R1B PnpliH T1K IP3«H TO 
IP.-ipBrOJP BK11 IP3K1D n T*TBM3 IBS^B' 
-irBPPDi;KO H O'D IP33in'yp3 P1PI31K IID 
- 'TK n pD IP01P DK11 ,!P3KTD H J BTIH 
TJI 1P3S IP3PP T O .D^KPKDKIB ]1« BD3PD 
lPBP73mB P S K *\ tK* .B'STIPSM D'B IP3 
D*T ;P3K-»D n p c n a p»K PD 5»*D K IP3"I 
-:iH JP^POC IPHP1 IPIIO TO tK ,T$QP3 T'K 
.1Jn«3 IP>» ,»" .iPDDPC K T1K !*'3T IP! 
1?P3 >1 IpnPBBipiPD IP^pll T O Ml T 3 ' i m 
' T O iP^Pll ,P3«1B B331B5RinPD ' 1 JW PSKID 
* 0*0 T I ]ponp3ipo iy U K O C ' O ' K i p c p a }«! 
•IP3*nD T'TO P3>03*« -
T»"!D P3'3 , ,K IPD3K1DP3 Kl IPrJM TO 
, .IPOKBC "T 1P3M11 p.D JPHpt pK IP0P^3«1B 
* * * 
P0D1P11B' ft 11C P3"K l?«n* "8» 
f1B» I)1K DnPOr BK',1 1P3H1D l « 
'D0M31K PB P3RTB H t'R ,1P3B"» 1M1» 
"P3 IP?'11P33R I ' lP !'K DP -JP3S .B"P3'IR^ 
JP3PP'TO DK11 ^Rl R PR DRT )R IPlRll 
DBHPn n3R^ !»y3R3 PR jr . l .IPB'niPB 0*3 
T O -T'TO 1PT31R T1R IP 0 T i n P 3 ,D»P1P R 
T1H3R3R »TOBn3'R TPI31R pR 1P3IJ !P3«n. 
-P'^ IPB D1P3DPB : B"P3MRf-DO»31R D"ll(D 
nny T"i OaRtPtn PT»"? 5RO paiRo im 
"t .lP3RmR pa*^3pnPB p i TP^B ,BRC* pR 
1P-1R -PT"« iPB3jnp3 BP'PP3PP11R IVlPH 
3'31T11 1P2RT1 "t Ijn* J Pt'T "lPB3jnp331R 
nBT3ppti;Ro i n BRII Dyiap*^y.,0"aiR 
-ROT3RD CP1 PB P1RR11 PanJIRB BCMP TP1 
-)R D-.RB VTPn B3P0B"O OR /lPTfDPPDU 
-31R pTPMiy IP^PB T t 01R5 0'1>jnR5DO"3 
.-iyp-1811 D3)?cn»2 c v ^ TVT 
03yp»> W P .IKC"'K'D«DK D-»yilt?DppB 
-a^BBiyc iPi^i DTiniCDpysuKa n IK DO 
K v i iJfj'Dtfi ^ip .D3jnyaytB jyayj xi apo 
BO DP3IB o n |p>ii DKII o*na ^ya ^o 
-nR»a lyn JIB »my5p*iv H -iinmcDin 
-yDyj DO PJRIB n Dan [KcnD'anR w 
•tfRa Ban iyo DKII nyanyi I»M Dtp .D^ yD 
can MIK ni ptfa R jyt:i;y33R DO ::KB;K pK 
-njn PR Dtp ; jyay? pR iyirvDivain DpjiQ 
DO pMi , pnyiirapyEORo 'v% DKII IKD 
cyT pjov iyn ipa^yn 3n:yDE»5KB nyasD'R 
5y;o DTDRB |V3t*n Dp ."lynrpBiva-in Dp3ia 
-y3 jys« jyasn DmnwDpyonRo itm y$ya 
•3W nyi PR DIPD? 
DY'R DS71 IMC>nD'mK *1R TIKIP H 
nyojnDTyD pa yD'cRP R IK ,iy3K t^?y;,iKB 
•11 IH^B K jyj'Bys tirnvt 5xt DHIV y r u po 
^KI n iy33"n3 ^Koy^ K 1KB ?n«D3"K niR 
yijRi? n m ,D"v pic 'PK oy .UOTIR pK 
"J'n y33KO p« D3"^3 K^PRDRTB nyi DKH 
nyao DHII ^RI aKDE'aia Tyovio R jyoa') 
-y: i n Dip yo'QRP H- .tinyu |y©wy»ipK 
-*n T O pR p5n BKL" yomya jysyu OW«K 
iv v> DKII |«i DO' viyo oy» oy IR jya 
tnmrtspynuKo ya;Ko i t a tw .iP3«5pya 
' W B I ? jyay* PK \rwov r5« i«3 tyjjni 
tJMipw .Tywyn*: Tyr I'M oy iyp ,:mi pit 
-3'K *iyv;*: ijn pn iyomya3'K n lynnr 
-y3 Tyty> ijn.Dyw pn"B n£i)HjM wit 
JTD'DRP *i ya^yii vi* o5n ARC y o iy3<B 
*y: v* &V omv yi"3 pa lyoyiDiyc pB 
cri jy y» iffnyvM o$n BRI? »I .tM»:>*K 
h p* iviyn DTDPJ^KP iy?»t o n n MI 
o'nyaan a»oan |»>jm 05n n an« .lysyu' 
' « 'UM D"wJa« H jyayacy oyn jjnjni 
'|M*31**I3U 1)K O'^ -JMOV PB 5n*V H jyD*» 
•i ."lyoye* v&Wi p« |ye"3iK DK» t^,,^ 
?iypvn.D?n y j ^ jyJyn :I*K yaxiB 
*i3Ko yomys f« |yo*myD jyjyp wo oyn Ml 
p^n V"3 -T imyoE* DO ty^ f* tnmupopyfi 
.Hnytjc r iy?yii ya;Ka a*iK ?;yv,'eiva->n 
•i lyonyspynw 5jwi> "iy.3*¥3**K nyn »3»*a 
pc "TB |y3'*r Dyo»a ya^ ytK DKT *D3KnK3 
•Dp^ noD 
33,nDi? t3*n "iy jyT'D .op^non. pB "TD p>i 
.D3jnyByia lysyii opjis oin a« 
•yoy3 pn uo 5«t23"p oyii yaxis n 
•"K vi iv^y" o'TTif jrnva iy3K» pa ,o?yo 
PD 13 y^p^ DTK W fttt R nf&BVft.tl ff»3 
CM DKII •iini!?apyEi3«'3 K m ,5KPKD«TB 
'HB pn &: yiK ^K: ,D3yTyBynB p'P BO 
iynyi ES^ V. nya^ynyT i'K pR-fDP»TOb PB 
ap"3iB ojn unn'Dixain -?yo*9 K jya^ cys 
nyDTio K |ya"?3 DO ^Kr ny na ,iyay£ pR 
' .aRDe»aia 
TIKMa 03'HB'n H D3'1^y ,?l?D? ,DH 
D1R ,DP"1DD lyDIT IV 5R1D3RP nyo'WD W 
"JQ JHRDORO ]yOiP!V3R3 OR3 K |V3jMiy IV 
iv iyfo'0 yooya n ' pn ny3"R .tKUuan 
Din jyD'mvaK TyniB-DpysoKo K QUi^n 
PR i«ov n IR ,I*M D3mycy^ JIB DP3IB 
DRT .n'HRn iyao"K V! TV^ifT IRB^^'DRDK 
.jyo'riyaaH DO tsiyn DP3*.D lyi j.T5Ra*H 
po "na PR iy :R w m w n pynR D?RB 
,DP"1DD 
* * * 
•KB tpiR iy*yDcnvpy>iR 
»ID tyo -;iw » pR oa»i?a iyo IR ,-iy'B 
P'TY.-WRVK Djraa .[Kao iRi H nynaio 
iy3y3y3amR IRP"IO»3IR (^R TWOP n o«n 
cyn jyjyn >3nny^piy yoo'Dcya y-t3y3^ sB 
:p3y 
IHB c? lysppiyjK TO ifl , v cnys'nre ey 
I?7?» on?iir&p-ci;)to ' i -rtes'ii .etfnjttjm 
on i»»>ii I?T i?e?yn jinayevtm IJOO-K BO 
".KO T^»3*-K i"iop.=7ii ,i?innji*=in spat* 
|W =1j2!yO jnw»« I7*p»«Wy )» HJOl' ir> 
i* np-*i«:ppBOB8 opT f.'iK yowo:(( l« BJI^ 
I ? npra ,BJ?iyep--« ixB»:n« nj'jn n I?=;J 
op ipn ,ori3»j3 IBI p.H ,ny=»««K ](t =7?ar 
,B"2iit npi ua (p3«oa ^nrt cy iyji v» o^piicn 
PR D3Ppiy;K Kt*R DTfH DSyTPBPB 
pR jyaynt-ya PITB3 Dnyot^  oy .B>v3ns 
njn |TD D3ypiy3R o-tyn cy .^KPRDIPB 
, ;ti»» i n PB PR 1KP"T»'31K *1K T)R»a. 
-
» 






TVT .SKPKDKTB o n TVB3*ri D3KO v o r r 
W W TVTJ1R 1WV ,DW JH| DVH K^PKUKTH 
m D O PK ^KPKDKTB Tin .PTKDC | * I aim 
T O .tyryTjy 0*3 ]VP IVD wro m m D'nco 
V3»? mvojraDMM o » * TVTV' >V jysyp 
-mm pram $*» TV m IVSKD PK ivnfriyDj 
p»t V D iyno iVTjn Tyss ,iVDyTVD3*K i n 
.0TP3K3TK ooya 
• n w r n m a w PK 5KPRDRTB "IJH pm 
•DJipyKtuiuT» Twain v i o*n , i n m i w I M 
TJ t*2*n TD DK» ,D3'T3yy3 0*3 D"3TK 
;VD«TV3TKB p * ivo^Kn P K ,npio DBTKT 
D*3 uu t DB.I lira .5KBI* IVTV* IKB %»I 
•»BD»C»3 'nrtift "I'D m
 f 03jnmw *KO3»K 
•DVD mjIIJiK 110 ?l*D K -Ilf'V'tHB TVU1K JW 
D3*\T .;nvu"K D^R^VS B'3 w n ivaip e iya 
D*T JJITTIKBTV n .!"« pic DKT *»1 ivny» 
-lV3nK m v ^ i o;yByya 
iJQIpt IVDR3K3 VS'^DV VDVltf -i PK 
TVT IRU m .DVDB'inya 5n«o jf t ru f i yp 
pK 3*3jni3*K — PK ilfBO'^ BD* OP'Tl W 
" n * Tts iM*n iKcisn ]\K JOVIIDMR ma 
j v e w ' i y n o PK E S K D j » w a j r « T?» 
TO D3KD *T IV3VP IV DIM Jjtf'DM? T^JU n 
.3*0*13 nm i w u 
D3K0 VOTP3K3T* TPT31K PK JMM>3 
3»3»K 3H:VBP>KE p*i iimo T*D m ,oD»n 
TTK CD »2KWnyD3*K H 45"Tjn*>*0 pK 
n D*D WJQKM V^KpK* n PK jyJKPK* i n 
PK Taw. iyo*'3TX ivnD v5* — DryaDve 
i * v u w JVSKD >x :wmsr p*n TKB TJKTI 
11 3*03VB WK *V**3K3'B pK e"$KTKQ [«U 
.OTVTKB n o e n r n »o*rw TVUIK 
n [KSIPI 0*3*3 tVD*»* (10 «!M*TVB pn 
-yo * tW3KfiW3R Emj'BK ^wKjPirnyDr*e 
WCKKl ITB&IIWW J^K t « IW3jnWS3RP j n 
n o « s n D W ,0-araoffa jmwwr iw pK 
-J'K W3KD p " 03KW3 BIP IK3 -"»» WH 
imrarOTBiP *i w *'wrw w*onK*.^>:mirE 
T^r w n js*«nP3 p« pvtoma* pmw ;yj"r 
- J T ^ D ' D jroFnnwk *i | * W*3«K .ROK O*J 
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TOpcjn irrtrbuH»K W \ P D K 
T W R ijn p« ipe'V3na PB»D 
pE ijtonyjpyiw DD"n DKI ip3B ; *IOD 
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[yDBPIP -H 5pD'3R t«"5» 'W DD"71 OP 
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.e^v ip i pn BD"3 oy"3 oyT o»i5 Htfijun 
iyt313 K 1KD IJJD^ KnW DKT iy DKn D3" '^B 
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' i ; .iyniBTipyDi3K3 ip^y'KT DJH "IKB *n 
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.iv |«5K op jysyj pK IID i«p IKB DO 
DDPK11 33niB'OpyE13KO-3KD IK DpKB iyT 
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H jyayii POK^K3'DB D-IPIIE»DPPBI3KB DPI 
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-I;VDK Din o^tn iKt*:im:Kp *i 3».K 
-*K n ncnin op o**n ,D0'Di?v3ijn>3 DJJTO 
1B3W IPO"3TR OKN ,iy3«»XKP3K3T8 ytP'T 
W W D*3.T3IO l"p ,"DDVD >DKiyD^ Djn 
DP3TM3 TPT !K ^1 iJHKDD DKtt '1 .JPD1PP3 
"P3 v i llto?tm ,iv-u;ii iirai3P33K $?*#» ^*a 
TTWD |RP-TPDK n m ,CPRB cm D»D 0x13 
jranwo^iK IK \vm T-K T « 3 " 5 IK IKI?"T 
'"! '11 TSPinV" ."fWB'XKJ PO^KnyS,, TKD 
-;K3TK jrp'-r* n ipssn ,B**R Drippc ^KT 
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."JPJ 
attfiya D'3 !P3Bn tPBRjjtfin prpniK TK 
yrm T'EKT IPDIKU IV oDnaV PDDTS'O H 
•pKO D3B*YKT3'DiR-'Q3K TyT p * p»» C3DO 
—? IK jK^'imyo jKphjttK npr JIB P'D 
e*m ugpcE? nyi nc !pnpt lira IVP ,T»3 
""-13'OD'K njn is ipoijpj Dan JKUV TPUIR 
}$pia&tl tffJr^M TTPK pK »:»nc IK2* 
-K: TRD Tjjp'fl&fi c:yDie2 DTP** njn 
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D0»j^ '-11« 33nnwjip -1 t>K em .o-i»u 
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-3*9 n^ito rnnni tp;K*XKT'3K3n* - W S I K 
-P133KP IPD12 pK 3PH "0'im3H5 TKD 
oi'>w»»*D ^ « l j y r K P K D P ' T C D I >K3irc 
.TPD»31K n PK 
$'«H .D^iyilTP D.TH lP3»n 1PD"3W n 
JP3IP J33KPP3 P30»D3*K &TK D*D JP3"t "I 
1K13KV1K (P'nDlY (P^njPDB'^KB Kt5K **! 
-"H Tin TKD IPDB3PP DPT33KP pR ','1K Dpll 
.^KI TPD»3TK TP3'5 
,^33 T"D DD'R TPT (ID TyD"3TK »T 
aypntjii tMymyj D>-
T3 «J m -i« .Ty-iiiiya rnfaoyo |y»W»M 
-oyo iyny» .tB'VRp:RrVa yv3R3 n |p*inn 
*»M ,BJnYinp pj»; IR ipnyotnyD «nm iya 
K |V3»t 13/DmPDJ'N W»M pR lWailptHD VJ 
-yos'R n« iwiiTPiMB .ormnp n po 5'<D 
y5R pR WVKPJW^ iyV3R3 W pO jyOVT 
>"5R ^ 3 |VP3'H D1V30PO 5"0 K .DTMOyo 
-ys w*W ]V3"r Diyaoyo n JIK iV3i> n IR 
!«W TPn pa ijnm «i pR .IPSRI jnyuir 
pB 5"D X Iimpa Q'J [P05RU "T Ifl OpjiB 
-RC 5y>B nnyi D33'na pjRiy; npipn -WM 
panjuo'vut oo T » Tyaoyo p»? 5BT 
iyo3Rnoy3 VJ nysoyo nynp^  5RT .553 no 
•yn .yv»3pa -lyomj nm po 5p3*v R \\\ 
iyy;iu npn pa 5to nyosy^p iyiK Tyoia 
nyo3y>t7 TyiR -tyoia Tin t*M iB'VRPaRaiB 
•iv KIR 113 .nmawya np3cpo -jyiy po 5to 
,oa'3"RTjra yfcnyn tya^ T P5R IRH n3«0K> 
-1.»^RI':R3"IR y5y*m t>D«n 
-yn ,iyum Diyaynya iv i^m w i n |yu 
T O PR *iy55w jjnyiv omt?tyio n IP5 
-3yoi3iR pR -unarm y35pt n pR TWDVJSIR 
pic 5w»*« jyiyn pR ip:»r yaSyn IPD 
t3«n [po pR .pnRllpa wnaya 5BO V3*S»y 
-iv oyn lyiyoysiyo iv EIK m 03PPIPJR 
-MB TPISIR IPPHBOB-IPD *va, iyna ,-i:»t3s> 
cyoo'D ysyaRp^ BB R |PT.-I>B3"R PR P'VT 
.3aio5ionyB jny3j*R I 
IV PR lyOD'^ -SR VI O'UHRB DP DR11 
/usotriv iyf»yv3R3'n lyuw iinyDV3nyB 
"any* im"D ,imn»Byin 0*3 pra iy? c«i 
-3»P iyi .Din yiyayn IP5P.RV ojm Tyaopo 
•n IV5K? .onjnyjonR pitriB n e$n wnyc 
-RIB n jpsy-iByya ipHanj vw* ovsosro 
|IB 3*iri;R PK w ,*IBB ^n o^yoc jy^ jj> 
-o'N pn Dnysoyo n iv5pn IKPD ]yoD3y3 
t .Dm jnysyn |y5nsv |ya*in3B IJROC 
31D 'Miv iy>nyiny oyii TIRS3 .tpy jny* 
lyvyioiKE iv5yn «i pR iy-iy^;o'o jnrvK 
-p'li y^ R 'lyijnonR 'i;y: pR iyv3jnyfi3KP n 
eiysynya iy5yn om n 3MK .jyaRiB ya'O 
rynKD t'l^py MI ,^RH R oayo 25 r« jyTyii 
-3!R [yB?yn iv DMIK I 3 K » W N | » I iy?yn ™ I»5»" /3yiyB3MP o«a ivwiw iwtf* 
iy5yn VD .on) PB o«v pR D^ y3DyD ynyi 
-n PK ty'D \iiK.i»mm D>3 oD'imwK im 
l"i u^yn I>D — ^RPRDRIB oyi |ya«n jyj 
5yp'DE»w oyn nyo3>n D3RD yonn'3Rai« n 
."ly'ERQ 
Diyo3»^yB iy2*a I^ R iyo»»pannw ynyi 
y*\yi3iR iy5yn o n nyayn arftsK^mt 
•yD'naya' »»i IR ,jyi"iiy3 o'oiyi oiuaDyo 
lyiy* IB imnn "t MI O*; ,)yo^P3nnii? n 
I .? y .B .s npi i» TKpjgTORp o^3 P3Ris y e n n y t t 
R IP-.RIW iyoi^33B 3'0'DP3"R JRWIWiMp 
t'R DP .»»VR13'D'« y-nO IP3P3 JR'S^RJin 
o»3 inr»H3KP i n IRB i«*vi5Rtjn |»*p -.«3 
.liriRiiya oaRnsyaiRB 
m tah j'n.ipDipw-.Rb t>»« yax'tt n 
?"b 'npiifn .5»D3*RP lvoipyipp po O"IRB 
D3PDD"Q ]pj*ivy3 V* IW OIRByi Djn 11B 
jyovy? byi pR D"3iR D'iyK-'nynyD npi » 
o^Rnoay DRII 55:3 oyrma Djn IRB inu»' 
•jnyB n ."ooyo D^Rnyo»5» I\D DPSIB cyi 
"»0'R 1R ,TDK1 OinRODyj T* 0«n [RB"n 
lysmts* fiR iyty5 0*3 jy3yp DRII iyo38na 
IPTPll.D'3 IJrJKt 1RTBP TVOTO IP'M pR 
D3n5n?y3 IPD 08n ipi^np yoniys p» 
IR 5y;Rry3nyo3'R nyt3iR no jyoRay^in n 
'Rn3,oo,RMD;R ijn IRB oo^oryi lP3i*n "i 
-*njn» iKpnyoR-.Tjn PD P'O'5BB DW* 
•iyiDRP ny*n5p™5'D n«2 nsa'^ IW IMP 
-'BR Rl JJl5*ll TO .3»D3n 0*3 t»» Dl#T .JKP 
-Ronp ijn .33ioannp3 n ipjyp"53R 5y»v 
-5yn ,33io"v Tycn'R R PD W ^ 5yn 
»ii ,0Bn ,D3Roy3 MiBBwa y»y**i OBH iy3 
w o b n n v> "3 ounya^oy .^"^ DP 
-3R PV3R3 n ipiny5piy RT VOB5 .lyopRD 
3^»n3p3y5y3 
ojn 1'iK PR oy :R 3'oan ou i'R DP 
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-3» \w Byn PK B»: ys^yn PK w w Tin 
"V nyi iv DTvaoyo *i po i m ^ c n |yi"ii 
5K* TKU jnp> *n«03»K D3J»D03»Jffll .3 
-yaiv i»Jw oy .OT«PIKP prum yoBtf n 
"Mm y*3 1 pa lyoya n pnyn oSyW 
jycjjj -IT |«K nwijyjD'iiK pnyii own nyo 
-ya pnjm jy^ R*. BP'iryapyiiK jjnyii DRV 
iv jinjm 5«r yoo*£ yBvay-wp H -flflirttw 
#pjjj*niri is Bp'cyj 
Anaiovo BKt? ijn >KT w i jnyv .4 
DKU P W S - I R iinK TSIO»3IK i m -una. 
*3"K .lVOS'SM JftrT 1KB BBn3t»y3 OTPV. 
| i n i ?w 3V"K?3»K PK ovn n irvBptfw 
jyfcnwiBD « IMK tnttajn K IV5>BD»IK 
-KP n iifcmsn "|y3«n oy SPDMI .pay^z 
iv DfciymyD BK.I lira ^noni pK oaKirpy? 
.lyvDpjtfRp 
-iv ptfai DiKBin jytyn po Dy*i*p .5 
-RDDR nyT pK is*;v iyn iv imyn Dp't?w 
.IRf'R'D 
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Trmwn i*o"5 pc lycTnyjyo nm .6 
'-yy»typ<s? ayn IKB»"K*D8DK Tin pa oayc 
VBVP K B-iyssyD IKC"'K>DRDR n po |yi 
Djni pK 'THDpyo t"i *IKO BiKayn nyi pe 
lyayn UOKB cRtPTynciR ^ v y a o orrK 
.wnau tvayii IBBPRB V W AVOWS yoMiya 
-yoaron 0*3 yo*iiya Tin* O"* IB-JI'-O': 
irwcya p» lynyoe* DKU .DTyaoyc jnjyn 
yr«m tt WOXteVW1,* TTJK BYT3»B01D 
;. |*W"on pa 
wav Tin PD irvtfp W P O Tin .7 
-pTyoD^n -& By\i T.KII jnyv »n A* BD'DC 
HT3V Tin pc orysoyB »1 jyajm pa*© est 
my"* isfttmya « ofciyorya prair wm 
IKr"»K'D»jDK n ^ .iirii* _ri n»* iw jtn^if 
n 'uw» onyaoyo jn»"t iy;jr>Kii iy>yn 
.poTn iy3^ #D 
o»nww*ya K lyaxn mm ppn» H :8 
•Tji is lytsmoiyo oyjya^i* T.TK |pp»r n 
T i - j n y n w « V i w i m p n I\D |yo^»i 
i n n "r (VB^ yrt p« D3Kcpy>i(p pK conKs 
-iffo can u^pii tnc»K'D»s» "an pD tnya 
o y s y T 
.Dfl8»3 \ 
*V1 BO'JpiMnpD iv o>n»-njrt3cny *iyT 
-ynyti3>K ya^yii yay!>pnK& PK iyjy$B yo>n 
,D:«UV ynyt:iK pD T i n y ^ D n im^o 
(yovy> pD vtiTyo I»K iyu»W3 jyouya J^ K 
lyDiiyaj^K oijn ^yjKE'ynyej'K n .pt<3i#o 
irmpyrpy JIK yocKya n pD nynyew tt 
T>una TT ^y^l^lv^^n D^aoyo *n»»2 
iv [yjinc n »ii PK iy:Kns ya^ DSMi jyayn 
.IjnyDwmyD 
DD: -* I»K DVT *T ijny^yn pD yaK-uj n 
tjyoa o»n ojn TJIDMK .unwiyi OTOIPDH 
-5K n PD yaKno n ta-wnyn nyaiyn mny 
pK non^o n . T H D pw pnaytDB-om ya^oya 
*pw aaipnMi ytsayJ^ K o«nya o«n Bipiv 
•aw |w .KpnyoK PK yaK^  lya^oya^K TJH 
•lyo^ya 5VD T^'OKa jy^ Kn :DT»TD yiyt 
lyo'K »« nyvrp lyiiya PK W O ^IJB Tin 
-ay»-nyD n jya") nyayc yoo^o »T PK pR 
jfa"5p V3K3 |yi\ya iyoD 
•ya I»IK lyvayiycaKp n "3 iya»t oy 
DPnoDH K pD yaKiD n jmKiiya Binn 
oy .jyaKTB jnyiaK yajny'Bnyo pK ,^031KP 
-3Kp nyp»iiv ijn <»3 jyiKiw jyotfrya T»K> 
lySnymy 5«t 5KP»5 njny* DKT wnyo 
PK lyDipairaKtiv |yJw M5y\i OTysoyD "nv 
vtn jpsyii JK^B iyo*2'Di?y3 R tya^aiRDnR 
nyvnKD »!.' jya3»n3n*D JIR jyopsiB y^ R 
.rajni'EaRp nyBBpy: 
BD'MI pK omv yn"3 pc yo'aKp n 
-B'3*\K flK -TWR3 H OMll ,"I"TB Ojm pK 
v t BSH .lyaK^yaiKD oayovy^ o»n JK^ 'H 
-KP [ymn OPT n »tt cm payn oa^a^Rya 
•'DKCK n pD T J W - n pK pnyii BTBpy5 
: v ^ y a jDnyasyo JKC^'R 
K lyoipys ajm IKIP^R^DKDR H .1 
liny1 ^3 Tyo"3nR ya^evR H po yBo'*' 
^"B iyD5yii »3 pK ,Dny3oyo jnn^R pc 
» jyf'PBFiv cy.i pR ,jyB«a-iH " i n»no pc 
•W'av iyi W yoo'? nm po yaWP 
• 
nyDya PR lyvo'R 3*IR PBD R PR .D 'O 1*0 
' i vnnv PR tyoySasne m y n D*P D3Rpya 
T5"13 W pB *W:»K PR iy .JRTOR* *1>RD 
jyi'PDRBD'D DR11 |yOD>^ R*V8D M'STlfH 
D'D Bny-unya. pK P$KB po jyM'B WR D'D 
,nyt3"TiR y-twT"? n 
-y^aRifi p« iyp>5 yu»«i TK D D " I I lRn:»^ 
OIR ny^R'VBD T W W R *un IIB |yoip jys 
piiya i y i DRII lunm jyoip "* w ; sauna' 
Dfcl'D pR fiDyt) |'H'DDHB»5yTW ~lin PD 1VD 
iya'iny33« *jn DSH o^x yoniya R D"T .DO 
Tin j jDRiny IB — DO'o.nyo K typmya 
lyo^anR nyn pa PR bp^K'SRO po oynaR-iB 
R PR ,iinn«' ya^oy yDwtf ' i v« aaiayiuo 
->y-'o nytaiR .ajiainny nytyn po iya^x 
jypyn lUD y^n oyn jRaoy-uaRp lyo^nyn 
nyi PR ov'R .jyo'iiya iy3'?DDKp?ptya cm 
DO onyt ny .D3'ioj>3 jyopiya TI^R'SBD 
B»ayas» pR jypai'nyo PR iy .00 D^PB PR 
.DVH»'n BRIinB^Sa 
D5B .nyan pM V D |yayo ^RI p'R jyayn 
IRijR^ V R D oyn P^KB po TyoyiDiyo nm 
PR \\n»5 r i y " t p«t PK tjntfitn nyoo^R 
.lyDynyDJ'R m y n 
JIR y i tyvJiDma P>RD po iy5"0 y?R 
j y n jpD'na nyn B'O isianJ V R D 
• 
R "IRB Bl«srj«D»nR 5*1 D»n IR13R* . i » i 
-RH " t I & l ,B»V R pR D3$OP »T IV T3"TB 
raytfD'tpy) nv»t IRE QDBoypyj TPB'3 iya 
.jwrnjo f o ' a T»*f. pmya DO- 5«D3"p PR 
ny .ajm cw DTmaya-fctfa Jy»u «T DKH iy 
-tows " i Dyn DRII H po iya"R jyiiya PR 
ynyvpp. pR twvsv v~wwn lya'iiw jyB 
p'T ix D^nysiKD lyo^yi DRH ny .jmaioc 
*.iy:3^aRf*iyD wma»n jny" ! *PIR i» jy«:K 
H b'D lyjRosi'w PR IRI:IJ£ ,Diiny3 n ip 
.D»V yvaRj H nyo^aiR 
-R'-itfo »i p« Dvyi?y: onyn o»ai« pu 
,03801' T'Ttt PR ly38'XRIOR3^8 y,e"DD'^  
-3Rt ,1'OR yt3DRya JIR njnn'D H pn no DO 
TynaiRii p*p .onyaoyo n JIB T I R imyn 
•'CRP yJyvvBb OTPanriR lyasn " I ORII 
B'oiKya jysyny p« B"DDK r^iD3y pn oyo 
»r DKII *iy-oiRii |"p PR .iRp'pySy i"i nKB 
j y n i'u «i'iR r ^ o c iyj"r 
'UK PR iRDDynijRp nyoSnyinyo 
iyo »R .jy^DKEO'D ya"? I'R 3'DnR3ynvcny! 
nyD oyn nKD jyD^Rn oajn D*D O,TR ayo 
-DDuycTja .P5RD JIB ptf"D y?R JIB "lyoino 
,iyo3y:'5yD3*R ,onyB'pn8DD V3»te pM 
CH'R 1KB lUaipl D»^ |801' PR TJB»31H 
-P aaynoyajR DRII .biRiiya pR D'»aiRy3 
iv D"s T n pa 5"no-yo»v« R'aV ^ " i ny i 
jn ' t fp t iy^o pa D"aiR nyn iv iyn3yoDR 
^ » D R ORII ponyi IVDIP iyD"p)»n'iw n 
n y f o R DRT iy3"o Dnyaoyo ynyoiR pa 
ynyi3iR nyo'iR jyaij -no jyo n i in PTI5P 
K PR ' I IR jy3»D "» OHRII . i w i ' i ysyi^R 
*n jy^yii T D ya^y» y3Rns ynpi3R V3R3 
lypnyoya iv PR o5«D3yiy -lyin'iya 0 0 
•ynyo pR nnyo |yoip onyasyD jnyoiR w 
-RP3R318 Tyn pD i r w D n o»n ,D^B» DIV 
.jyn'n y3ya"K y i y n lis jyoip i»tiD IR'V 
D PS D HO 
TJJ1 nKD pTITp fflWD |1D J0K1D H 
.;«0P lySBDplK^p 
DT»'«n o«n |*»?*n O T D *anna w n 
p ' iyaROpw?p lyn | IB PTI^P nywo O?R 
-yiB D^R DOR oyn |yooya;K DRH IIR ,IRO 
-nip n JIB 33i5"nD3R y o iyT po wjn»r 
^83 VK*B TUT PR .OTyPTRII D3PQ1R3 1V0 
P3 E)8n TTKRa DS'RCn H . jyoi iTlfD b o 
TMB JRD unayoRa R iP3iBya DO IRS DMP 
-yVtl ipn ,1KD3M o»ni8D TTira .DDB o n 
DO 5y3RpyjiyD3^R Tyi po nyDynpyo ^Riya 
• : 
• 
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•'o iyo£Knv33* imjni njpaR iinp* .3383 
im*P3R3*YW 1Y V* OiriKDD JVC pK ^33*0 
PR TBayf Plltfp 60 n ]1D "iyD"3")K P^ R 
-y'tnyD .*U*6 n*t IPTIUW-H* oy .»»jfftp$p 
cyn no DUETMiha na'B *i ta*i? o^Rpttf y3m 
/ . v n o 
^KjijtrwuforK -un pa ajronpSnyoaw n 
"^ v» cm tpiit io»5ii»5p jy!>VDFivpyiiK JMOP' 
IROORD
 (K»c5jnK^c ,P-IR> v« »n jmB3 iva 
R opjnnp _ oyn .myoi? n j n w PR 
JIB y o n e VS^JJW n .omyos-R iypTROE' 
-oyp om p* DToynyo3,KnyD vvt ? $ t a $ > 
ayn iy own « u " b .im o*o PK |iK p»a 
-yn p t j B ijyMi^p, i m . v ^ B s n y \"\ 
03«t .oiijoc pn 33iD"X vooyu n ",np> 
-*sfi 12 TP3oyii83 'pn 5yn«t:ny [R p"K 
o^ypT»" r^ffl-uu Dtfii"* poW:iuns '7 
pip'i ,Tay*w»Vp I«H vaajp cp»»: K pj jywe 
tie pnpaapi poma n pB.posjrt >i ?•* ciuor 
~vt iya«?^ V> s'a "l(«= »»n ami ijftM p^ jp>ni 
p37?t »1 iya«T? pjni -uy i^p^P !S» .PVPSW 
_,]«3<<2 li" Pi*' pa ' " ip»iu»Tjo DC"3"1K 
l«»ai'» >w«*p3-iyc3'ii H# pt pse*pa n ipa*n 
iwns tyu i TJ^ICIJ'SH: * ipa** « l?P* I'* 
-a'a^Ts* ?** ipon?:t'in e?» ips^ i /rm*a 
ipapp a»* B^P« orwqp p»p^ 'T " i i jpni'p 
IP^pii t»Mpp Dpi pc ipsHB u^pT n .jpaa*^* 
iy»nt h p * i7B"n*t n CUT p;»* ip='i 
->o M>W»tt » =Veip |p=#n >itoru?« ipr'^p 
BI«T« nan** p* IPS'^TH H ipa-** p * ICP 
.una qjn tyvnaitn* is ni jj\\ pjnu H 
iva*3 pR Dpn 3;*D'a-DDRo nyon-.J R 
. i»n«5.Tib jKriito iv ,jjnyn DT:?I;KTIK 
-«RP Typ'DD^R^BE Tyo£nyiny-"3 iin 
•R>yij'»R tynyu ojm ,P-IB' PJ PD jRsncyT 
.Tynm orw-DpH im 
'JW ^ DJ'CM D"21R D3«'KRl'iRnB n 
•fc^ny»i inRpn nmris pc DS'ID^R i m yo 
-31* 5R3Rtryjpyt33'R -an pc D3yi'iyTB D»11 
yoBRya y^Rp«? n .p'Dir5ynya m pR w 
pa ript^3R3ia ,^Ecyn phW r 4r» W PR 
W&vn .,jy«no n TRC 5R3»ry3iyD5»R nm. 
•Y*jyo 0"P '11 D"31R nyi p« 
-iy2p5 Ty*'3 R ip;3RDy33« pntf ^n D«n oy 
PR ODiiya on |ya»n iy33>D'0 npaoyo n 
main yiyni ly^Rvas i j oa^in o5iy TyT 
-an o*na »5ya >i pR laynybwii pnyn pn 
-I8»3p nm po D3RO n D5n*DnPT p»niy iya 
pD yjRTD n OTtjipon o i« i oiyii avy 
p;»D oa3is>Dsnyo3iR PR jypjRip R |yi3»13 
ynyayn D^D prtsia-iyo »»R ORT ^nanaB pR 
(85B DPI oiyaoyb n iyjyli n«T ,DIH 
-jysnyjjR i^3"cnnKii 
Dvy »'a IVHP3 IPJ«'I ya^y.ii y3'WK b 
8 .DI«5"B DPH"? WJ iyj"t a^yDBnyosM 
^3R3i* rviiya "i |P3»! p*nw o^v yOMlVi 
"n D«n nn«» jyovy? ^4 5R?«> &5R tivi 
,"iya«DPiR^p n o*o oau"RiyD ^RP*^ iyi 
D H ' ^ , oxy ^JI oen ?RPR^ npn JIK 4 .PM? 
*iya« ."4 J t i .p»^ ,npi»< oiyp-iwn oayo-wa 
l^'T o«n cni0«o D»n"5 n |ye"«v v«« 
-Raid IRD 33isyiiya JPTROC R ]y33KDyi3R 
O^R ;« ^n lyop '^ lysyB' yv3R3 .WKRI 
-'Hpai«D jiR iwuv TPT pR DTpaoyo y». 
•ya?R iy?yor iv oaRoyj oYy* immi.iyuio 
om TRD o»na >^ ya n rt iP33nyn«D vv 
*3"x jy33i?ya *'i vx ^ ' i n y i .IRI'D ryoop 
PR lyaauanya OO'OIR ynyoya tJnn'D' 
.iyepi? Di8^"o oyn»? ya?yv3* 
-oijos? o«n Tyaoyyiws jyo21 oyi nac» 
331>ORnyD-!yDRD y3"T3>BDlP 1R ]P31Dy3 
. nya^yn "a ,^«n DiRyD"? ntf3»> DPT PR 
>R3Rry3iyo3*R *im po "iy33My5c» bayiMjni 
.1P3-im DB'IH iyT D5R n3ptP113R imiy3 PR 
D'O DPRBP3 IP11P3 PR 5>«n lyOM-U "tfl 
myt3iR .D*I^"D oyn»'5 pR nyaKopiR^p 
*y3 33'0'D Dm iy$yii IPD'*3-IR imi*a*o5R3 
.o«*y y^ 3R^  K iyp;m 
lyoyp^ 33»O»D-DORO i»o*vw Dm oau 
-IR n DRH ,-iyoRyno opyaoRne PR ,OR;^O 
iP3«1py3 T30)lt5p pR D"3-lK D3«->X8P3R3 
P'BOPP im PR D01P118B 3"H0 'jtfP^ KOiP K 
MID pR iRc iy3*x3"R \mv> iyony3iX3'HR 
D^ R T'10 PlR^p DyT PR 0"31K DRU 
ly^ic pR'i« onp3 |R'3i> nm pn nyaoyo R 
• : • : • 
• • " " • 
'JK-iV;-fv-
."lypiRii Bayc-iNa o n " ? i n 
aa^'waa^R t3«n -ty .P^-IOD pR b«i pn 
UMlpPM T» BBH TJf.nDKJ 1^38 ,|yaip iy 
DIK Bopyaya i*t iiiDttn ciysaya wi .nann 
-ayasR o>a }m .Diyp^DD n iy&tanixciiN 
-RHX " t -pa ip lya^x m y w *$ v w s*i 
, .D y^a yaia yo*v» K lyDiayaayo 
m SRPRP oyi BD*>yn &Kj8cy:nya3'K n 
.V a^jfD iia O"H" 
lyaipnSD 38 *RP8* "3 mm iwa p« 
1P3K.6 IX iypj»n "I fiM yoo8"21RD jy?nR» 
•^DR y i "3 j'R jyajnynjy y:'03'ii ya»3"R 
•PRD31R1 pR pRBBR X>VD 
-— r 
.-IKD*B*>N2 ;•>« D^pjpeyno p*u « 
B3"TC *-182'D*>83 pR T> DJyW3 Dy„ 
"Wtfvn ,*PDHRI5RP D3jrp«nB D»U taiR 
•Rii ya'tey a»i pw oxy a-np ^ t B3'By3 
nsRarix Ty:"cy;?R i in ni; B?R« 1IK» ,iy3 
•jiR iyo?ifii ,"iyoya >yo'3R unuu v*u> I'K 
-IVD'IR DRi 'ii bbwny)'Tyos"3iR yiyv 
,1913 no p»nab S m y w n ayn IBJ 
.Hnsiiya tyawpya ^itf&vftfD PR nyafrn 
H pR ainypyapniy l y c a i R n V* iwip 
-;IDC n . p u u H r i jnyay3 nyaaiR lysyc 
>',8ii R BO »IMH UT$WJ Bimpvi IW"> lyi 
po c i v i l b»o»D; R 'tyjlRiiyj ivaip ••: 
-lyaRa Sv&vvo JIR onyaRP IRD THJJn 22 
ro'*3ib OP ya^xyiya y*>R IRD DtaRxya PR 
nRD oytm»w pR aanyayn cayxipB 10 R 
1»D3'R J1D 331DRE*38 ,"»yo"31R jySRll y*>R 
H -.lyHyB' IR'311 yOPHBD PR 33'DPR*1D38P 
• W K hntMMp jyaia R (yaws oip |i£>v 
]yooy3 r « jyiwa PN ayf* PR TJWJW H 
jyii ,pn>v ]ycR;Ko IB-B KB'D ha ,13RDCIV 
y33Ro |»a»n ,IRPD jyaay^- cyn ay>5rf 
|yayn |yp;yn iy3^nya:R omnitrDpyDiaKb 
".Dypi3Rn»<E ya^Rw vw'»\ iyTn»w«« 
-»D5IU tssirya DIP w f l £ * wn*»ai 
IRT PR nyaoyuByo pM 5nvo ys^oy n»o 
*?RP nyiiia ]y*i8»y3 cp^yapynR pnH T-R 
o n jypiRDcnyD iv pyiw o n D'a /PDIIRV 
-naD^yiacyaaR pvitt D»n \W», n -?>MPS> 
PR wy»n«R oyat'3 D$R i " o w n a i y i 
VM?B R |yaya3R iRD'iyiwBRC pR.iyoyiD 
oy inn nyo3»v cvi vtt o-s ,py»x cyi IRD 
.D»3nRy; otavi 
-3R3 PR jyP3»U' oyil 18'3P n 3'IR' .9 
PR DPI 11D .Iin$W P pB ?«'D R njHK IPV 
M ^R? ,o^3syo inn'R pc n^ya-3"ic;"R 
jsnrwtP'M} yJywDK.iK lyaya.Dyi jyayn 
yiH3X*H n "3 jriKiwa o^oiWK J*K DJ *ti 
.raynycjRP pK nyDyiyon. 
Ijnrws DIK?«D Dv^ T-? nypi»^ ta 
•Cp^nQD EKE* 
IR .Da^oys |p3ip Di85"D cyni'S-, 
•«33R Ty,%T D'a TyaoyDByo pR aayonaR 
•yaD'iR y\ |y38,i ay-iDR: wf t .]KK"*R'D 
lysyf ya."?P ya'j^R iy3ya P.'BCKP K jyai 
-Da'D'yDyoyo n pc ya'fay p« DJfriWi p 
- , , R ty3sn cyJnRii i'R .nyByc' vayiiy 
-ys is a'3' ^jsn | »R a3Roy3 oyD«3 ya 
•j-K i n PK ^»h»DW .ojyanJR CUT ;y 
-D»HR ivnya t«»ap im IRD p D ' m *iya' 
H .P'HOD pR ^y-:y^aa*^ y-iy*M jyflrii 
i'3 ^8P i*'R pB any.'viya fyasn DP'H 
-»3nR H [y38.i T^'DRa PR ,iy38-» Hyu 
•": jyaiRPya—ya»!» anyiain ya-a^K— 
iya"3iR lyaaRayapniy pR jyaanyiBB 
.jyaaiaanyn f$fi$ nyaai 
n«B K ^83 iy3^3tyD iy28 ;y3"i oy 
oyi PR v» iva'cys "t .P'naa PR ^y 
oiyii by IRII ,apnaoH iyB"DRiPi#DDnR 
DRi ; D"3IR D8?p *iyanyi? 'R inyt o3Kay 
?yiay3 H p« roHt* .o po nysy'i? n iva" 
P"iaa nyi -anao ya57 acyn IID JIDTD 
H |ifi iya"R *iya*t PR BRP ^yi3ys fiyn 
assayao'a DRH i«*ap n DKti IWrtjnw 
38a DDRT? "X^HB 1 .D"V IVJ-R^ R IRD 
D^yp'HaEJ n aa^ BDiyD PR jyacmR "^aya 
onvt , w i n anayaDR B'3 .D'asiiR y?R «PIR 
-"TOO n jm ,33»a jy^ iD PR lyayp'B DRT JR 
|8nayaaR BRt? oyi "3HRB jinnRTRB oTyp 
.P»IDD oy"i jyipaiyinR DRU Dytpyo pR 
cv, «Drt«cy3 *>"inyT aip j**ai» n 
nya'aaap ya"i H iysr»p,x "iy i^B8a P^nac 
jya«n ya1^ *i PD ya*a"R .ycn'D i jn ps 
iy38n iiR aa^ D'D R [ynnys iR38t jyaip 
• 
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-jmi ijn "3 tfUKOttw |yrn DKII .Diyaoyo 
v w w iw«t ,|K»SKP3»O"IB i r r no J £ M 
ya'cgp wotpytpy IH*K D?K n**av nm B*D 
W1W3 PIKtK? Dip ya^Ptl ,3»^ 1p T»D'VU 
ip ompwo *i pR twy v* jnyaw-vw 
JIC DTP3D1R3 y3JK2 .D"2TK a'3jm TW 
JIK ^KSHEMKC |»i«5iyD jwipi ?HP«5 oyn 
.Rp^ TiffiK pK D"31K J»W Pjm* I»3"t 
.-lyivom K JIB •Mvn n pit I M M W K oyj 
pcijn oTyii&apyBuiw mvuK H iitfim 
-ya UK^ D'3 *p Dijn w w j K r u f J t n 
.nyoD'ipy yi»inp* 6 pocny . w « Diy"E 
-j'K IK D*K 1909 pK Djnjnjya ^n osn *1 
"'"" 
PT-
• • ' • • ' • 




.lyp-isn ojyDi»3 DH«^ > i n 1 8 
•wins .JHI'D S^ISD (jruyoip DPI 
3*3 PK DP ,D"3TK "ljn pK ?P'D DD^ Pfl 
"PIR^P nPKiKP".? H D n w i p3Rt-UK our.p'p 
-i»i pn T ' ^ W i P nswsim |»i titfRi nvaKo 
. n p n a ny'D^yw^D -iyi« lypiR' V3 yip 
DRT JKODDK^ 3 njni*Q DPDS'TPa TW'll 
on»K y t »*n !P3«vi 5 pD IK'VK&'JK JK ?,RJ 
OD'MI PD 5RPK* K m a m ix !PSP3«3»R 
R pW ORH DK11 Dnpp»D D113 D«fW pK 
•Din iP3"t Dipaopo n ,150 PD 9'V-iy:opo 
y3"*P K PR ^B"TK D3M3D»0 .IP'TID D*1K 
[Pipn pR ospoyJy ntn .ya*5t30*Tp $n$x 
"3P3'?P03'K !K PR ,59 1P013 ,?KP«5 DP"3 
OVO»1P03,K1PD P.IKDJ? JJIJ"! "1 pK "IPO 
»1 .topWS DP"3 EJT] JID OP131p5 OJn PK 
l*K i n tP3»t DP 5»m ,PD"*>3 K PK -tfya 
D»mi PK OD'm PT3PP1D ySP'D KSKpiV 
~IK nPWJ? PODP3 H pK .IP3^PD"3nK D1U 
nac pn , W i K jyuiop 54 oxP* iPo o»3 
-fl'XDH* P3H^K11P3 K DITlpn DP PK ,4 P3 
10—.DPCPP'u ip:piv pit? onin nyii ,p5> 
PK ^11 K TK^T 
.pTPB"31K "VV 
'«?' 1j)p"D BlKp3"' 
-D*«ti -BD 
i « : 
PK jyaitf po D3PD»*v y t pn»x y r u y 
•3'Tp3 H |V3»n 33K5 JPDK3S2 .D*Rl5 .0^ 
-npTD pD B><» 1P11P3 bVfQV IPIPH PD IPC
 ( 
y»3P>T |*K 5»D 1P1 TpDD'K PK OP »\1 JO*5' 
JM11 IV D3'*3P3 1J»«31K H #3"* MKPD 
VIK ip3"K i$w n IPDIRH pK jp-itfnpD 
IP3WH 'D1P30P3 P1VDPK »1 .!P"iPn3R DPT 
-pe>n 'VpD 1P3"K DKT DMRSIVD D3PbVpi» 
pK D'K^ .OD IPD1?P3 5»T DTPp^ DK 5R1P3 
0*Up 1PV11P pK DPI! iP33MV$B?'D3PT*rP"IB 
•PIK^P n ipnpD3ioixfi^KiPnpT opn'im pn 
lPD"p3>D»nDP n IP5DPD « T1K ' » ,1p3K2 
Pnpt31K OP1KCP3 5P^ D M1K IP3«H P3^yil 
,D5KP»> 
-L5 .OD P35PU JID ,DTPP»0 01KP3"T H 
Vi i»3»n ,m«n«n w»5b» OSKD-IPB D»K 
P3KT K ,^KP«^ K pK BTP3K3nW D3pOVP5 
PD ,P3^C D'Ktf Tpni13 pD 0«P3'OPnD TPT 
IPSK.V'T .D'Kl5 .DD p6 -HHK3 M'BB»tt DPT 
D^KPB^ P-IPT3TK IP3^n 'DK3'D3'D- pK 
IP! .D3M -DD*'3 Dp»3 K 0'«3 D3P^ P3i3MK 
"1PD 'PK D"TDP"\pTT3 pD IDS' TJOnuiW 
"3K V) 'P3KT K ,D5KP«? n Jlp ipT31lt»r 
^TpD'DK ^;«pp3-ipui>« n pn JJUi^now 
•^yr tpn D*D IPD»3TK IP33KDP33K » I IPSKH-
-HP K O'O 313 Q»n OKU 33nPDD"3P3 1P3 
-K31R PPTRDB- K "I JP3P3P3 pniV D"V IPX 
D&PD n»T» PK PP^ D H )'«"1DW .IK'VNI'3 
oa«na' »ITK ."ontjDy pt< an»3»5 r^w T* 
•3»D Tpn JIB o;yT»Mn» ipn ,jy3ip3 "Wma 
.nnKS3"Ba»K»n iyow»o 
-'K-IKD PK nptfn*: ny:3»K H IK t)vp» 
yociy iy'*i IK cnyaoyo ih iyD»n3M 
pK D5KPK? *1 IPO^KniVD'lK !»R D3'?D9 
IP3P3P3 «j &vn DKI .jinSiB' p i y n ly i^KV 
Dy3i*3 R iV^yDE'iv;* nmyi'.i B"P3»>WD n 
n y r^ K p*w ^ IKI?D l i n n s p« D3Vcn«K 
i»*nD »i .008 oyn *IKQ iP*i«ny3 o^nyn 
.iy3KD 0T1PD pD ?RPK^ K |yVPJK3lK DXy> 
IPD'^IK 48 5KPK^ .PD- DTyORP H ^1K 
V» -D-lPOKP P^ R IPTP3R31K IV D1K PHKOK' 
-yop ix ipocynp y^R o»o t» ^ i iy33»ioc 
.JjnR3 IPODVD R tl'lK IR'3P *lP"r |P> 
4 * 
-1V3K >P5D O-PIO OVP* VH R3KP'f P 
*1 lys^'.n ,nnio cyi jp^y^npD ix OKor3R 
oxp> otny pRi jpnposnpD IX js TPO»'3IK 
P3^P«. pj'3i , ; PP^RDB- R iP3»n jpo nKT 
^PD^a.H IK n a - . T n o OPT ]p-p$lpD3KP ^RI 
^RI IPfiPt? H PK ^|n(D3'Cy3 OKU C'SIK 
D1K .IPOP^K IPC'llX T*>3 ijnjm 05"J1D1X 
.iy3»,Tipfi DRitoy jyjyp ^ TPIJP 
npO'R WKPiP PR PR 1RPD 33nBD tyT 
own py iw .IKT'D ^^RS cyt IKD i m p o n R 
•1XPP11R 3313yiiy3 K iy33KDy33R DXP' ^H 
•IP1R3 JjnPPnRO^ K *1»1R fop* H IP5301? 
-1« P3"OP3^R ]R IP33KC1X3R DPHysK^B jyo 
onys DK« n »« 'im ,3:i3piip3 b3V*yKi*3« 
-oyo myivopK *i ,T3»5«»5p PK "I* oxp» 
I»3»r»P-T> 0P11 0*»2nR n DKn JPOIP D P^3 
PK JP3PP DPll IPO CRT PR 3$HD1P D'B 
IKD D3KPH3KP ]ROP lP^n'D3"K K3MP'P 
. ^ 
mja>i^^HiJHi*"~1i"*^i"J ~'"T>i"*i^" " - • 
• 
. 1 9 1 4 . l y s n y x y r i 
-K;K Tyaif any: jjra jffii -ly-iy-ess PDKD S 
oa'tya . P W B I K B J I K D"aiK iff»»f iirp|»5 
j»Tyw p»p i«a *ijriK a'-jm Dtp <i w tpo 
oyao'D IP3H:PDC"IPB ,iPa*oa>n R lyaaiK 
PK 13KH iPD"3TX DpO'DKp piyn 1PBTK1 
TH7B3K,, OJp pK ."IKDH'IK DJH D<3 13HH 
-KP n iie ,ffi*ptMmK «mt urom jyp "jyp 
Tjn pK IPDPKB TI pn^mDJVP >*t po*o 
IPO'Di? Iinpo^x n iv jnyoKJ 5st IKB'TIR 
jnayw n pR pjmx lyiaiR .JPDPKE 1 D*D 
jys'Tor n jy3»xivjK p»I ovp urtp'taiK 
"#P3 PD *.13*tfiy* K Ml tyjpn .'nftm. wro 
.mycny* B^tnyatayD 
0*KPK* JH»T3tf IW'T BPIIB |Ptyn JW33 
n OBYTOJ iMip W3RO .T?I*$P DO *i«a 
O\TBM3"K nynaw |va»n PK cypo'D TIKP 
-o»D ITKP aw pmv «i lynpa DV*K ; nya*3 
yc3*n M DDKpya jyaijn wanna yiyn .eye 
DKH pHKi 6»i |w nw"p lyan ; -tfpa 5yo»3 • 
•O*D "ri"3 PWH jny^nya ny-m ntfyo IKD 
-yn Tjn PK D5KP«5 M » O ' PK ,iyasn jpcpo 
'MIS pB itTO K *HK D"WVBP:3"K VWP 
.inij> »i3'D — D5KPK5 jnyuK pK i"i«"P 
DD'm DKT ?ptiDM *i PK cyoco ya?jni 
y33Ks .iihymnpyD »i DO I^BK ,E>*3 W P 
-y» pn'opy^Kp DRW ,OV:HBSHP pjjrmrrH 
oin^pi v i iya»n ,]ya3tfnRV3K y3'5>e;y3 
'jywBiw."*' DIK IK^KI lyijypio IPODRP 
IPJ3i^ nnK3K yiyn *n COTJB*D yj'nynya K 
pB iy;yp T O ."#3*3 n PK IMRTDIW^K 
j«D&rpo>w yf* jyoipya «*» « I 
EnyBD:ri6 iMWDnw i«s mijoya n 
am ^KJ twi»»nw *y*B -tnyr pn iv w ^ c 
Tjny* .TytiinpyD K PB PKtxrpi ijo'tamjm 
-mi .bn« njnw:« *I^K oy aino Tyoinpyo 
n^a 5ys*3 cm urenwix 5KpK5,-fpir^«f"c^ 
,TyBo;y*iD K D^nn BH^K 
jyHoyaDB'nK 5K» >KPK> ^ j kS fc^nnyn 
PH IK>DI*3;'.n v w ^ y o s y p . D T ^ ojn 
*1 y w fnoyjpnw t>y3'3 OKT nn'y im 
« 3T*vr turupivuv tnyi^ jnKayryyosy? 
I*Bnyj« D5KPKJ y^ K lyanm jtanHiK you 
,' 
DiytDf yiyn:K pn .»»pDKipiyDiwK; ya^ 
T»" imim iijnoy: jyira D^SIK 1 DPH 
D"V IV D"Y PD 5jm ^>K .nvuRBoyvwp 
pK .lyiyoyipyo n w iinirtipTV IPP'S-W 
-yii iimm onpip: *\m Dpn "m>ipvv iPip*. 
^ I K ip^yn oy .laKDB'jyjya jyo^iw K .jya 
iyiy»i pK jynyii lysyjpj ay* iv D^V PB 
lyam ly^p'tanK nyiij lyayiscya ?K3iis?i 
JP^yil iP^P'OIK P*P>T ,|y3RTD y3'*Dy3>K 
W<w TP3»K nia-my? .K PD IPDDPH |«i 
pK [PanCP3 ^KD3"K ,3jyin'B-:pa pK iy3»a 
-t3P3\B13Kt3P l V G n t » m a . K p B O^m^KnPD 
-3P3^BB n iWMiyjom jyjjm ipsyiBiyya n 
MyapjiB jn 
.]V383DM8 ^K •VDnB33>'»K ,ffyp . 
irum D^y-.jtinya oyn DPJIB jyiyn pK 
-ys oyn oy PK ,vv;> PD i^ *n5W3"K r«f' 
-3»IK irum *n«T oy nm MI »nyw D3"V 
PB o»! nyi ipiM .nyao n pK jyaKioyj 
ya^yiKni jyipn tainy^&iy oyn yDnK33,,',K 
Titi »ny» DT^KTO;KP jpapp jyD^n^yx:"K 
-ya [yTjni "» iy3KM PB y5ynp »T jya^ -vaB 
— |y3K3D^.« PB ta»T nyi n*w p.K ,iyoi3 
"DVK t*K DK11 DJPD JPly 1KB DQ'DIH ^ H 
.(P^ KUPa JP3P3P3 
-pKDD I jn 
DP:IB ipiyn npoaiK 
,Dvn n aio pVj ama ^MpKi (Pa MI iinpn 
nt3'DS3*p .peoycD o^ysoyooK .DBsyao 
iy^ P»»TK jnyiaK PK DJK13»B3 ,1P3'3 [KC 
ytyn .oiysoys H iv OBMpiyB'imyti DKH 
rninD m ep3ia iy-iyu H3KiDy3 IP5PII JPSKI 
.opai'3 t'K oy pa*piv pK oamcya. t3iy» 
^rtvw n ny-m lPa^v jyiio jy^yn nyao *t 
'jinino »S 1KB n^ya H nyiK 
ojjo^Bp fiKi^o ^v^tajnpyo yzwt 
jny«t . — .Dyci^ DBp aron^iK JIK 
'.|V3«aD^18 V'« |V»3^ED 
njnn^p p'p i"; is 00 03"^ OVK 
D"3iK n jyayii n^iaps lytwDvys TPIK 
n .iPQBKBnpBnpp nynij iyj$nyo yryn pc 
UK ,033'D'D ^D K 3lf lyo^ KH DyO'CSP 




HTOro-TB PR TSD* IK' 
.(->8DHMB JKTtfWlPtl) ffO^yj^RI .D ]y3 PC 
•JU DyDD'D jVDS'DCVa K DM* DO D"V1'D 
cm i'K y i ipa^ DUJ oy OOI?BP ^MBMI OM5 
-y? B'tnyaoyo cm oin«B 5KP8^ j"K .^ia 
ifi im3K;K j^a-cra-maw 8 PB nytrn 
.o-jaoyo 5yp MIB DPJIB Dip DBII ;?KP 
.orngp nypny? VW 33i3ysvn cyn b"in*D 
cyp R |y;icya VR a$n 5RP¥> P*B PB ! 
*y3:i;yam c v : B ;K Da»m DBII "iyc*ny5> 
a»r taps? njn:K;n pB ; -tni$» 5yoiy<D oyn 
jyawoMK h pD y^yn DKT jy;iDy: yB 
T»fl OBBDB TOP Y»n 038oy3 pnyn 
.DJ&S?D 
DN^  ,Jtny> TKD "VIB^ P yt D2KT PB OV * 
iv >H iyjyii IH 'M'TD'J ^o 8 p»t jyp oy 
*ro »T TIDR t>n oy ; w VDMW R IB-ID 
•31 1'n^ K ^«t K i«nD IV t'B 8^» yDD3BB 
V5B TK ,[ynyt jyo «n«i IKT pB ,:yii jyj'o 
jnyojrvyD .Syflc^a oyi iy3>8E3B3 IltfBt 
-JVDMI iyj»t mo *a *no tic i^yi*Dyi jySjm 
5y»D janrrn-ya lift wn«noyo ya'5DEBf 
.lysyoo'D y)yi"B inyn iyi"R ny38B3"B 
PD W H t'-R9B'lVa«")K '38 prwvD »! DBM 
.BJJP 
-iiny* Dim 1915 im:K» lyDiny Djn 
-i8D ornj-ia D3V$ya„ »„»0 jy3Mn38 ?8P8? 
on pK (tnir iyovy5 po 03y*ya) "I-HJU 
Dim ?H38t7y3"W)3'8 »1 DBM ya'TOP 0])"1 
•ys v ' x MM ^8P8? i iny .jy^yoenv »? 
D*C .ya-pRDO K pK nyi?ny* TOP 8 jyoip 
i rwi jyayays *»0"*3«$a oyu nya*a ytyn 
•38)- .inn'O iv «i Mt8 MI iy38'vpnoDJ'8 
TOP H po lyjyajn p8 prvvfi D8T m cyn 
y?8 p8 D3»»^ )y3D'i8 ijnyn oyn P8DD p8 
•ci8 iyp3"c ipcnpj T O jy^yn ,D^8P8^ 
p8 DT18PJH y58P8^ y-tfruK D"po8tpnyo 
.oyoD'D yoniys H DM> ».»Iy3^^83"8 
yj'onK n PR D5Rp«5.iypiR» iu n p8 
I 
' 
-^ v. yiyn38 ji8 yosj^f n n 
jyt^ci jyay^ D pnw v«» trunavi K on: 
.ynJRP W'Tnaiws-R jysso iv \jrm~ 3y*^  
i^y>P't3a» »^iy58 ;yony)3y-:8tiv iyjy^o "t 
"o ,jyny^«p p8 JJIOW "?-iy?8 pc r>x 
p8 Dyo8or WP»3 '^o ^rnno.-pivno ,yoi3 
peijn D3y?c oy'p8 .iynyp'OL-;y;Kiiv "t 
-'on8 T»an'n3is?o 8 iyoiPD-n8 T5TO83 
ySp'B i'B 33io^8n-^ ya pc jjn^noyo n -f»yp 
DiijD 8t8 fiM8 lynyoETa D?8pi$^  ynyi)i8 pB L 
MI oy^y ;y3»t "t '.Dyoc;o iyj«Yn3*.rs 
ijnijiiyi onn'By33"8 — .oynyp'oryjcM^v 
i 
oy PK en>iK iyo-,31'3 rvw jyo o«n 
riydmpyB' ot"a t8 ,03"vy3DMi8 T I osn 
IBi iv? D8n ,cB!iiraD*DisT ttfnycys D«n 
"iy3'8 ^D38P 8-pnn'E3»8 p » « » T*^ 
miri;8 03"V"y3 OH»W i m o^n .P8OD om 
onn'By33"8 pR 068^*3 [yo o^n .ir-^nys 
y3380 -iriy^nyB jnjM n8B ^18 |y?8i»38P 
-y33"8 |y3"t iJ^8^oPo-?8^o38P y*y*T pa 
|1M ,pmv VIR» 8 p'2 beny iiri8"P B W D 
oriy i«3 jyo r(n8t U'a«r WD3»II ID 8 
.i;nn*B3"K 
D8T .lypiyaya iv t-8 ^»t yjiso 8 w 
ys^yt n inn'D D?8P8^ .yTWiw y^ R oan 
p»P 0'3 jyo D3«Ey3 18** ,iyOByB»y3 018D 
Cin «lMR iyiH'B "T Jl'^ tfT D811 0^8P8?' "11V 
*D'D 8 D*n , ^ o ^ ,^BP8^ P'R .jBiR iy35yt 
lie ipnvn iy3'3 n 1811 UTWTB'ya PB cyo 
^8P8^ iyn3R38 ;0P'D38^83 DD35yt »^? 
-nyB pa IE18 iyc'HBo-0^8 Bwa n»! o5Hn 
-;nynyj 03'nmjJD IJ"? *n tryp »i rya*'-
•»D'DH5P'R Din-E *KP8* P'R .IWOBi P3' 
-DM8 p8 iyen«33"8 H JIB 33i3y3in mow 
?8P8?. iyiJR38 pyt?ny^ K p8 MI jy38a 
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tp p'N IPS-MIX pi?»n "ira»3p raw 
T K I>R ovum*—ib-mama jptfw pK.Ba»*ftFB npo»w jnrnw R PR 
.DR.-. j K r a w i p ptpn «vrnou pi«a* pn JTVRDJPD p ? D>3 ** p« IPSRH DRU IPSRT 
V DRIIDP t»»vwDm* ,iuo3nrn psatsa PK PR n« D W D P D pa *n»v -»VT PR ,pvn 
-3«P wwaoTW n . nt DD"3 jpTjrtepnjn onrap n DRU oinjipa ap3"Dp358 cm 
DRU r^ K D*a w PR DP .no* -DaBrapn. .yfy c'pc vtfiPE p» asKoPa JPSBH 
DP .JPOTKUTP -IPDD»: wn5rwaawp rti .DIPSDPD tin Jnsv TPT IV paoa 
P£ CtfB3"R -1P1 TK p*WO K TP38 IK D'2 jjnKHM DnPDPTJIPD IKCnyipL n 
J'nK l«N3p5D'3 D33m JPP^PR P1VDP1381B ttfPBK' ?H8V PIPH TP3B^ p3PP1D 20 W 
SIR n pc nvns n ]** o«np3 jP3«n DKH DTPSDPQ n i s o "m 
.Tinn'D jpovp^ insp pa Din prp"t D5riBvp338 
H T " ^ OVDWI iP3«n DP TJJTPD^R jnjpn ]p38n Boast ,TP3OPDBPD 
rP3"X Dtttt ,lKr3!ni3BP TP7 VW TP TPB p*P DftlKXW 0>3 "I TRD D5R38P 
D3H JffVQ&m DD"3 IfflVOJPU D'J jy3"T "1 pR ,|Kt»nmVD nPT IV KD'B 
-P3RTD TJHP' " 3 pvriR DO 0*13 
swjnuBP Tpi no Tm,W W*ttX> 
-ipoinonyD p*n prop «t m .anu i n IW"* 
iKDiPT nnon 10 PK DRI J3i 'p ipn po 
pK DTPSDPB n pD SIKX jrcmjR DRII 
JPD pima^pi iP3"t D3B'3P papiP's-ipD 
D n JPDlpDTPD JPllpJ D-1HT TVS inB»-"n 
yi iw^ram . P P ^ I D R P n PD I*TVR 
B PE»5MOKP H IK .nc»DD ipon 
iron ,TP3B'spRpn tn»Dr tP3"t tyj^x 
2D -ID DBH .IP^ HPvnPT D'3 E3^>K BT 
D*D JPQK3P^ in "T IPD^C;,,KP3 DCHBP3 
JW«D»n Cm pD DPnfcpD PCP3PTD t3?» 
.P3KnD npc"3i« njn \vmi DDSBB 
TP3^D^"S> "Un pc Jpn?ip5 H jui jr:«K 
ipm roBB K i n IPO b»s„ : t^ K I^a^PT 
,"PK3 PD'nl* VI IIIK D>1B P^DB- ,PK3 I"B 
n via ^yn « 1*1 ovio n3K2p' IPIIB PK 
\)tt nPDPTOnPD 1PT ."H31D K nKDIpl DH'K 
,D^r Djn p r a m cvwn osn tPP^ WOKP n 
H »11 imn'O ^1 iPDnKT D3Bf31' H TK 
;PE"1KT »*1 ."IBE D3"*WT QDBBB pD JS'l^ 
OKT IPO'HSB .OD3POH3K n IPt3'n3B "TO 
n IPO^KH ]IH n'n3 *^P3 n p& D\ID3P3»K 
JPP^ TOD W ti»3 -5nB03»^ P ; **J 1KB ^PP'.T 
1VD P3^3HP pK ,D3PpD JPDBOPPP3 TP18 
3 iPDjnaiPD ipr^iQKp isn DB.T «3Tjn 
* -DI^K'VKD Din D'n pK PIT K ]P3P3 
'31PB JPV3K3 pK VI DBH no»DD ,10 
B S 3 " P lP3«n 1"5K iPaonp P3^n53 n IK 
DPnSPD WPOD'TP PC"1K3 H 0>nP33B D'3 
,DinPPTPD ; D03P*S? TKfc DOU IPO^PSIPB pD 
H^BX n - iPB»WV IJPWWJ »3p3jmPD 
.DTP3CPO IB'^D "11V 1P3^K 
iPHPJ VK T.1B' iP3't33»H Tjn 
-B^Dt3"3TK j^D K IP11P3 T^K DP ]1K 1PD3P5B* 
331PVM PD3P5S" K DKHP3 OBH DKT .D'*P3M 
-CPO Tjn31»;iD .DTnB PD*lM'3K3Tlt n IpIR 
•P"t PR 3^PD*^nPD3'n 1P3^3P3 ]P3»» DTP3 
D^RII n^aroiR nptpn e*3 jp« .oin pn 
D3"T31PT TP3'T D1P30PO pD H^BX 
.nnPO tt'3 3»1R .IB^'D ^PDTP'E R 
PR IP33nPDp3TPD pR JPD3'11P3 IV P3133-
| v , t B3POP3 l3Bn ,IP33133HP3 DO"31R n 
D38*31> 24 .|Pr-P3 PR DP H> 1PDP3 5pD'3R 
,DlH?n»11 I>K !P3jnP3pn iP3lR1iP3 ]P3BH 
10 .DTP3DPO P-IP"* »5R 1RD O'J TP38 -
.tyn31QC' PTPVTP 1P31RMP3 IP3RH D3BOV 
"TPT Dp"TDD pD JPDDSP H tV38n IRDTPT 
.IR^RT Hf'J»D3» *1P3^ R I^ E POID n D3»" 
]y3»n jpD3'iipa n tR ,1^VO»U ,OB«n 
]B D»3 OG1P 5^33 *R pR DD8PP3 TP"HD 
n p& D " P 3 ' 3 " 5 P R iPD'mvD'nK jara 
TPMP3 PR DP »11 MtR ,D^»B3P1P' .0*113 ^ P 3 
PR , I » D : M W P»pn ipovn ,-WIR* 0 3 P 5 R 
U1SD ,!P33npDP3iPD pR DTP3BPD pD 5ffl 
E3DPB IP3"T D380V H
 fDjn3B1B ^PP^DC R 
-0RP'JD«1 1P38H P33RD ; t3PHP131DP33"R 
-1P3R \m*\\V} PR 3313PMP3 JBOP n ; IPD 
CPT I^ K I8'V10>t3D3'R P3*D3'n R D^R D3PP 
PD IP3P?, |P3*50DBB'5pIP3 pR IPe"D'5SB 
V* IP^PH DP IP11 DRT , 1 » n PR Dp .T385 
^P3 I«'3P n OP" 1PD"V P1PDP3 1P3MH3R 
,1P3'D3PD 5p'D IPTPn 3313P11 
rmn$t\ Dayoisa on"? "un 22 
lltfjm IP3M1D JHP13K !R V^W PK Dp 
yaiRtf |ID jynpn ivayawwc "un« |yaip-t8E 
a*a p*na w |p3«n DRII yosRya myniR ps 
-pyo -iiny tR 3*1*3 vfejrnyfi T * .IVX:KJ>D 
-3'DDMI H pR np»-p K ivaipi «n»n ipom 
,5P*D. nth D}POD3'3Pii ,pyyip3 owns yoc 
4 K C o iye(nj»3 iy v* jyn pfcvn 5»i iy IN 
1 prt D;yr.»«njn \vn yw iron *w .TIPRS 
,33nn«D-^ ia p3"ay:^RypD j iwysm yatny 
«PIK IPS'D i»*3i* njpin'D iy:y? 5RT iy *ia 
*l IWJ ;y;pP pR ,ICIK lys'-uyatnyc K 
a^ iR .IPDPMD. pR wnyD'v |W"llX ni3"C 
R ni inyo t>»a pn IP^PD^V n jp^pii ,au 
JHR ,iyiyai3 lie asiSyowiWRnv ycsRDys 
.33ia'nya PR oy ya^pti 
lyiynD'iR tpa'jyiiPD D*O IP*PII T»D 
-jm jysRiiy iPasn iyiyaynpyo yiyuiR DRII 
-yao*o N iv yai33 TIR PR ,;y3R"iD piyn ;yj 
DDyQD'D *H ,*1BD„ ,3:i3yTlR D'DDR ptT'DRO 
O'DDK fawWWWM'M npi <ttQ»%i iyi p* 
•RDRP ^"10 yDRO K OVDP#RPDM3iy a«n 
iyjpn ip3Ri WPYTOH wfcnu PR jyjtp 
-y3 iwajwiyu D'a oyu ny PR ,p3y jpiyn 
Ipayj.iY DIR ^RnpoRO jpiyn o x in IP*u 
H IWiPH niKP PC"OPRnB D*RPR5 P1PI31H 
UISUSD tt *" lIHRDyo yaOP»3 pR yaVB* 
1P-IRBI?1V;"R '11 pR D'CER pK 0"X *T 
IR P3*obn 
-;R W ryxiaya D»3 PR yiRaya ysSyi n 
fclRa. P33RD IPDMP 05RPR5 WHIM 
•yj PR /tfw yaiwrysaw n -mo oijRa 
t5u |»D»W iy-iyoy-ipyo IR DVDRB i ^ n m i 
pay-.ynyD n ly^ny nj^Enjroaw oyn 
pR ipn 'Ty-iR ,IP5K*II D J J ^ ^ T IPO*>*D 
DPT'n pe ipsijn iy DIR iponp iy "i •« 
iy ,5tra^ ,DU ura"w "i .D'DRIB lyaoya 
"Djyvtpa ly'D,, jycip iy nyoRiDRi PR oy 
"J'Diyp R n« iP'Dp ^y^R 97 R^D onj«3 
IVDPRII DRii iPaayyRia >T .99 IRD DjyymB 
3'D3H D>3 V3M IViyn jy?Dpyil PJPH 1'1R I« 
•R^  y3'3"R J1D 1PD»3 *1 pR |Myn«nyD 
.D5RP 
•Rii »3R^R^'P R»V3 a^«D3R PR oy 
D'J'IP^RT D^RD p»n»D pD iy331J3yT H EH 
pa Tys^.'T |jni »lPTjm tsirpDys anpnyj 
•yi ^^D""i PR 3'D3n ijnyii ]«^3P nyi 
OD"n ,p"noo R UDPTO DP IPII ,JRT ,DWO 
•"n^yyj"R nnya jR-iND |P3"i cy IR -113 DP 
-n*D-^3 113^^3^3-1^ .ny3^3 H pR tya 
ii3 5HI cm jyn -.npsfri "un t3a»9a 33n 
nyc jy^yn IRT ,ynpii jyaROE'iyB IR5P 
1 
IPWPTR^fi ^ JWffJJiraKP TKETIPTJIB 
-8"1D nj»»T338^ T'« - .J)3B"ID JHB^-WDW H - -03^31^ njn«3W *1 ]1D 
a*a .Daif^ a^  y35yr **» 
yaSw ^ po onn'Bpj anp» DRU ;,ipa 
"R -in«> ,JD1R IP3*PT DPT «1»1R pR yb*3R 
-iiatny iy33»naD'iTR DO iyp-,DMR^n«* 
ya;«o DRII PR DRT VIM ,op*yRD3yD vim 
.|HOTP«3VP DPI pR (pan lytwua 
SnyDV3 DJH3 
•RI yDMi3 inpt a^ iRii-ip jpasn DRII H 
IRpnPDR TPT PD IRK';yil3Rp 1P1 pD [P3 
IPD$Rhp33R PR DRII ,183"5 T>,R [Rt^ l^pnpD 
-pn ,BR3»a tjttjvp* R'D^yiR '^D t'K iyi»iiy3 
DR11 33^PRnP3 R .OB»103V \»t 1P3»! \tf 
aip.iv.DRii ;*in8» P?R jpa$Rny33R aipn 





.** Dpia DRU ns»3i* K iv impu iV2j;3yi 
n PR prap n .roana iRppnciv cm 
-snyc i»%Bnfe irowiyc pmya tw* pKW5 
PR iw ivoijj jya^ M cjn n*m IWVT 
eiyo »myj BSPK iP3B3 ;yipn -igfettM 
-TR:?3yii;»P ir* VIR 
pc y;R">B T W ^ W S K Tin IV P3U3 
-y= nwanwip *i own .PPIDOI-WR -,m»jp 
jpnpr iv $*Ottib IVDIPPIPP n 33R"I3B»IR 
l o y a R ix WB*JT wmFBTOTj *i lya^ns 
-»R »1 ]P3KD1in IS iy3»R 32"53 OP 
syn ?'03'.KP ivoipyipy n j ama Bw»nPO 
wayne* -ww otijBjri irpR pit caRoiyn 
-o;y eoWttM <\i .5^2 opavu e n pR 
•I iuam ep3*.a R 5£*3 o y m s *an B^RH 
-<R m y tR ,DD"n dtn ."Boys *wnyD*5„ 
p* iP3»oe> PR jyiy? jyayp 5RI ttjahro 
W a owvia "un .-RTBC PK cy nyp^yii 
Slttp*V pn .DK3PD p« rP3"iy r5» TO oa*> 
0'IR BP^I DP »tt JSO'DB'yS D'3"lIfJ PR 
S .*u**Tfl *li ip33yj inyo ^PB ny BBH 
-»njnyB "Un pB 5*D3IRP ivaipyrpy n 
B " 2 I R px n*o ^y'B 3;y?y3pyv.R Bsn JKC 
KIR 1R 00"*P *t .W'3 BP3V12 CJH IRC 
ny3KpnyoK n naiD R i«no ofyn rvm 
nor csn CRII ycsBP "1 .lyo^aiK 
OR* >*D3'.»P IPB^PPIPP iy-i p.B BiRsm cm 
T3« rmyii *Bi oiWBjn Tm IR ,ty;B>irp3iBc 
,iywiw ?ysi3y33if PR ny PR .iyc^nya 
j ^ ' D W N J,n,t3lM3"K .oytt'tf D-iRBjn i m 
*y31P3"! tPDRay^n P^R IR B-3 ip2B BD'>n 
yB»vn ' i .onr* y?K pR j'a»oeo"K iyn 
y;?>Rs-iRB a*3 lyasn "> can ,jyt3R3yf>in 
.jyayiRT iy-pco:y BWW3 iy3'"T ,DTaoycKiE 
,o>n'Ey3 JP3IP lyQRsy i^n »B»TH n 
rro lyooins'o csn o*3 iystjn »i m 
OIRfiyn 1PT DRT ,3R^ i?"H?D R Hnn'Diwnn 
rnWP*nw 'W ^D31KP ivoipytpy "w no 
osyryiy) n^'nnaJ " t jyasn .ijnni ly; 
•w5 w ^ CRT C33ir3i3y3R IR ]ysij^r*v-.ijc 
iv tinyn oyT:y"y«3R DO 5RT "BOPD ^wn 
IRII nynay^ ps jyoip DKII iyD3»ru'o'K *1 
-*WP3 VT o^ i i OK"1 -&3^ «Dnyc jyiyi^ «t 
lySJRIS'B'R W"TH IV DVOD**D 
D^ O ,R03RkiR PR lRB-3yil3»P TJ?T ^1R BK1 
.UHRiwa jyER t^rya I*R ,C""HV VIB* »n» 
I'B D3R*;V "11V iy3'^"iy 0*3 ")»D IPS ORT 
o^ 3 n'jan iw»n ipoRjy^yT n .n»»it3 p»u 
e»j i*i D^nasn «T t» ,iynyt3"« o5ij«y3 
P'R pR Q3R'3V "1W pB P3R1B Tjn C1R 
-rya pR iRr:am;$P ya^yii ,ijrjn:w» ,v*n 
"PR-IC ysSyn pR y2^vy?y3 n lynya t*M 5*n 
Dinoaw"* ,jyo»3 civ oa»o3yT»3" VH yv 
03y3iR3 iyo»an iyT pa •aaiaf'KinyE pR 
njnanyj ftna jyiwa M5ipi oy .DTWnipi 
•ynyc n iyii ,Tjn«jBt y»TP3Kni> **i TRD 
yo'ORp y^yvyao R nyoj^BR D^RII ]RB-«T 
-aye ..ni3yo pR IPCPRB y?R ipaijiyoaw w 
cyn epo3^t?P3 o$tf\\ yo^Rp RIR IR ,y$ 
.jyn»n >T PR otft? oa«i2p3 pR OVSDH 
•3Rp-n DRII lynynya iv I ^ P T I I PR oy 
.trtynashyj j3»n»B» *«« D«n iRaoyii 
^R3Rry3TyC3'R TPI31R po lifBiopSjn H 
•IS'V^Riyn R D3Riay33*nR iyn3R3 IKRH 
"P^ yT 13'B pB PD'ORP D3313inyD31R IR IK 
TypRii Dsay^pi .ijnpn Q3,oe'P2 ^SI |ycR3 
3R^n«B Cyi DRH IW'3^  0Ty3"O ijn pB 
-y\Y\ T3J2R PR WVl^ BMH-H .ovccnyoj'.K 
-3Rp n jyn ORT ,13113 cm «PIK IPJRDV; 
«nn DP tspii IRT ,iy i^3Rn nti* ^Rt jRB-apn 
.aaypiyaR OTyn yypRiB y^3 *1 IR" ,JPD 
B^a ^nBmn»r, pR lynya D5»H DRT IIR 
4Rr3p»3Bp. R33R5DR IPT pB Dl5BV3 Cyi 
-3*R ClR^'O iyT JIB P3RTB Tyi pR 
"3'R iyT"3y' 'T pR U1B3 IB'3V 5y»1DDBT 
1&VS2 1RP3y"3BP *T DB.1 ,5^23 jyicDn 
no IB'3i* ^yiQDBns'B OTB^^D n DRT ,]yc 
cy PR ,iyoR3 ipttf* in^R !ysny33B WTO 
5'TBR r»a D"v jyiBiiya jy2y:y3 -I.TR PR 
• .PWBW3W 01^P3 o n 
-acB'S'R CIR5"O *1 OB^1 .BDiRiiya »\i 
iyooTipn. iyenya iynnc iBW 5yn 
PR IRCP'IDnV "in'R IIR "WW DIB^'O 
.D"2iR yo5yoK'y2 **w cps^npya jpiiya 
1P3R3 M*R lyo^aya M DBD pmv D"v R C O 
|yonp3iv;3»TK 03^0 *) »R ,0-inyjpiy PR 
,C3B'3P -iyT>3^ jnri3R n pc D"ip23ya 
0^1^ .iPS'pHonv T.TR iv 3*3 iyaaB^ya ORII 










«J iyay>o M R S n cRfiy; 
pH RPIT pK csyjio Vf 
I**) B'D /wyn *1 D-O C S T R DKII w a T R 
"DRTA n r x Ty »KD ,T.183 p»? o>o .iPBiyp 
!»niPM 5*i ,TP5OO3'P- K 'KD .nyu-^ix iyo 
\ 0 " 3 T R |«» po oano jrv;w »T 
-ya e»n p m j » x KTByo iyryriuya K 
,o a a »'•! DKay5yr SyariDRTO -an DDBO 
T»3»5 pK DT«TD D»T jyDRTDTyD c»n 0K» 
- T O tajm i v i 0 Tin) .VTp;yp pu o j r u w 
-y>yT p£ya*vciR yoaRDyTyD3'R TTVT iya 
(.Tin .tyn»B nyi:B3B «PIK y i jn 'oaa-T BB3 
-DMTR iy3Rn ojnjn y^yvpBD ya't«T "»-
vroya y^yvyBD lyawy^n n »a lyonya 
iVD^anH yoi'PJKjiB n TR D3"V DRT .JV^ • n 
iija |y3Rn « i iyn 
tvfi Dol lys DV»R pK -iR'a^yr po iyo»a 
^383 D'DR= pK 01?O tyD"D RB8VR pK 
jyaswyj o«n w $yo'3R pie* *»K na'co 
oy |ya«n iyoRjy?yr * i pR nwao p*i D'O 
•yno ;ya"t OKII y5» -iyaBioiyc taaypya 0*3 
pD 1JTD"H SJUplljra TyD"3TK TyT pR. 3*0 
00 iyp jyo CKII T8 .ajnnKDiy yi'yu^a 
-OKJTR D^D D'na tfya n po IW"lD*nK 
AV^w wou I'O'D 0'3 "1 jysya oaB-i y o n 
nyo ma ntryo n tawn iy'Diyeows I^DR 
-Day D y^oB-yapynR %n osn iv jyn .IVDR/IT 
JysviOKiB n ps jy33iDn3y3 n «I'IR iinyo 
ooeDypyn yov. O*D ny DRT .tyDRaytyr 
iwoyiafcrB PD ocnynya DTRD t3iy» D?>y]i IPP'PMOKP oyT po t»»u"o yo?jP3'i?iyD 
*i!,D3»,Ry3 ts i^y 2yi |yp jyo IR |IR jyyi'R 
.JD1R 0IS"QPR*1B K V1K RfifUOMR pR jyD 
nyi po »"t Dt3DyE"y3 n CDireyasR DR» 
jy3ijW^*tin h pauimw >>-j*<t"3y»3«p 
-V3 DT-TDW tfR PR .33WDP y3»cy3^R PR 
.Tyj"Dt? offj^ReiRD .jyo^B cjn »pw ty-ssv. 
"bwn tu'T3'n cjn pR .onyp-pRii D;yonR3 
*i»i« iyt>ynt53« u$siiyi^D»3 [RK-syiuRP * i 
.D'sfiiD VD^R ym»R po i«»n K 
-nyo omi .SPKPKTO n o»n DDiRuya »n 
»3TD B^CW . l y T y B ' n DJUDDVQ Oyit3 
,3iy2Ds?E' nov pR .DjyiMjnB cy i ,|no^n 
,iyt3R3y^yT ynyi3RTin R ,iyoy-ipyo oyi 
-3jnjnp n iyaR .oJ'y^inmp yayi^R' t3'3 
•D^RO^BRP ^T IR ,b3"xyj tMjn ny .ny3-.yT 
y2RD n HMK lytswioys Tyoo,n \v29n ;yo 
oy3*'R cm V^'SR .nyD"3iR n po iy?.i'cy3 
D'3 Tyt3"3-iK n " i |V2i#n ^RH pR jmn 3so 
,D"lVB2S(3 D38T ,V .P.BCRP R ]HR D3^»ltf3 
pR ansyoswR iinn^DD'iR T » m m \m 
jyo^v IRIKD |y3"i Dy„ -iya» I»>IJPID 
•58myD is ;yn ,33i3yny3 *iyo,"3nR nyi pR 
H lya'DDyoiyo ix T^ R ^ ' J T S ^ B ^ t jyo 
^>! ipnRDD T S „ . "/nyoR^pir po jyo-p 
V» jyo'na T D nysff ,DP»nDD iyi"oivD'iR 
-tlMIR 131R H'lK 033'11V jyo DR11 DP'HOD W 
po ^R?O. I»T IR iynyt3"R THR^P |yp jyo 
•I1/3.-1RH iVDtpya Tyo:nH 0*3 ^R3 I>R DI5P 
.*ny nin v w 
• 
•ya o*3 oVswininp y w i osn yo'DUP v^s? po nija lyo^pya I*R $k)3'n CHD R ^R : 
IRD DRT iana oyi v w .lycnyiiR oSipi 
D'a yocRya y a H w n iKs?*njnyD"njn 
_y33R V1 ry3*n " r *W MTK pK ; DD1K»V3 
jyo |pp ^DBnysiyp OB*WI Tin po D^ \TD 
yo^oRp n B»n T ^ 5 R D .jyaypTyjR 00 « i 
Tin po jyoway^yT «i3'o n t» mH3yoRpyT 
.Ijnj»i D3ypTy3R |y5»i yxpmo Tyo^R 
™iyt33*R Tiriaw po Twjuyte D3yTtyTB 
.oayaTayoK JR lyaR c^yaTRD DR,T 5R:R-'yj 
TyT po lycRsy^yr. n jyaya 5RI jira DRT 
lyTnjtfp.TV iv ta"nayay5ya R yvprnc Tya 
.aa^ytar TP*!» 
•'TtspyJv n 110 ntfyapjra tyaip v n m 
pD Tya^R ,?y33RP p,R TyD»3TR vu 
ysyTR y^a n lyp^iiy .DTR tayoTRinyaiR ;R 
-rycTa TPT ,c?Rn .6 payro jynya I*R ooya 
IR IRK-'SBP DD"DD Tyi3**31V ,Tjn ]1D JRD 
-31H jDDlRliya..1!! "JKMW'^T ^ynaDRT3'R 
o'D\oaD yapTycTyo |KE«DKP n oainyb 
tyte'D n pK D"3TR PR ^KD'BRP ]VW*m 
tayo iv D*aiD3D n DinaynyaaR jpTy« OKII 
yonRW R *inyi lyo^Rnya DRT C^RII .iitf 
t3^yotpy33S v i ta«n Ty ..yiyr oaaionays 
m«T *Toonj»« ' i is ,P38Tys OPT n'iR 
; jew lyciDRTPBDyT R H^K OTn'cya lyTvu 
R lyaRn jyoTm -&o*rm n : D O " H DRT 
•anya DO,fcaTK jn j rn iriayu BRC pR nyr 
Tnyi TyoTyii yiyn TyaR taifn c*5*n .jyssia 
.* i-i 
i 
OTBOP ye^KyBtfvw *i .nonS© 
raruK PK flwi ,p*wa .;KIJM* ,PTKI -
-wwr^prp; a w n e n T,iyc o»3 inrre 
truo jynyn omi jyp3Kiya n .$RDIK3 (TO 
•an 113 o»3 .nun? pK RIVS IPJ»» DVR 
W M ' J I W K h v** njniHt
 fo*iy lyoDsia 
.nsnte m pc onjmw IIK o'nsc'iye PK 
-ffj CJFSJ^R pK 'SIKJK DIMS K emyn o'y 
yoyo K D»wi oan aurwain *i .jypjin 
VW I*DK ,o5yn iy*3K3 i n *pw .aaip-mi 
.Kp»iyDK q*l« 
|yp:tnjf3 n in ,|?33itfiyB KI$R JJTD \VP 
?*KD1K3 pM IV?RT, D$n*o m " $ P jyaim 
•«s n p« a w jaUTtww ttftnyn ^tp tto 
-IIK m m .lyoyaiyo o>3 rreitf Jwfl . on 
.V^DDRPSyUH PK • OjnKD ' 1 [10 331186* 
^K \\X AVV2V2 IK PK MKniK DBM.1 11»"I 
"D«1K pK iy^CV3 pr5ll ,]prH> t38*VTW3 
•*5nv* n 3MK pK ^CKC^yrw pR«jyenw 
"31K yDM13 K pK D3",1 PK BfiKPfrW yoiM 
I VIM 33OT11 K 33UTTK31K *l BK71 ,33UT1B 
053W1B1V m IW»M IJVIID n pK oyiMo n 
.Dinss yayaitws ^o K ^RI I«$RD PK 
.KpnyDH 183 
•RPHjttR y3yi"K iRD 3:iayiW3 n a'i 
PK 3^ KDiy D'O jyansy i 'i Dyn O$"DD iy3 
*jm ^DO'IKD lyi'lKB n IK K13D yDMl3 R 
-pyo iysyoy KI pK KpoycK ^«3 jyoip \tf> 
V* 03y5 K13D *1 .BOTnK6» pK D'^ SD 
I'nbK pK S»*ft ,531? I'VW P1KDP 
jy?yt>r D3yQD"D |JPV1D iy3Rp*iyDK n i«i 
y3*n n pe TD K -IKPD m y IKD OJ"DB n 
-KB 1K3 ijnnRD KioDpy jyay^c (yoKi y3"i 
.IJTOVDDKP yiy»M (y^yocTJa TO 
D33jna OKU tvJnsKBayiKp "***IKB u n 
.oijn iy DRii anon ID DD"II oy"j vw\ 
ly^yn t3x»K K^t PIKB iim I^DK ,DjyoB*iy 
tDO -Vl* *l \VP .KP'iyoK 1KB iyt)>»31R 
-nonte i n pK !y;"T i w « r w y*K 5»MI 
P1«» TO iy31RHV0 1R3- D>3 03»5D T^ IKB 
,p5iya ,IKI3K* v w ypKts i«3 .jy^yiip O*D' 
>T t3»n DX*K .piyoE* yD'ns jnyi3K PK (DMI 
.B^ypyi K DRI PK piyp^Doyn H IKD 
DWD MI oR^HnyiainyB a i« 0^ 3 pa«w »i 
iy3'K yjKiB n niKi jra m 3'tfa VM . ^ I 
IV' IV3K*K'Yip PK IV3M^M3>DB 1i* \V3Vi 
a"3iR ^IRO u n »» {ynyetru/B DR» n 
•y3 nii"i IBIK prstai VIK IIK iyr:yo "3 
:B»5yry3 O^D ms^c K jyssn jyp38i 
.jy5n>tiy3 PK iyjn»K , o w o 
MIR ;yiRi\yj jy3»i lyno n m jy3Mi is 
-106' jny* IK ,iyoPRiK3 pK o^ypMiosy %*\a 
,PRccy3 pK ]y5»n Dyjy3»K I,TK PIJD DIH 
,5*MI j*D3n iyx;R3 pR jynyj DO D^KII 
^y5i"o 31I DKI " s i iyo$Rn ,MIK I5R3 *n 
ys^ ytK D'D itfpip DDiKiya' DU ivno PK 
K Ipnyt " i ;yn ,jy3MK nK3B"nR3p jra*vu 
yiy:iyp R PR iRayass DR3 PK »no rrajnB 
D^D lyiyoDix jyny3 ^KI *n lyo^mi ; T ^ P 
MI eip PKOfy: iyjy3"R iy"t DKH e n 
n IK ,PK jysKT iyp jyo DKH T*5K ! ovopn 
,D^v iyi D«D IK ,T» D^yp'iiD3y »IID 
(y3"iaiyi n. Dyn (D»»V y33R ,^K D3*^C) 
emi n — DyD>?KnMpi3'R JUJ yoioc n 
•ya [y3^3ynys Dy3y3"R I.VR jynyDtnyc 
"38 ;yV3HD3H3 tty« n -lyBPKIRP pK PBSC 
i y yiMKi n jyts IPP lysB >«inyi jnyi 
•3>1 3M3yDC^RD 1KB iyD.iy33K D*3 33n.lV^P 
DK11 — ..^33 P?KD j y i l D D1H \Vkl>\\ ^D 
i n PK- cno ,T»I ^W 0l* »i»** w*" ^ 
Iy3y3 ,3-151^ T^K ilDP.^ D >1 IR ,p'1K D?y" 
"1 113 ,y3KiiiR nya'D3n .yiycyo R I« 
H DiTRii iymy?piy iv liRoro^k DO iy;"i 
K pn iyo fpRi iv in jnJiE' PK nsr^o 
iyp3"i oyDB3 iyi»3i? PK iyp3"i Syp'tat? 
-jyO'DKIB IP3J7^  113 
D*3 DBH »1 ?"11 ,3'l5lE' PR HDH^O H 
•D1W PK in3J^ IIK DiyDP DyDDMIiyD 113^  
DMTI »l jnn3KT ,niCD3 iy3«'^D D3Kl3y: 
T<3iyD3»K n DyDp s^iyc BM P^ P>K D»D T W 
-ys cyi DBRcyssR DM.1 n .^KIBD y5K3«'v 
'M'KKJ y3nyenyD *i pa \vvmo DR« #I*E 
jnyv jnyi3K n IKD y3"K DK.iy3 jy3Mii JJ?3 
WM( ^yDsnyoyo I'm lynyoi? iy3B'XK: 
.DEKE'y3aK iw"t yityiys n .yinsK n ivjya 
iy3»n i3K? jyiy PK D'MJB y3'5DDKE*5yty3 




Btfjm nonfo ipi 1^3 IK ,BVR j'nwb « i ' 
P i n 11H J»p;tnp pK P3B11S? Hlfc* IP3">3 
-ayoKQ RpnycR VM; irurHmiD'w jy^yu 
" . I«M' 
HttMMi awoinaipa .ve-no rw*K D'o 
-JSP n Dtp iw*»*tiBi)n yaypKaya-Dto JIK 
., yoe-'oya K Djno-iyE *| m ,B3»vya imwyn 
" -yr* pR ye>a>ii jn-TK" OKH .yoBsjywyo 
BO VI IPP.DRN Tyas ,yoia |»3"» l#K 
T>PTI \ \x* ^yiavDFDiR IID jyo'no'riK 
poena KW |yn lyj'ioeny D\V tjmw B5>KII 
-*IBD JID B'noya •fcisoa"K D*D *pt B5B» 
aay> n y3*>yn PK ySfpcya pR y^"na-»K 
. B)«H .jynyVya D5*N DKI 3,'iK .v^ayD a«o 
VIK 0*3 ton u w u v n *i m |B>D K jyitya 
iyoya 5»«J PK Dy-u«-i» lyoRtsaK^Syn 
' paiftn^a K »ti aauyuya TyD»aTR, iyn TRO 
. t n i n o n w TyoHt w .Doyinypnya'* 
•Tin nyo'm T O Htfyn o»w yaKtaaK* B»D„ 
-«n ov' -.noK P 'BC K y 1 p« o«n. Mynya 
5B"io iinttfayj IHWJWJW nyty'i "a i » 
-mow ijnyii *y$yn Tyteani ytyn .^ y5B3m 
-ya iv DR« »BO PK oy ,nmp R DRU iyp 
,jy5D»M«n»D npis lyan^p 
-JIK IW«J aainoKiya ymya.K W .-uxJon 
RIR IK jjtfr mv lysiyya jyoKayJjri jnyi 
-n B^RII -\y .^DPRHB DO PK DayouyioK* 
•ya DO jRtwjmasp PK Dyons'Ro yi*p -iya 
-yjo'iK nynaw iya« D^RII u» 4Koip 
-yvya nyo^aiK nyjKpnyoR n it* ;DCO"O 
W K—IPTK yoa^Ksnyc H iyaya PK ana 
oy |W — ,3'oan BO JDIK nwa PK BRB 
ny^'o n pR oayaiaiK TJPO K *y*nya D^RII 
.lKB»^ *ia*DQ^ K y»nb PD lyaaya r | po 
lyoaMa^ n jnjnjR y^yo PK yiiPT pR, 
p»p m^syaD'nx o*a iKt?ayii3KP n 6«n 
nnyo imynya iv PK ST DKH .O*T!?D*ISD 
lyooKo yoMia n IK ,BPKB Tjn PK ,J^K »ti 
njn »s'iK jynyop D:B*3V yajnyenyo n pK 
-^ K IY Tjnw "t PK oy .Dp3iBT3«t3e' jya^yt 
;»K 09'iniy'a»K .lyDaina^ D^K IK jya^nya 
;tnya«Tya na«5 y"3 oyny^ jyaijn .y^n 
ny3y ,m5a oy^a Daxnaya3"iK lyaijn "i m 
B'D t^nayo onya lyas .O3K^KO PK vi 
•vo"i p« e'iPpy'yja^K pB"i owi iywy? 
1 lyoyiyoa'K jny"t TKD iyn 
nyaaya .n B»n KS«V»K pit non^o n 




jnija *iyi po imrpD !"i lyay^o 5«t38 
-ana — lycRn ya^BDKcJyiya-rin n D$H 
-3K lyasn — oyDnyoPK .oya'Djna .oaioyv 
|yim»3 po jrviD 1 iway^ c D«I .isncya 
183 yiBB n l'K tD3"H .|yo*Tp3IU T38D1? 
*n »^t DT"5P mo jny* .B y^ocyaDDyD DO 
-ya pK .D»IK Dasito "nyaico, yaya^ K W K 
ymp",yMK* iyo easio ~ DDWP IY aw 
1IK nya5yp y>w jyaKio yaaito ."?ny>K PK 
naK' ;wm Pa D5yey3pnyD p«i oyn 
pK ,V>.D1K$ DP D'MI >» Dvo^KPjn jynya 
.lyiy^cnyo 'iiK Dpaia iya"t ^K^yo'n n 
. op j jo -n pK :au-nyriK -yroavn n 
I'K ;,D>"DD nyinRB ipa'K nya*n» K . 
-aiD«s nyawpnyoK yoDyna n po nya«n 
-wyiMD n H'W PIKDB' B»I oiynaiKii ,jya 
•"5p iy*nD PK oi»"DD yayTTinyo "^ny 
naKDWD'K DO PK Typ"DDjm I"P -IP*1 
oy oao DI-JKV.. : yaKio n lyTycDajnyc iv 
pw y3'yaicD ^VD MIK IKPD jya^ Da^ n 
jyayayaaw iinyi) oy *?D$»DO ya^'nairo 
PK non*>o H .jyaKT yaaKD .ivawniK y$y»D 
njn iv iv *^ t» H iy;yayn ynjnaK .anMc 
.DyvoD-n^K nyaKpniipK r i ps nya^ro 
. 
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2lpfl P ' P " I 
1KB IP3"T pTPUlR Ml B1pB38*B*iPB 'NK 
pK jpapn V ^ C K J jpsu «T PR $pw TPT 
.IPTPBD;F-IPE IV **i MI i p ^ a 
wm w s i p K otja ;RP"R'DRDDK n 
PR JPTBDMPP DRM |V^3»\1P *1 0311TP»ttR 
-»na H PR I»5TJ>Vtr ptpn pa P:MR . v n a i 
.D?>"BD PR IM333 PD 
pB a3p-*Mp-ia - jn ,TPB"enpRrD .no 
S3»tfpP3 iTlKDC* *p\ D8.T .JR^'R'ORDDX 
ivof'Rn oip-iyicepyBURB y> R OKH ^MTRT 
pDMi: H 03 IPDTRM "1 .DIPJ^TPT ]«p D»3 
pR Df"00 p-.P'M'DMIR IP3P) "BP53PB1RP. 
*,MK IP3R2 PR Q*"DD n *M IP-PBSP IRT 
.-!pa'f»a >P»B TJTJ«*P pais jo5ytR apjia 
JP3"t DR11 m3M P3*PIK Rt^ R JpV't DRT 
-KD P33R? DRM 1-R. ?jru»w m » « m R 
TP3*K JPDMp TpTR 3K IPTJH DTjniCWffOW 
PR D*IP3"IPT *1' anon p ) ijBMaw n 




njn pc nmD n UH'&PJWDMK »>i T > " n 3 
pR nrw jnPT3R " i IP3*T DPI nn .POVB 
# 3 3 DTjnicaWfiUKD PR ; iPBEpsyp: jny«t 
lpa"t n r o rflf"f IR ,ipnp3M~iyB T»K l*?iw 
jnpniR po nnv '-n npn»'R snpn? $y*n 
IP^P. PR MTU XSMi ORll JHB5CD"3TK 
. . " n p n 
PB iK3->pra.*an ,D»H3RT3 n D»R^ .TO 
-"K IPIIP: VR ,lRp»na'3iR UK TttOp Tin 
n o*3 ip DKII nwp *r .BDPJ n IE TPJ 
pC IPIpM W TlOB DTUnVJapPBURO DD'Ml 
T D OKU *i *M V3^pi n ipj"j nnv prp'n 
-is B"T„ ,T$0W ;TPB"3"iR jnpuiR ]P3'3 
"MPIPT-R am -ipy»R "no PR B T I U W 
m-,tWWta P33Rt: 1P3R IPS:R^PB ft* 
iP^ RT .HPYKIOKJII* IR IV JP33R P^3 "t JPM 
-5*B P*t pDDRpa pnn'R PR I«'SRl'3Kri8 H 
n5i\p PBD3»^P H n*'5n pP3p3 tJ»3—JP^SP 
-1PB *U3 BU ,T»5npD IPDDP13*S OPT TJHR 
-,JR^V TP»M PB ipa"3nR n DRT JP33R^ 
TP*n pB DTP11UT3PPB13RO 'T T.^ R JPTP13Rt 
.IRE'^R'DSDDR 
•0»l3*ro D3«I,,nipQ R TP3«--Mt-tRT 
P3PD 1p3Rn3R^ R J'R ipai53 
"'D pR iniD ^PB R pB M1B 1PT pR ^3?130 'I 
-R3 R " 3 ,tHRB pR »| D"3TR V>1J» .1*3 
*n MI M onpi onpaiR .ipp'»oop*n IPB^T 
PR ^'»a R 0RHP3 IP3S?1 ORll 'VD"3TK 
"31R 1PTP11 " ! nT ,|P1"?1"^P H IP3RCE-1K 
w i s p m$n nn>R .aan«5p3 pR apmnpo 
1
 pnaaf ntR aipn M j?np3Ria. R O>O ^^J 
IK ,082* in»K po aam^TP pR B 3 H « > K 
.ana oiv O.TR aspac PR TPPC* R CBK3 «; 
inpatnpB B»J iPt pR «IMK n BSRII a^nn 
•PI |V3RH "UVK TI ^RI DP>R DRT IK 
jnj ies ' P3^RH R PR a'otfn 
Jf3^Pll 2P^1V , D m P3*D1RDM13 H Jpll 
-P3 pR IRS I'O'O BIPBCRHPS ^ t URH 'I 
a3;5 11R IR in>R UD1P .IPVTPDITW IPGIP 
»M *B3RaiPl. ,1PPB K (JW JP3I1R in>R IRC 
ORll ipa"3TR n PB IPV'5 P^ R n IR V* 
liTR b^ma DP pR Di^ n pR inpipa a«n M 
BIR^ IPDMIP: in»R .[PPlp IX l«Jp DPT HMR 
n .T"?P H IP3R10 PR IRHD3R a»3 TiTR 
T* 0S3 
IR ,^ *I " 3 OD^PJIS pR ,oi^n TH'K CTi'K 
IiR ai3 pn M apii "ipo>'ii pR i« a3'»n IIB 
-p»n |»K '*t iyBf*pn IIR IPD"3TR H iy DIID 
opu n .p* :3S"0 1*1 n int i"53 .niTY n 
-TPl IV V* B'OTPl D1R .T'^P v% lP3*jnc 
•P3 W « ]1R IPT"> 0TF0"3TK H |R 1P3R2 
.IPB^pn iv " i Di5r 
M t'R ,onw jiR anpac poy»B n m 
P'MTPDTP pR C"DDRa3RD PTRDt? VJ(13 
aiRB a33»*i3 'i ny3R ,T:p3jnBBnpTii^,| 
.D3KT 
-
JWrou npD"3TR OPT DMIR 
"'"K TKD DT^D'JW D"138T3 -T O W^ .TC 
DP1T J1R; BD"11 H BRH BR383 ]JKf*& 
K tP3P3P3 IKiP^R^DRDDR DTjniCDPPEl3R0 
D*3 ,BD"n DRT .DTy3DP0 pTH'R IV TP33H 
1
 "R3„ " I B$nPD DP ?"11 .TP33H R MIR QR?3 
PD P33RO Ml ,tP3Jn *1MR 1^P3 p*P "CPCR3 
IP3Rn 4,I .D1P3BPa P I R 5 D » « 3 T R PTPI31K 
IP1PBD^TP3M< 'a^yDRllPD ^^D3P3"R ^M 
«1 .IPoy53wna p i y r 
.anpi %T'R MI .|po 
• 
: • : 
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-KEiyc -iyt &K.I 2H3y>>iro»3 "uni* anjjrt 
.PJ8ip:-iyD"2iK Djn oamayjo'iTK ij?o 
DSyarja-vesnx PR o m n :» aj"v ly 
•nmo PR D " W ,otfa o w n i ovn pc 
•JIR tnyii w a i R -an ni oa»v iv ; jyn 
cn*R •\?a»R lysmyn DRII n pa Dp'inya 
^y'B T' IBi"! n»D"aiK n m PR ,BBP PR 
.iyun« ojn IRE *iyj"R anptS oyca Snao 
"KTt iig ,iiR^n»3p .no aay-nyB iRDiyn 
i i» i iJitf'T pR jyiyn w D38Q">m ,3*IIDRB 
n^yo' n jy^nyv-im -iyaif TUIJJ .$83 
38ra 
ODse^i'iya "Ufanfl nin pc ya»n y3'»n R 
n»D W7W»K iya«o v» 5'ii tvuv* r « 
PR barift -I.TR D-D tyc"D'?we jyD'iiys-B 
"3 |'5yia iv 't D3yay*i o'OTjn pR ,r:»7j 
JTP'B^BB w i n R 183 -m'R ;yayj is ,O»TB 
•Jyiy: s pR iyn85y33"8 Diyu n Jtfyoc 
-D'R TT Dj>cya ; JWB'5BB "in IRII DEBS' 
tHCMiY n i w ypi8DC RIK oaRnaya nsnf« 
183 jyo Biyn p ^ y a pK TR ;y38'VRJ n 
»» o5"bo yaya^K jyDRB' jyayii W M J B P 
ftpByj lyceR^DRfi ijn .Rp'nyoR pit 
lyau oyn iy PK DV^R -iya*R |«i iv B3"t? 
'ORB Tya'i oyii jyii .ynR3 lyn *TIR IVPTV. 
•RB n nyr'R oyiKo ny^nya n iyj"3Bi 
Diyp^oDjm nyinRa n -RD Bfl»Sa ; w i 
ly'M i»J3"ia iv »« t3*j n v i 3 iy*iJR p'p 
lyinRB yD'ru »viv .wpnynR i»3 BD3ip 
jyJ'ii oRii n D?R D3«D-yi imy» oyoTB 
— PI«» v> i « : tnRB [ID trmyDDsyiD y j 
; y n nyfeojnw n n« pHip«B yovB H 
•iyoip jypyn «i pa jyciRn VBK* lya* 
.nivy yoi: ya'foy jyaya \th "r |»5jm 1**3 
v 
1»5P jny^no n taSnpn nn>R nya« ,nyo V") « IP^cyj lyasn Tya^nsriycR-n 
"ain.ciR jyviED'iR y t no n lyaJyn pR 
^Tn»K [ID n BHB^iyD 3y^v ^^-K lynn^Div 
o jm 'n DRII ,-w5«n 2,500 ^ny ;x JRO 
*iy .D^,DDyDK^B [RD^iyn .jyeoKP »IIRT 
y^*D MIR niRT jyb DRII iv p*R D*3 onyi 
UMIRT ,• ,1»'5P I"R *P1R J»M>*13DMH ^^yJ 
,ny"b O»3IR: I*K i«5g >n IR ,'t onycDjy 
p« o^anR ya^QD3>p n caRioya ;yo ivn 
"anyT jyaifn ov ^VXIVT) ya^fjya ^ycMi 
.uvas'ya pR ovD'tya 
pR nynaiR ^yo*3R yoy'B n op3*n BT 
ya»n BIRD RIR IV DISIP m 5"ii ;p*3R^ 
•^vya Dynn y^ y**D n TR pjRiys iy i y^Ri 
t3*3 PB DBT ny38 ? \m^ •lyD"3^R 03ya 
.poy ny?3iR 
tJSIpya-iRO "VTB D'O 03yD131R c'jn ^83 
n .ijniB R i"R Dorau ;IR lyviy^c-BBP 'i 
nn'R TT iy^ytac oy PK lyDR^rosR oiyn 
J8 D3''.n jyo »n oyjyyo y^ R ai?n pR *IBC 
.i"5p nn»R 03»i3y. jyo pa jyo^snR 
•RO'B pR 5jH"D CD1RT R "• t'R D^yiV 
]y3^Bc*iB5anyn"i,n n m iv OPIP pR (B'5 
pTy'ayt* T"M UD%IK IR ' ! i*R IRT .TM ' i 
lie nyebRD y3nyp H t»R JBT .I*-IP3R-ID pR 
«l »»R nyn3B3 ,"i3B5ifn PK imo^SiD B 
n«D yonB IB D3Ro pR ,iypMn 
iyt3iR pR jycyB VIR irayppc HBD n^yo 
PR C8DBBB pR -1""ID t33y0183 D 'T^ 
iyi8"V3 ts^yacyaiBD W"*. "TyDioViya 
"^yn ,0'ijniB'Dpyfiiiiw DID PR PIK*P *MIV 
DD>B 18 PD D^anByjo^nR i'T jyatjn ya 
.mjapyc i»;yny yDD3^ D 8 r a BBP i"D 
oijn .ynyoRp D5B "nyow^iyB p» CBOBB-
lp3iap-ya^Dy lyayays jywyc Tjnjypio 
•y^B <hrr» pB jyo D^y»B»;DV'R .[ya^ynyo 
D>»1«5 "o»; iyDB3„.;i'D'D yoyo 8 *n«n 
jyo ni i^'a B tp^oiJa P B DRII "fijm 
.T'^payoBi W"Tlp3 8 DO'ipnyc p« DSBO 
,3"V3«n"t t '0 '3 18 oa'ir, DPB nyossny "<jn 
- ' I D 'T jyayn IBB D^yoe- Dp8"iyo"iiv nyi 
TBB-BBIP'DP* lyD'IT DIT *|'1R pR ,033»D 
.oyni ;y3*DnRD'n3 R 3'DIB-3 DSRO H'D »n 
i-K mbKQMTl D'pc y;i'R DB'in ,-i 
lyiB^nya'R >8i PDJPB ?I IR ,iyiiy> 3'D3yp 
nywya B n y i n v oyi lie pmtjfi wn PR 
P3 38 DD8P Oy D'3-^ DRO pH WO Sy'B'11 
DD1P PR 3*D^ BB Diyn Dpi yj*DntfD»nj '1 
.pin D'ycBi Tya»n ' P pn IB 
.yoya n im'p'D'np D?3 8"i ^ " l'R 
-8?yo ,DD3IP y?«3 P R 't 'v jya'^ v ^ y^8 
•yo3'R I ' D DRII zoic yo8D nyiB yD8it 
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3"i3im H'DKiDiyB DIIKR3 VWI pR JM -RPKP.PK D»B»WD»DR oyoip »5KPIJ5 n 
K»3 T8E"W5»03HP *1 .1»I'W) ?-60 Oy03 M5OTM iyD31R iyD"31« DJf |)K D3KOV y* 
13 5yoiy»D-":n y ^ a n r w u iM3i3j»iy3 -;sa "in pR jv3^n»33K DO <f*i RI^K tyasn 
)>i\ya pK i»3 ,5«D3"K D^D neo'ii»R iyx 
»1 iV3vn T>,n^ y^ D»3 .iinwjya 
"D'TPP D31,n pR ,D"i2iyfi inys pR inyD 
TKC^R^DJKP 13K$33E 1"3K3 1V3-K IJTVD 
fiMDOVO'K y*3*0 jyDyiDiyfi DKV DIIK«3 
,Dijpy^pn3 .DTjrtwwtfi ,cny3ds?B n — 
18 iw ,Diy3**rn .DiyujyaiKp ,DyiR?itf 
n D-jn5*3 n TRC IR-ID ya5y;i iyo"3 
.iyD"31K |K*5 
ayob'O n VH ,ts\vi PR onyop M MI 
DD"3IR n ?«»
 i"Hy5yDE>jjny»uw DO 
-KDD ;ciyi3K DiiybiN jy3"t nrwujnys 
nyB iv poattfys OHii ,iy*KP*tf. n v» i n 
,»1DDli;>K U*1*3 IT! PR D3ROV ysyivr 
33n^3 K'Tin uny^nyo H* iyiyoy>3tYDMK 
DRV.. ,i:y3y3 jyiy* pn iKt*"iyiyfl oi»i3 
• 
*PDoy) Y^P D'3 DIJHKC t3Rii D"3 DyrD3yi3 iyiK ly^Rpttf y$n P*IR oony; 
-RIB "*1JJ>R JB^ K jy3'5l»1B K HlH jyfoyD DpiTDDH D1RD R PR DKl) .I^Utf] CJH pB 
PW ,un3iDtrDD»2iK pram -1M ipfeptf n pa lyoyioiyB H IRII > D : W P 
•lyuujny: riin:K -sya D"M MI y t ijwoya pK jysKtiv jyoip 
T'K OKM D3JID*13K DPI DO* T$»n PK jSMttSfflQ. H IM»fcWDMR V* 
. 
"TjnyD oiyoDKD -yi ]ycmv lruow 
*i pa lyoyiDiyfi pR T»ID wtfoi iyi pB 
,DyiR*iD-?y3Mi pc jynyotpjfc own ,wwov 
f>K | m i m ,DinK^«DC IIK D i n K ^ D - p O * ? 
>ay*B 5ntpK .Dyo3»5p?3 yfny'iB D^IDDD 
lyaiiDMiR lysKiB ys^yiK iy:»R |y» 
!y33"^^^«B *t DSH^D •«» iynK .DP'HDD 
DS'R ; "TTM¥3 ]KC"'K >^D3KP »5«pr5 R 1KB 
-JVS^KL oyn HMM *** D'B V' P 3 t>y"«1DD 
t T » 5 o n : iBW i n 
DTyof I^ K 5c^ 3> m ,\rvvm yiysy^p PR 
yv3R3 m .ijDpitoon jnyons ^MK JIR 
DP«3DD«1 ")V1» 13V3J3 iyiy^ .ISSJMlipB 
tlTTJ TiHR TIKK3 0:»8ffP pM V* DKH 
sn»3 l a D^yDcv33ysKnv t»K CKV. ,-nK«3 
lyiK 5y:Rpy3 n JKIRC t'R cyi r n .omx 
DTKD R PK DRM TWR3 D3y»y*U *R1D3y>' 
.^ y^ BBR «1R D1WP 
» 1^D3D R DTDKB Dy \V\\ 
1K8»»K '^D3RP iyT 1KB DU^pri 
PR oyoip n 3MR .upsyj.dyTftii TiRtp 
>BK ,iy3'^3iyc DO in jtoro/iyD"2*w 
,11KB3 DpnDDH D1S ^3*p»^T*WD D1^ 
JIB lyoyiDiya "iiyiw DnyoriD D«H 
IpDyiDiyB H ; DPDMB-"! PB 'M1V pRMKOl* 
-^ o»pK PR Npji' i n IIB tpnjnwt fyiyn 
iyD31R "I -KB13 Dp'IDDHjayi PC ]KC»'K 
jy3VP Wt 3MK J"3 DKT *J1D y3K1B P IPSlf 
"PR^iyi* K DI'DKB Dy 11K jy30"K DO ^»! 
n ft»^3 *PIR 1">3 ty3»n jya'Dt? n ) 
mv n 1P2R I»K .(yvPKiyi — Dpnoon 
•'K DO \)l}"\ D3KC»inyB y^ RPK^  >1 OKU 
5 n y « r n n D»D lyssin^ys yow p« iyo 
-IR n DiyDE* DRI PR oyo'Difp lvoipytpy 
•y3 DD"3IK n
 (iy3»03D»iK jy5yn pB D»3 
Dny3 oy DKH .RJPK i r omn I^P .iy33i33>i 
jrsjn^BhyB 1 p« y*WDOK ypiBDB' K IK 
-'R jy^Kt OD3yD»13R y^ KPK^  I IR ,D3fc01* 
Diy3DplD >1 1KB 1K3 D'3 .^KW p>I >K1 
PR iyD"31R H 1KB 1K3 ,1»1D \VtfW PB 
.»1DDnj»K 1VVJK3 i n 
tysyu B3yD'i3R nyi w y*p T-K DR« 
I R n IR .jyssT jyo i?p .DDVBDP jy^oyo 
iyiy?3 jy3"» noonjiR u i ^ a vi pK iyD*o 
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-yoj'K yj"oy3^K |ya*n o*yn Tin |\B -urn 
nyiy>T OBT ETIBDI? iJnjpviw VD .\VDV) 
iv o?yp»no3y auy3 jyiiwa D*3 ^«a PB OD"; 
ypnimyD nyi iv |yi«^un o'j jyaip jyayp 
•>yB ycB^BBi^K »i ya^yn PK TKa*DiJ3 
i»o .IjnBiiya o j^njBiiiyB t3VK jya^t iyi 
,PB DKT ; ^BI p^ K jyayn lya'i nysij jya": 
i'B .lyta^aiB njnyayp n IBE anyiae* 
n eip 33B^  innB1 -PSBTB JBC-^TS^P^B 
I H5o'D y3iny*EnyB syiayiiyaan aanya 
DO BKH pK .myjyp 3B3 lyDuSn'iTjyny'vya 
.liBTn jya^ BB H B3Kitty23K p« [yoiiya 
1KB jyo^aiK BKII ,imiD3yi»| oa^vtna^ 
yoniya B lysnp wi .oa^n >CK») "Diaip, 
-Brya PK DBII ,DD"3 Tya^iyTia im JB 
T«"i ,oaya*»3KP lyiyn <PIK lriKnya \sc 
^ i jyo^BmyB D»rai' "1"'1D n CK" cyn 
•VP T O .PiBtaE' Tnyi PB ^BJK^Knya;*!?* 
pB Tyo'»3iK n IB .Hum- B^IKIBQ iya 
»»3!W H.J1B jyDBBDU' yt33'3"BTyC 
i .jyb'ociv DO ?BID3"P jy^yn ny:yp 
1 i « h a - i i ' ^ 
ipyjn wyen»a w b *un 34 
Din iyslp2KJ D3KT0JP V» OKfl *| OK" "^ KB 
-p>o»m viK D^RPK*- jnn*K {Krni ,otfcp3 
npi3WKoy-u;Kp WJM pa jinKhpa iyo*>o 
iPaKiotpB oiVPVi o*3 op ipstfn jy-nc pK 
"W |**YK3 jnin:M'tf3 K PK DPI a j ' ^ t — 
*3RP "WiKp^yttK ojn «I'IK jsnmips omana-




ipi3to ipo»npj-oia lynsw csn IKpJjnwjP* cjn »i»a ipnyeripD ,njn:p> p-r»3 j i p n 
DRP. CP1YK">0 t* ,tyftro TO .OPKD (Pl'lip 
T3PP flDD^»OP32K PR CD"DD 1VD"31' n 
•we mnynav mPiaw -iP3« |jtf»? ,'m 
H IK .ipnyoinpc T S JQ&t *I D ' w n n 
;ya$i imnonsosKP TP»K po iva*va*» 
p.K oo»i jyt-aKiPKcin cjn cnacnpE 
-«DD3'K PCOKTPKSjn IPT.VD3VR JPD^ RTJPJ 
J&9W TPY3KJ i jn l-.MK |P3»'Y10 
OJTWKP iK3»*? p.H o v n o IPIJIK. 
~yjpp I»K DKU PRDIIH -na K»5R OVODMPP 
oyoo'D oasnyapn nynjKJK JK-TKE P R jn 
DPIRDO opi33Kp ipiaiR jrtvm p-tjhsR PK 
nyo"3iK n tyD*.ny& PR jyv-rya IY v> 
paias «1 jyc^yn JIK 3j?3p)¥yt]u pospte pe 
SKD PK DKT .pYptpa pijjrvoo'ipp n >Y 
lpe»o' Y D .0"pan3piiDM3 D3P3p^  K I:IK 
t"K IPCIIY jpaKiD (KW*lonv pK 0*3 v i 
nyi p'p D*3 |paB» T D .mp-t3R3R pR !K*3P 
IP3**T ekw |po"njpap5jwK IK*3P v n o PK 
-yd .|KpnpcK Tin pe D3'*D*IK Uh iptjsiK 
."183* <5 *1K IKC»»Tin 
pD DJH33BP "1K3"5 pK DT*10 1P% 
DKII B W I B Djn pu 33ynov D^KH mwyp 
npn 110 IRI?*D*DD3KP nyn PK yi 03*By3 
nin* — iK3**5 HR IKB'"^y^yD iKpnyan 
pb ispnijrsDMK ip -ww I-K DKII B'V3,_IB 
T2P3 ;*vnD 3«D;K2 5P:;KP Djyi»TynB-D»ii 
•J«P TJWKP'TPOirrjKi irr O'VU »W» : V? 
op. IK p»5pnv ^«3 r^ K ^y i'K ,t'K o:y3'o 
PK D3«*3V 'MIX Jl-'TOOMPy DH^K VIK [P^^l 
jamoc OOKB opn3;Kp npuw u,i»ncj p'K 
• p a i n 33'noE' ^KI B«X3'IB -IPIPH IK yyt 
TiK Ii>* KpnpBK RK DTPPiKii |«D ipt3
 r'Miv DV3"t OK .pnysyp p « jpnyn D-WTD 
n IK IPDJKTW VO :p:sn o-iipn jji>i3Kn 
-3UP32K i"t ijnpnD^K 5w / ipo^oys^K 
~K*13 -i]h 0^0 IP3'3*«KnPD "^ T ^Kl pK DTpl 
- * * . iwun 
ianoya DSPOXP? v o iP3»n n f t l otji. -
•»iopp5p n prcnmt ^B^KP cjn rt 3>VPS pK 
•K^ n n»t lP3»n \rvr.w p « . l i w s i K p r 
D;Pt3XP^  TPC"3-)K PC'TDppJp >1 JUJ D^ Kp 
-IPD I'K OKI! 1K'3V TJTT D'D 03>3"K1PD 
RK iKlT^'tplPB |KP*TPOK "IPT O'O JPH312 
P J K ' J K O $K03"K PK IIBOKP I p l pK ,"I»3"^ 
.D3H3PP3 5ilK"9 
—J U^POC P^K3S'VK3^yD3'K TPI31K„ 
n>'10. ,1 IK .B'VSHB Din YV D"n"TO 1PI31K 
— ^K3K'XK31P03'K p ' l «n in 3313PHP3 IK'3V 
yUD»3 n pD DE33PPJ;3 pnKOC* 0"IP)1 
, v i j p ' n i rv in o»o .np3pp 11& D»JB ^P3 
"Kl Utf.TCyS P»»BKnOKB'0"n'pK -^yoipii 
• -HbafisiR n«J t»5T3Kn T O TK ,I3IK «l iP: 
,IP$13Ki1 IPD1KT 11HP3VP ni 0*3 pK ."P'OK 
OS^T i n IY n>pj Tpnp:pp ipp';? r o IPII 
•IPDKKOl? r03'3"KiPD H pfi IK'XKT'3K3-1K 
I\K 1P3P3 notn P1PT31K OC'IO^D IPHPII " I 
*ipt31K IPTp'InVD TO TK ,TKB I31K |yD1Kll 
-"K IK 13*3 |»*Tina TO |P11 ,DPPBDyT0C3i'yi 
-|».THD pD llj'YKtyiyE P$K3K>YK3 P3ya 
0yT33KP tyOYyS iyi31K "2 -P-!P3PP p« 03«'3 
TJ73*5Tjn*13 ,iP?K3S'YK:nPD;*K TPIJ1K PK 
^PY3V$3 DSH pK JP^KllpJ 01\KnBp3 0D"3 
.P2K1B n iPo^KnpaD'iK 
"3PW3KP 1PI31K " 3 0KHP3 1P3KH 1*DW 









.0»21K 1KB IPOO'3'9 i j n _ ,mpm»TP . T 5 
J'K P"10D 0"IP3"0 DPI pE 0"Y *Un pK 
-P'3PT nP"!P3pP ' 1 PK 15K?"K nPllK:p3pll 
Tfl*K 1KB JP1K11P3 OVP'Dnp PIKUtf 331T 
•tyl .DlPP'nOD H O'D 3310np3y3 pt"3KTD 
1Y IP3MYP3 IKT T l OKH IPOD'3'0 D0"3-)K 
~Yvm$ 0-TK pK i»033'-nKD P3yiD "VTra 
i*3 V1** -"IKOKO*3K 1y^ *)y^ D KW IPB 
: P5P'BSP"3 
*P-!PE PtP'1 IP11 JVIIY TT1K' *M1Y D'D„ 
-p*nv OPT OpT'Ut33P ^ w o«n iKt?1^ 
w s y t f K D K ir\ tpvniir IBSKP JKCPH 
IPD'W »1 [IK DTP03yBnKP *1K *0P"D»O 
•\PT3iK o«n ,D-ipp3pBiKp,»K nimjnips 
njp 1KB 3in"PDW **» !y l^3P33K DPT33KP 
"PiD'lK PK IPO'^ OPS^KCK n |P11 J '05 '3 
. " . • • ; 
• ' 




a m 1KB i»riKi a n a j w 5K> BCKj??ptpa .*i 
.jprapo J#K pc plftitfM 
0"lpnP3 BmrUW-WW* 1PBC3'V3K1U IIH 
\sm o c n -ip .aaiajmys W 3 * w "ijn iv 
•O'MTiiT'TD p n WK BD^n p;< JPCP5K 
IPB^KH )p3Mbft3 iyjmo v n nw B»J ,IPD 
tpspa PTPT:IK pM papryp pw tp&ta $ W 
-ipc jyiapB* pK ippnyS ppai» Dpi «snK 
-P11DMK W$3 jP3"t ir3KI H — iP331?DKT 
-jis'oan i n .DP3«*3V pb IPBIKB PBoao. 
TO IK ,t:i« pD BTJHKfi DT*38»31* pfi BD"3 
-2Kna jnawa'T* *i p« iPfiyBnys v» rp5st 
1PI31K IP2P3 IV pt*3 OKOff3K pK JVap? 
a-ipan< iPV3K3 p« v v e ip^ai /tfjn 
p»p3 i n iv O"I^PBK VDKO pcn-u n 
PK J3W»ni3J»31KB p3nnp5«JMK "1KB 
lPSJTP3DnK uniV IPtPH TC«$ .331D 
*Wt3UC O'O 33UP11P3 "1JH pK lPBpnB3"1K 
1 JVE^Pn pK PrSTIW pK !V3P> DPV3K3 
,IK3 "ynP' [Pll 3KB DPT tP33"13 "1P3U 
•pa iv 0"fi:pap^p3 * iP3*n jp^pii w pn 
-IK Tpn Jpll ; JP3P5> 1PV3K3 ,1PMD K tflD'3 
IP^Pll B'VIPJPO jftfjW H pK DK5P IPD**3 
Iltfjnp .iPS^'T K Jflll'D IV IJKOF^K ptt 
• * BEKSrapDm PK BB31P Jpll ; r0PBDMPp 
W W IP :PP ]p*im pnis pK v o m p o ^ 
SKB T P I — aamKC^p DIPB»3-IK n pn 
P3'53P^1PD31K JIB ]P"TBP3 131K Bpll DK11 
BD"1D IW ajuyDtffi J»3»T3 pK IP0D8? 
,t"B P3,B3"H H DKCfaK ,P'5a PK JITHD PK 
.!P3P^iyB PK 0»n3PDni31K 
•1V3K tfKCB* P3 V * : **B»3B3 31ft V# 
'P h iifi pma | P3^" IPT- ,2 K V K jynya 
imvampu iv pK ipocaipav t>no I P T 
P p a ' t ' B llrtpil BD3WV "Un PK_JK ,y*K 
w p tK^an iv B*3 B^PII njn )»K r*K 
B3'K i n pe j w n 'f^^K lUBSsec-
aaiapnpa w a r ^viB/^pjKaK'v 
.oaya'BSKp incWyairnM 
D V X V T 
IP3^BCKC*Pty3 K jyDKrPS BBH DPDD>B pi 
-B>>*B P3*3KC^P>D OmK »»3 DK11 n3KBPlV 
jp*3Pii iv n r w i p ^ o — o*n P^K pD ;pnpj 
*«>P "I »KD .IffB"* P?K pfi OO^D DW03«i 
ipn pfi pn — BP prupiitnyc **l *KO ,IPD 
'ff^ KH O'TIK DPDD'O n t3"*3 B"T ipiy-138 
D»Vri3^P pfi IPB"3"kK DK» ,"iyO'*3TK P3DKS 
pK lap^y B ' O v i ly'isn pw inp I ' to ;« 
-"-1P3 0K» .IP3P5 DPV3K3 "»"? B^PD'IIJ 
*"n n*o nw ori3*riB np3'B3"n np(3iK oyo 
n>a IPII ; I P B ' O I K poTBKi^BDpy (ID jm 
- IP0*M/" IP1K P|K^PE 1^3?P DPT pfi IIH""! 
-^Pll pfi BP11KTB 1P31P1K0 Tp4 — I|K^P9 
I«r BD'ipTyfi TP'IK ,BTin Kam IKOP'M IP ; 
? D»ro 5yv*B K TKD nova 
jpnpBs? pwi jysp^ainB n IV3"T DST 
•R'nM T31K «1»1K VT ffJim BB11 J1IJB I31K 
-vyc " j B^B t|»» IP?SI T B m ,ip»nr pK 
jy^viB tin ny3po n jpa»t T O PK .|yonpj 
i ipj^ya PK iP3yaaK »i D»D i>r lymtn OKII 
,aaiar)B!p H ,BD"3 *un .nvcaap IK »: HMK 
-P3. TP3"3-1K TpT.]lD ?KpVK IPD'HS TpT 
e5yii pnp»a K IPDKS?P3 tf p n P B uuvn 
— D»»pa'B3yiya jpcnpn 5KT DP lya^pn p« 
- u n B'3 ^Kt na'p p 'p ipa^jni PK B5PH K 
P'B 1KN ;Bni3 ^PP*Bl? K ^K3 iP3"N |PB 
•^pKinpT-BO P3"5s B»3"5BI mo "iya^t?3yt: 
?Kt 5jrr»o -p*p IKH ; B"n3yo'ii3iK f m jyo 
iJn.TPJiy Vi DIM VI JMMPTPD lyDlKT B'J 
cnyaaK jy^Ki DTPOIO IKII ; i y n » p I .TK 
pK P13KT pK TPV p^TpnO^MJlM pfi JplPIl 
fiyt"* ysnK n ysJjni pu DPayBP^Pinsn 
a'BBpnp |pa»ivTp ipiyn tP^ KT jpcaya IKII 
t3"n3paP^P3 H lP3ljn pK «M pM 13UP3 PK 
OKT B8 .5PTP pK Bjpa^PBS^K Jpnpil IV 
•P3 TPB»3nK 1PI31K pD JP^KPTK H lP3"t 
.Bin3\mnK» IPDD3'V3KHV |Piyn I'K 33iapn 
331pmiyB31K tK ;1VTP1 iy3PTBl? |P»10 YD 
IK PK ,|PTP11 BBKCP33K 5«1 B1«D IVny* |)E 
pi>D3^n y i n ' 8 Jjbow yry^ yo«T yayny^Bnyfi l y o ^ n t a ^ j «? ^913 I H D "nyp 
f K nnajn-i i n rpw ]VW " t i y ^ " V&W* iffilfi *1 — - lyoanya y V y ^ c « 
-oni'K jnBir.K iyii .O^R .D3R*-3V V n o 
;«"» T W U I K n pr« ,33V ^»3 iw»n jy»To 
>*I TO IK 3*D3M1 PR ,?HKV pK J»jffa ^ 3 
;y»»x3*iB »i mmo jn»»u PR iwabbP'M 
W'STK *1 po ivDjnpD3»K n jysyn win 
DK>phn osn D1*E» DW 
tpam >yc inyi ojWfl iPiyi TO„ 
•vyi> H |»K oaRoys iwifn T O ORII Djnamg 
jnKaiycsiK'i n iyaROTjn T O .pnn«» yo. 
TD ,DD"3 t»»fcMjr9 DJH pD lM313«my 
o*n D'wayo n ?K ,OPRD oyi iitfHirarmv 
-un nya'K DDR*IP imrMnyaaiK p* |yoipy3 
p« jysyiya i» -I.TR MI DCMI JIK T « R 3 . 
-nD$y*y pe lyoynpyo mvR iyoipysoMTK 
T O .mm riK3"iyi3tmi jnjruK pK eyon; 
iy3t*n T O [« pcnyn \vivi « mjffl iya»n 
PK jyODinp TDR3 H D3RgE>y33"K T^3y 
."Uftyn yoRiaisnys ynynm T*D » I eaRoys 
<]MR ]yDKO DRIpnyODMR T'K TK 5*T| ,13 
hO"B» yDH3 K DKH OK" ^KI TIH3K3K 
.Wtifl 
! iynK3iyn:iKii„ can jyayn »'*R OKII. 
TI«» yoyy? *1 pK ivaKp w own "Dyi3»-ia 
? O»P3MK5DD"3IK. po ys»OD njn PK pn 
oy p« onyoiK vvivn 0"p3MR!>DD"3nR 
oy ..aaiprn ya^p^33iK .yjnyMiu K o«n 
Tin ti na -ijmpR-iRD tya^cayo am 03*12 
-aw HpnyoK pK KT m T O 03Ki jye 
Mnypfcww iyn po 03yv«iB pM* oa»o 
.D3yvria 99 »»*&*R H MI oinD3"i'inira 
ny osn my3yp pK n y o c r o iwyiynw K 
«tw 0*0 03yoK -^iKB "$nvw? pR onny^p 
n iyT5KiD3«P rwwjto 23 tn pms inir 
-yayp po twaDywu WM iyiR iy¥3K3'E 
'iy3't?Ko jD'ns K 03»n |M«n T O j n 
-y*K \V2HX TO .DinOD'**! tyDV31KlVDMR 
ny^nyssiK !y3KD^ yD DKII lycayo y3^yv 
niTBy»"K iy3»n T O .IP^KO'BKP pomj 
T O .D^nK yoTt^R'vyBD PD nyoo'D R 
DW»3*n I9DMV I« DyOD'O R D3"H jy2lpi 
n:ypio'w n p& -anyaMX *i iw^jm jysypR 
. yoio 
yt^y) j w n j iys'io 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ lyaijn nysyrDe^aiR 
Tysyii ru?R art lynymyo ix D"n3y3y?y3 
•n«D jyasn "r .yiy:yp pn [yiiyotroiK n 
lyojRij'o-R »T jyonMiny oy r« .o^yocys 
n3R^  DRT j n ^ u n a anayjjm .jyp'M yoMij 
-M3 t«K oy MI "Bfo^aiR viyo yono K O^D 
-ya II^MI "i in ,BTn:yDy-iB »*f jya^n ,3*0 
RBRT'R.pD yop'Tny031R H iyny*V 
pny-nD PR jyiyoya R jyays IV " i 
jnvijjp pR 
n»3 T^ R ysRnc -an « 33i5yoc iyi3iRB 
o«n wnsjRp nRa"5 IIR DTMO *an .in«&p 
-si yny3yp po pnn'o n (R |y3y3Rt o':i»3 
pD iyo"3iR n R^B [yes D"-.a pM iy5 
K V1R \m? "1 Ml 33H> MTR ,RBKT'K 
r '^QB' T I jya«n T O iya« .IDIR jy3^T0R3 
pD jy^D'o y^ *5^ ny3lR *i \VSBI o^yocys 
jyiR3TyD IV iy00*5RD«BRP |1R jyT03y3R 
nyn VS^KD nyas yo»i o*o iyo3RT3,o'R 
IKI- 'MJ^'H ym53"iRt yiyn .]y33i3yiBc 
-Ri^eppy vt pyuv Tft»n IKC osn P^DPRD 
inK 'nyo»3nR yoiiyi3Riiy33"R >T tyre 
-y3 jyojftni'O'R n D o^ y i ^MI n .niaom 
n38^ yc-a^*i;Mic jy3>noya iv CIR ,;y3yH 
-Rcya DBn P*OPRD ysnKi H ?.Dy'XK5ipyiD 
5yi3Kn PR nDDH3*R PK 13KOF1V R ]VH 
yoo3ny «IMK pyiir K DDIKM ORII inywp pR 
M -ODJ'.pvr nyn yau- jyesys y3*t33"iBMH 
.T»y , * ' > « lya-y ^y'D linKiiys »'R y3R? n „ 
-yp PR qnyoiK T O jyaB.i 03"n .nonf»o lyn 
-RH DRii ,».''K^DD"dlK yoRo yyrtt R yiy3 
-3Mi jyry'TiKE 0*3 ;PO3MDMK DIC p'p'jya 
*ya' Tiyt jya'M iye*3yo ytr'DRso'D .nyo 
-aro3M"i jy;-D3"n .ysR^ nyT.jyayii oa-i«i 
"w> PIROI? i^yjyp i>K lytfoyo y^y'D jy^yn 
-yp 'pR IVK o«n iyo"v ys'^nynys pR .pn 
*^ y:y3 n • p^Ko^ MTR o^n'Dya b>3 yiy3 
DRll .O^PS'TS^DD'-aiN pD P3'HP ya^BDRC 
y^ynoonrK myo5y ^ OBK MIR o^ KDya 
.vnsfi 
I'K T*T MIK^'R inyayp ORII oytvjj-io, 
iy^ pMio3y T I . M Djni ^Vi ,ijn5yB nwian 
"IK PH3K6 PK lynDDVlVR PR D3yDD"0 
m 
•yn nyas .lyonyc v* |y3yO "03R3 p'K-pK OV^R iy^ Ml TO IR ,3'0M3 pN &%& .0". 
• 
. 
t a p p*TW xnp K rtP 
o r Jnw^Ti i© DVPVID co»oo tyo 
Tttpa w p V mm yoiD t h e n 
T O n»DKp i t o .TR*KT -uurto so - - onm 
.$252,130.90 yaio n acyra 
-mra« n PR ,wjv OTyaayn n Ty3* 
*T B ^ B C DK11 .T»3"5 *1R IKC^TTl ' j 'C 
jut .o^yoryasK a^a "3-un TJT jyswn j f > » 
OD^DD Tya^av PR D**P n DV?VBK IP3«T 
Din JpBlpTKE 1TKT D"p H .DTIRP a n n o 
.OR3RO 1JK 
TR ,IV3VP-U?:K &9mwa 
"3TR *1 5a o w ' ovBRiHopy expo 
KB pR DypOR' y3»t pK JPB"3TR P3^i 
r«5ft pc jypnB H v DTWyn IKT piT.iyp 
TR iw,vT»3'K DJPPW »»i »ra*]» BOTIKP 
D1K ^1 mnorfnij T"TO X pB T»D"31S 
,TWOV * W O 03pD JWStW ]P01PP3 :* 
-*p t * ,jiny»vi WBTKT 0*3 jy*»t »i >i3 
*¥ D1R BDRTO K IPVPJK3TK (PDD^KD'I 
-O^RB'BRP p "3 .B'ElpB jyJM '^O ]V2^ 
T D v m t v n JIK o"iy*ip ysro 
ipawniKPawTR C>K oayayv-.Rc iimya 
a w v ' IW^RTPD 
Jjrnwi 
iKlWi PR I«»31> K TK3 1KU 
jjn^K*iD:KP jys'inyjiK BB-T IIK 
«BK w as* TOW-yaw* .
 w ^ w D i m w m r n M 9 W m u i r a n iP21Jn 
• * * ra » w a n -urteTroo -an JIB ^"> ^ n „ , m ^ n j ^ ( j O T r » W w ir i 
pc jyecyry; n p a r a u m p o u n ftp
 n w i n t W W D t K , s - , s : 8 p ^ 
aya i\y»5 J D T B *iyn pc ,D"p oiyooyn 
pic -pt osy^c DRII . j a w onyooyn Tin 
""OTRB 0"11 HI y^*BB"*3 R PK /mS' plW 
I«»:i> TUT ;yaya jyiiya IM«T DOTIRP n p'K 
5*RB lyryvt p« jnsvn nyitf njn nxo PK 
o^Kiiya m: i jn pc is^i1 Divooyn n oyn 
H. |yn p« ; EKE- D'ny«^ jjn'rawnij 
.Tin MI fr w a K ',W TK o» 
eyoa'Tya pmya I^ K ryiw DOK"O-?D3» 
::KEJI» p« ;•« CKT tan
 fD5*^v n iys 
JSrt pn i 
up OT"TO aa»D3nB 
o^ypMiTyc 5'DiiKp ya'im n usn IIK PTS^ 
tuyBDpy DTys? PK DOTIKP yo*na I^ K 
^D31»P 0T"TO J3n33*Ti 1»«J5» H 
»^no;e«P OIKOP TJHK Tayaya imv 
yryiaiK *m oa"t?Ty DKH ^ys"? w a r 
ITT w \m\ -iy2K' P " T P« iy^3TiB»t .jyaaio 
-:s n tio fr&$ w ^ ' oyr oaaK^ryc "T»P 
•^T3« i« jya^D PR ,^D31RP ww iv iyoip 
PR o*n yoMiyi ^yo'n3« omi n TR ,oayo 
DT"TO aa'oane T^ R i^'y ^i .iyaaiaa>Ty3 
: Dnyapya DTRtat- v-iv PB ^^O;IBP 
^y3Rry;Tyoa»K TPT tic O^RPK5 n pJa lyoRa 
Tin P-D D^ KPR? ''T .I^JT ?RP>EKT3RB*S 
DJKPR^ n .wa r Dayowna ^pwpyaTyoa»K 
-P13 «1R TimyTRT3 5y3RE*y3TVDJ»R Tyi PB 
jry3Tyoa'R Tin 'pa D*RPK >^ >T ,DTina"a 
DTyB"DKT»py>y p» DTys»DRTyoD 5ya 
.jysyaRT «1"BB' oHt3K*ya ^'t O*T 
•3R e«n p»noo i m 4)"TOD R iv lyowya 
a"^ I80V n ;P»T3RD yvaKa n OERacy; 
eay^yapyiiR y*R iy3«n o^5 isov-D'a n *n 
jyo^RnyaaR a»n P^TCD Tyi .0"3TR n 
-yi yoTD 'T PR TI$T ; jyoRaRO cpyr oy=: 
-TR jysnnyaaR a»n PR o'lrpyryB jyay^s 
IP3ijn«D"> JS^V-D^ ycs3ya3iR D'D jya": 
DRnya D»3 WM TyT3R p'p TVB«3TK n 
•"3TR yavraKaTK y5R IV jyT^ysR vn *w 
yTKRll T^ i»P»JKTDKB IV D»3 T3R? ]1D TI?U 
JTSTB n I'.E 
. D3B'31* na^D !>3n ^D — DTyil"T33y B8T aTlRp *1 f lK \W TPT ]Vm UT^KP 
.OT"TQ 33'a3'TB'n ijroRr.v iv5yar .TR^RT Tjypib 74 a'PDB'yaiv yovc TVT 
n anyopys $ys"^ j«»a><nya pR pa ryiya aoRTo^aaR tROTyt? oyr T y a a i x l 
[ yDT^ B p'P .WB*3P pllPT PBD3RO yO fclRQ "TT IP%TRVy3 TV TyD3R^ pya3K T P v ' l 
' 
.. i;- •'• 
Ipty3jwny» nyi nt— DBD»"IO D^B wys-ynHB nnyc iw |jnyn MB*r.* i"-io 
a jofep n — .D«p Dipmsyn ^ M j l l 1 .'— ".aywaipijrt MB*W H c«n 
•I8»i* -IJJUIK lysyi MBffpjBPWH **•— >wwp DV^O-JWM^B rj ry; 
ID IPDpjifi — .w«w "i tt B ^ a D\J yx o»n n?p» jKanyw nyn — 
- • -,ryty;'i«D^pcjn 
•y$K D«n ,OK3«>3 lyeytf 33KB3K Bsnufyj 
O'j oyoD D«n iya m ,-P3 MIR MRoya lira 
.DWiyj nyops nyi» ,op»J oyS cpnpsyn 
: 
73 , iKWWB'ni'K cyT ipsvn D;I^31» n 
•any vi ,TP3« ;mritt y>« D'O qcacyp 
jpHPi W K DKT PR .DBIIKP *1 PK *IECRP 
BDRpyais can oy jpajnp poap^BnyE R 
.0"Y PTP«D ^D R PR "tfya jpbiD po*n3 
"pjHB»nrH iyT PK w n o o yDD"D * i pw 
po eyp n «PIK jy^ RBya ypKD TTpwi? IHC 
PK ooyp'B pK ,Wiyp"iuD ,yD2«yD $rw 
Diy-nccpyEiiKD n iyD$«nya o'DTin bijn 
Dy"3
 t « n ijroaiK .TPD"3">K n ipaPMya 
D3«oi' TT8& £1 iViy" ryiya U D R I D - ^ S 
DBIIRP n PK DODKID D*K taapsynpB oo 
•pjRpnirK p'p ipspao'viK D»J "lnytflinsri 
>)i yooiiya IW'SP PR DP"*IBD jyays D3yi? 
'n Miiii/nyi w 03»?3 o5BB3iny» .lynnp 
oy«3 OPUPSPM Dycnarn y^ >t3D^ Ku»B&!P 
. IPWOTPB ryrys 
QCB ojn tyaijft oyvnmpn JIK DDV.KP 
.lyOD^KB^BBp * l "1KB 1
 r 
DD«nt3-'03» tswiyt? i m own am yin 
pD rsyBD'tpy * i Dys-K-tDDya ipoo'K mpa 
n DKN D^oiyi ; jfrw ypisti^ poma PIP* 
Dip D&D^BPaD'IK -WDO'K |P38n DD"rtKP 
ti»iK t;n onyjrys oy m ,"DDtnDn onij« 
•'DD^KB'BKP n .I«'X«T'3W)«' 1»10 yi3* 
D .^Kiiya 3*3 iBiK DIC2 tvstfn DiwnRtfH ytr 
,DDR-IO ts"^B DJH i w i w w^n i"P iy3«o 
•ya o*3 |y3«n «|'.Jjp3^,vntt K PK froh 
t53Bo DDR-ita B"'^ >B ^y^ IK ;inyH"tf O5R« 
pR ,"*un»n yo^ysBT R PB lyu'DR-is ya^t 
I
iH-R ntto iya»v IV pi?a osit iB*ar v»nu R 
»r .pHittnya DD»3"IR fxnPm* Diyaayo 
•'wra DRII .I'Piya DDRID-*D3R [yonjnjyya 
iyol5 oyn |y3yn»Tytaw t»«n JRD5MI 03yi 
\") oyii DRII ,rytya ny«3 iyn ..lyaRapR 
DDIJID-*Q3« !Nt3'y5p„ Tjn D5R D i^iRiiya 
_3R T3R3 R *HR D3S'31' *1 D5yt3C , ryy3 
D3lJB,P3Rt?n3*R IX 3lVy3 !>R nJWOE* MT\ 
Jy»B "T M R D ny .iyj3i35RB-tyB D I IRP PR 
.T»nn» 'iviyayp'B p« DP'HOD PR iy»**m 
ts"? ojnajRp ynyn3R I*K y '^DR-ORDjn IR 
T^3y -ryiya cyn jya«n iynBDR3yo pR 
•"Y n IR.
 (JDD imaKJR PR jyiw^yaann 
(»»3y?D»2 lynya w IR PR ^M iyo"3 |yo 
.DOTjnnKB 1ST 
onyi3Rty3 j " t jya^T ,ti"5 i«»3^ ,TD 
,ryiya ny"3 lytyn pR DTDjnywR-iya 
-'C3JR iR'siya' tyn— ryiya nyo^R ^y^ 5'Mi 
aoya iRr.DyajR t3iR DIJH — rytya-uD«io 
H |y3«n P'HDD i»n«»n jyny* I»R j i n * 
H I'R yTS^IB yiJf'M pR lyOD^KD^BKP 
n eyp yiyiais iy3'R |yp5Knya coniRp 
IRI) ^Bny3'R .liwKnwi'O'H o n pe mynp 
-pyBi3Ro h ' i i nypiROB' ;ynya PR IB*3P R 
tya^t nyo^DiR n mil 5Rny3»R ; cwwo 
R pR tVDR^ B-oay ps oiyDD»3y3 tynya 
-ya3R .DiyTicopyBUKo n iy=ip .P'noo 
•1V3K om'now Din toa jyiyn Djniyii 
PR jy^npiVDR noio oiyo^anR H ,iy3RiiB» 
oy ,noR IjysjnDiv P'nuB ayn D;QHI 
o$n p^ DpRb ytyn IRII y55ya \v\vn iW"» 
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K DJWW vnvm ]ys o*n yyws PR o-iy 
j a n y w ^ y t 
j*o?'ii oayinyns can ,1913 p e n pK 
#>a TJW'D $*wt Din i w y ^ n y o : w 
pK DnjtfyO H 1KB 33U3jn r3K3'D Dyi) 
•jn pR yDowa J n w y*R IRE jy3R3D*iR 
K jya^Hnojy can oaii . ( w a - i K D33njP3 
jjrum oviaya D>3 >RT -tfys *i m ,DP3IB 
TJRMW DJB>3P t»no ]yay3 tSHnon^ TJK 
pnwa PR |»*>* DKT .ryiy3 iK=nyr ar t 
13y33K )•>* W'3 r3K3»B XTK JJP1 5yp'OP 
^H3 DKjyo IIK Diruiap jit imMiutt 
coye iy3« .yvKicD'j'siK D'scyD *iyo 
jyavy^ cyT 03«cy3 ^UM 5J»3 t in ayn 
T P pn .D3inMjnt D5R ponyo pn pt 3«D 
-u?t osypya DO DBH new TODD^RD'B 
K iya*n m iy>BT D3ip:r ^f t t l ,iwr«3 
IKoiyc* u n m *w* "iya»/.nn*T, 
.BCKIP PK iyajp>3yi I '^RC3K3/PR ry?ya 
•y3 Dvcnn^n p« DnyniBttprayta iya«n 
yjyi"* my^i *pw WBOV nfiy3K$B wyp 
.jsnoys VPKD DRT iya«n **r*pK .IIWDKP 
-»K MTK ryrya tKD'yi'P *\y"3 *un osn DVK 
w ryiy3 IKOTIW iyo7K cyi DDP>tyrw3 
-*a D3y5t ny ya$yii D*O im4 yoDtiKr n 
Tcnyj jyouy3 D<I-IK iyj"i D:M'3V H jyo 
IK .OTTWMny ,D3K13y31RB » * a o y i tisH 
;iB3Ipl IV R11D DKII KO*3 IRBiyi PK ci' 
'Si rvm DDKID nyi can 3Ji3"D p>: o»tf 
IWPintMip IV m5a ma«fc» K tyaBn tnrm 
IRD v» lywtmyo DKII ,0"S DDByi?yj pc 
Dic-3 PM >ynv jya^vytyajiK [yD'iiya K 
DKII |y3B'VKt>3K318 yj'fclVnt W 0'3 JE1H 
TptvpHP T n o |ny«i lyiyDyaiyt iv jy-u 
: nyinyii y3y3"« PJ»M jy3»? DS ,;yj 
P^?»I 171-S73 »J IV 1P311 »1 ^..» . . . . | p 
|y3»r8M )»p BO IP;MI H'I iyopn^i 
a'o =»i a i - u o v t p*p i?yjn <n ; ayirji ipt 
ir=«'3iB n I«IR .D=370«"UII ;•;•• ]-r;*r-:¥? 
jny»t iyi»pv: i» i ^ l?3ii D*H ,I?:"K^7E 
li« nn'Sff yip"? isipsyunpt is ,jpcri7E:iK 
1U ijwpntpi n pfc i»io lyj ' i 'wii »t jpoi?-: 
po^rn r;*'PJ w»yn i « iirtyii ,n"3in ipm 
jy.-ysyt D*n(M m ipp jyo . ipv« awnja w 
obp»x W'3 ipipn p;^yn is op'swoottp c:e 
iv nia^c K iy35 
y3^3"H 11VP3 !y3y31Viyi*K 'K13 1»K 
CKII jimpjis y"3 n po 
.ty3K,VKT>3R3n» iyD*»3nR 
;yo cm onny^pny 6 nmsmio 
-yn -waSim |» 'rnmD j»p a*: t^M u^anw 
D0»T1D-,D3K iyi .O E^«1B 03KD TyD"31K 
CO"Dy3D>lK D*3 IBW D1C3 M>X \VP WW 
DHII ,Ty3i*'VKr3K3-iB ^yB»3^K/'Iy3y3 tynyii 
DO IIK ,<i5*n iy:'D"Tjy3y3 IK^ ^ t iyi3'-u 
11HK D'CKHB pB K^O>BK> jy^ DKI3K D1K 
K JIB nyacyo ^y35yv3"K -iyiy» .iyD3yvBiB 
cm -Bpivtann iynyi iv cam K asn is'3v 
-;^p TBD Dy pK ,iK'VKP3K3nS Ijn \Mi pynv 
y;>yv3»'K :K .(jnyii oro"DWD*iK o»3 JBO 
jyiria ;y;$*VKP3K3iB *i"ia nyiK D-tyaoyts 
.e^aiK yivDKTBD3Kp "ijnK ys^vytysiiK 
. 1 " 
~»1#3 D8H JKOiyi? nKDKiyo D3H iy2B 
5?'3 ODKno-'Q3K I"t TK ,DKHy3 Hyi3 D'J 
n O'D'ms^B- PK oy ya^yiv jyasn *»T 
PR ooniKp n "iy3K lynsn ,D;IJ'3I» ~\»IO 
->BKP H p t yi3»iB n — DyB>nK»n n 
-.KOK;yD DKII DDiKiw lyDys — IJDD*5«D 
Tpa jyasn »i .D3"sy3 JKT 'DK.I jKciyr 
PK »T iy3ys ryryj iKmyc cm ro»'Dy3DMX 
03«'3P n DJ^ KEiyB pK DJK^ By3 jyaip 
.p*nDD iya»D3Mi imy* PK oy&a 
osynya rvm jKoiyc nm DKII ini$» 24 
:K ,D3"oy3 DKH jyo oan .lyoa^Ka'BKP *T 
y^33iK IID " i iyo^Kri3K p.K luiyoB' ^«i ny 
-v oy»VKTBD3KP pa^ryoiw IIK ya»Svyi 
j/3"5p jny"t iyv3'Kn nynK iyt^iB jyiysyn 
np Dyi [K 13IK D3KDiyT oy .iyD3mip;»P 
t&yts&Vi oan 133T nco DHU :385sy oyanye 
y3yo>3y3 n iv HKIBT K IKB ^»in lyi PK 
-nyBip iyT PK lyoyBE' lyins^ .fvaJK c^* pe 
-iy it*! pB pnKiiy3 biruyiiyasK 33»5» TyJ 
ra^yi DBT .QKJ2K IK unKiiya p« 5yv lya? 
t>KDi?3K ; wvi iKoSyc Dyi D^D jyiiyS PK 
"Wnaio Ty t*K DDDmo n jyiya nnuri K 
£4 .D3K>3V l>nD >T 1KB ."l?5[t K UHKliyJ 
-«nw ryiys om jyays HBOKP \n Dip THK1 
^ra 
.nvpnaii wyoiHj 0 ^ *un 40 
IWWW3K D»3 jyCRIDD pR [PDR1H3RP 
ynswaw v>: !y5yii »t amt .DDIRII m y r . 
•n»D,rf»: I B B iinso »t .tywiHnya JBOV 
o*3 jyiRD «l ;OBP'R2 |ye»DK3«py IN "jm 
VT.TR iv^n «t OUT inyvD R IPS-RIDD 
ivaya IPTOOR ijnK IPDMP D>3 ' ipcpnsiB 
.mean Dyoi'D njn 
lywiM i'H DjjD"p u p p a w n a ' H n 
* ya>y>i y*yBe»»3 "nx rofci jy3»t D«T 
0» . 1 * 5 y«3KJ OKI On*DjniTD3'>nVD ]P2Bn 
lp;yainwo'i»* >*DK5B 5P»DIV lyouTyo O*«H 
•D'lK 0 0 " ! • DJB'31* 1"TB DR11 n n » V?K 
""ID pR D3Kl?P3Rt?n3'R *l pD IPJBDCW 
iyt31R pK .)*P(P3 IKOlVr DVT TPD31R D^ V 
"in«' TP'D yoxy5 h IKE ]V3"t P»5K Tna 
,D3KC*P3KE'n3,K J^^ D 1P1K»V3 iyDV3P3D»nK 
•w ^PO *njfl D?RPK* myniR jvaan ORH 
-ya iyj«r o3Kfp3KB'n3,K a^^ c n .DViKiy 
-R5 1WW ,t>"i»* V3 P K 38 5RPR5 ivayi : jya 
.IRDDR3 pR 36 $KPttf Z I R C O N pR 4 SKP 
•WDWtf-Tjn pR NRDR^RP PR 82 ?RpB> 
V^ K H pK -,Dy3'D3,D pK I«B'P3KCn3,K 
lyoipyaoMTK ,T**UW3 m tyyn .onyoc 
yaSKQ 1K11 ,Dy3"P S I ! * ? W *D30y03RP 
nyc pR tinnnyj ovoDjnK JP3": Dnyasy*: 
DDKpysaK otfn oy .isms ix c$«n»iiR 
-K-IKO |ya«n D?RPK* H PK "tfyj ycDKt: K 
H P K . ' D W W D pR .iyD'5yj JTIRDP B"5 
.Djnsyya o»> w ^RI 
^xyj ci n^nnj^ ~|n own pro 
13JKP -im DB.1 jMwwpw 'ii ,vn 
T*I» *i i?3Ro ix Dpynxya DU rtinna* 
"lyv Din po Diro-Sy** oyn HRD D3K,JV 
.DKDIBn DDK1D-,D3N |RO 
t ?>a DDKID-'DJK iRDTyi? Tin iyvi 
DD"DD Tjm'OI* I*** IlHRliyj BTD1PDH 
lynKDRjyo yau»R ]ya«n ,1890 pR Dwyo 
-:R ojni rm> "«n TR .jnywo'iKiKD H»9a 
»t pR y^D»3^ R yDTt*3R3i« *i nnx isr.a 
jjpmyiWR jyCR RniD iy"i lP3Wi 
-lya^yu .iRonyc nRDK3yo o«n ei»iiRT
 f 
iy-"0 ,u»3np D*3 ^ya»? o n jyp J;ID"V 
-"2iR PK D"^ |«'3v m«i lyD^anK jnrTR 
1> jnyn3R pR 5«pD |H^ 311 Din iy03!R [TO 
yoTD |"p D'3 opft oy jw ,iy33i33nya i»'j 
Ur.«B ,|yo'»i«3"R »^i ^'D3IRP oyi c o 
""J DIP PR IVOWOMM 3n3yDE-5RD |yp »? 
,iyD>yt inyr DV.DRI DR» ^»T R — ^ya 
n»D J3'B»^31B yO'113 R tR DTDKfi DR.T 
R oan — »p an rn««B »yi>a»p — yo 
-ya wuv n IPDIP3R3 o^Riiya D>3 SJR^ D"X 
Dp'noo bin'Dys jy3Rn D3»'ji» H .fyaju:'-; 
; tn^DRP'Ba I T R jpaipi |IK jwvn TTI «a 
«1R TlRRa D"DD D1X Dl'?jJSR iy3RH »I 
-»IB fw D33ny*ain mynsK pR iRB-»piny 
pvn ip"i iPonysiyaR (yDDRtnyanyp om^ 
nyD3iK jyo^anR DRII DPDVD IIE D'OIK 
. 6'VIR \mvi nmR ,iy33i33Hya IR'JT DU 
.DV&VD 1R'31*T3r3 IX D"31R y^y,*T 
niiD <pl D*i .cn"» 'VtfaKi yon*B n 
pR ni33in no .RP nsy iw«5 <PIR DPIP 
5'cilKP D1"1D 33'D3nB H D3!0pyj3R DBH 
-^ D3R iRonyt? DyT/iyD3iR-,piRi vn no 
• w p 'iTiOH-mn nRB DPinn ,ryty3 DDIPD 
'ii 'IIR IR ,03RTy3 nynDR3 o*n jy*: .5R-<« 
T o nyi po Dy3"R OWMMBR" DBH IRD^II 
Ty" IX 1RHRDR3DR D^R—CIT'B .TO — JO 
in Rtfi3 JBTD n DRH' ,33ny3in lyc^ajy 
PR «ny*»n Ty:RD33»PKii im "3 iirwa 
D"p n |youy3 DRH 5R^y3yB'^  >3IKOK tn 
. .p»"iR njyrt'y3y3"K yj»r pR 
P3 oa"T3*an D*3 Ty3R Dsn o"p n 
"3K l'/R3 OX'H t 'K O D " r D ^ X i m .t311Kp 
jiK Dina3Rp nyt"DRipR*:m nm .-imm.-K 
•ya ww DO jysRn I«5R JRD^II D3y-i»iyia 
"3R oiy" mwa DDKID-'D3K Tin m" jynyi 
"*3V T n o H lys^ RDWD IX «P1R Din3yiljf3 
DKn ^Riy3ycTT *3IKDR DiyDD'DK nm .OJI^  
I"! ,33n,'B'D3y y3*D3Mi R lysysysD'i-w 
DR- ijraKn ^ D " 3 1 K m jynya i'R 3313»D 
'
L313)Hy3.BRC |R'3P 1RD |yp«TDD IX D3yT 
-RB R iyE"iix pi?'n R DpRsy: DRH ny .jw 
;DRP'R3 |yt!"eR3Rpy JKJIR DKp'Ra |yt?'D* 
-?VE iy3yD nyo"3iR TR-,D-,ny?piy osn -p 
•yBK iy»o »» ; 0RP'B3\jye"D^RB' R im 
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-?w jiraT'B vnit ny»eja ^ir=:(t? >->7B»aye V H**3 M»fWl »1 s*n 7^=i!=P8 t;»31 D71) 
BO"« iw *iy*o pi**P '•» P> ipeyw:* »1 *s JjnwjJM jyajUSM I'll eypaaa c .eoywjn 
C'IIB -ipcmEiyt P» MWIK'D^SCII o-tfiicepyeuMD jn»a pa lycnsiyG ,D:(JUI» "grans 
l»J p» npawDBp reripn pit ip-'nyow tjj"B ijn layiyiu* IPHJM tpam DP .pStai 
.-ijmjppps ijT .rs'HHpcKD .Tl ,-nmp ijn pt wpvuna ipn ,(Wjny»» ."" ,'O'D p->s> 
»n pi Dijraepo -KSjjj'nfTS H pe j?i"tc /iVmi w'S* cc*o /njspmn ijn ,o»*ia ,-n 
s^ye pa s'i:pVn- D'Twe ,stoi jn=Ssyn .ocm^m .TO ,;?.T*P '"upn oi'Vie-n ,n»p 
-a:? ,VE'HK?=KO .IT pit imflj^ 1 v m JIB ip^BmTymp "iw* ifi wapa T O .jnpan 
.3»napaifaja iptpn "3 jp3pjyia«nH cpn Tw&a n OKII BTtjipi fytryas cjn ps |?ma 
PR yanoyae^KD R osnynya Ban oy 
*R ,pay DPI lyayti o^nayonuiR yanyma 
-Mia n ]yc"iiv *R vayaoa^snR *1 \vw\ve 
.TPO^STR mpiaiR pc IPORD PD 
P,R TIKIP oanjrn "iyi po pawcnR n 
j u n n R tPiwa r« **pojip ntto'apD 
' aaionya-iyaaiR n OKII cnvipo iyaif 
D*n orna anyn nm pn i* oa^pya asn 
in** po TW*3 Tjn iyo?Rnya3K a*: isn oy 
ipa jyp /imp V D ^sa .OVK PM . D ^ I K 
l r a p w oassya n i oy w ,iyasj roan 
.oynaifHB 5y*D 
' . ' -;IK ipm ^noovH'K iy i pK-iyeyEJ, 
jyaaiaanya ynwo'JKo n ; «^^fcnh j r t s? 
• w i t PK OKH .ip-iaiiya onyi 
D»a opyiny oyn IPD .m ,rn iff* m Tpa 
cjn px Djnm»<K iyaD:yip > Dip^a'.a 
oy \K ,\VG"WZ iya^ ny33K t»in iyo 
-y\ie* yo»nj« oanvn nyiyn p« m»DD»ipy 
n 5*i-|po i» T> o")Jn*jc oy pn yawiD yn 
.]piyco3jnyD o:3ny23iK yaxic 
p^a^ K cjn IPCKPDB ipwiyp 
?nma H Tya'K"iyo»anK im* ,!Po>'aiK 
orni jpo»npaK-)P n IPEKP3I$ jyo iyp 
-T3M1P ,w*m) ,KDia nBonru iyi IID tyoip 
Dim a*iots» o'o or»oya ynns ntn po oan 
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